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"Nihil tam praeposlere. lam incondile. tam monstruose
cogitari potest. quod non possimus somniare"'
..
.
Cicero

We may say that the analytic discourse is inaugurated by love.. But
before being reached by the afflusions of a kind of divine flux, let us not
forget that love itself was the offspring of Contrivance and Poverty under
the auspices of drunkenness.z Only ifthe prejudices on the question of
lovewere to beexaminedwith thesamealoofnesswithwhich we adhere
toevenly suspended attention, would webemore rigorousinsituating the
question of analysis: not only its aims in their correlation with its beginnings.,
but also the structural impasses of the time of its ending.'Freud resolved.
thequestionof time by eliminating it in the unconsciousand,bysodoing,.
identified time and consciousness through the means of perception. His,
indefatigable and hesistant steps led to a discovery whose subversioncan be read in desire being indestructible. By persevering in adirection
beset by contradictions. he dared to advance far beyondth.6limitsof his
times. What Freud lacked in his long and lonely march was (to borrow the
wordsoi William Blake), "Prudence [who] is a rich ugly old maid courted
And it
by Incapacity. He who desires but acts not breeds pe~tilence".~
should be noted that the pestilence in question here is'not the one that
Freud brought to the United States', but rather the one that returns from
there as cretinism.
In regard to life, Freud went as far as to suggest that whoever wanted
it should be prepared for death Si vis vitam. para mortern; he foundedh
this way an ethic where life, forbeing transient. loses not its beautj'. This

ethicdwellsinitsassertioninthosesameofficeswhereotherstakeleave.
The ethicoftheanalyticact isto knowthatthesearchforguaranteescuts
short the very act in which the'analysis might have elapsed... dividing
path between believing and analysing. If there is any difference at all
between psychoanalysis, religion and science, it is that the first can
always turn into religion when the need for perfection and authorisation
mummifies the psychoanalytic discourse by bringing in its place the
pharisee orthodoxy. Even if psychoanalysistends towards science and,
even more, if it is far from it, there still remain two,possibilities: either itwill
never become a science - whatever we understand as such - or,.it is
altogether a different 'discourse because of the re-introdu,ction of the.
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subject effectuated by psycho-analysis at the doorstep of its foreclosure
which precisely constitutes the domain of science.

against psychological theories: that only the act effectuates and permits
the thought.
The formations of the unconscious: jokes, lapsus linguae, lapsus
calami, bungled actions, dreams, symptoms; are that discarded, transient
matter that proves at its best why there is ground to qualify the unconscious
as Freudian. There is, however, sufficient evidence to consider that
Freud's conception of the unconscious is not the same as Lacan's. For
Freud, the unconscious is revealed in the success of its failure (i.e.
formations of the unconscious), while for Lacan it is found in that failure
which is love, in its identification with transference. The single point of
absolute overlap between Freud and Lacan in the question of the
unconscious is that it works at no profit - at pure loss.

Between belief and science, psycho-analysis produces its real effect:
the subversion of the subject of knowledge. Psycho-analysis allows in
this way a progress without hope, since we can say and it can be proved
that the progress of hope belongs to the twentieth century religionswhich
can be recognised in all the therapies that, wittingly or unwittingly, base
themselves in hope:. If love is at the beginning of the analysis and hope
its companion; how can we fail to avow that the farewell to its companion
gives us.apossibility b e n d an analysis not in the perfection which love
demanded at the beginning,but by assuming in our fall the nothing which
we are when the transference, like lovei is to be re-directed. In no other
way are to be taken some of the clues lefl by Freud: "Mourning, as we
know, however painful it may be, comes to.a spontaneous end. When it
has renounced everything that has been lost, then it hasconsumed itself,
and our libido,isonce more free (insofar as we are still young and active)
to.replace the lost objects by new ones equally or still more precious". '
re-direction of,the transference and not the
reud's Wo Es war sol1 lch wefden opens the
fion of the analysand from the analyst who.
lysis, was like a formation of the unconscious,
in the position 0f.a semblance of an object: thus respectively a,signifier in
the symbolic and like an object
. .in the real.
.

Oscar Zentner
Director
The Freudian School of Melbourne

Notes
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CICERO

"There is no imaginable thing too absurd, too involved,
or too abnormal for us to dream about it", in De
divinatione, /I.Quoted by Freudin The lnferpretation
ofDreams, St. Ed. Vol., IV:55.

PLAT0

The Symposium.
Proverbs of Hell. Very close to Freud's overture to
The lnferpretation of Dreams (St. Ed., Vol. V:SOS)
taken from Virgil's Aeneid, fledere sinequm superus,
Acheronfa movebo, "If I cannot bend the celestial
powers, I will move the infernal powers".

.

The situation of psycho-analysis presently can be summarised by
either:of thefollowingoetions:identificatorymimicry or djs-identification.
The former is 'more than an impasse.of the analysis: it is a.modus
operandis of it, when analysis becomes religion. 'The 'latter, instead,
opens the'possibility for the analyst to aofhorise himself from himself. In
so doing, the analyst cannot even follow the example of Freud, whose
authorisation.too often passes unquestioned; furthermore,' Freud's act
cannot be rgkreated. The analysi. in authorising himself from himself,
has to abandonany.previouscertainty of knowledge. He is on his own in
. . necessarily
.
begins all over again in each of its
founding anew an act that
cbnstitutions.

BLAKE,W

'

FREUD,S.

On Transience. St. Ed., Vol.XIV:307.

This tenth Homage to Freud on The formations of the Unconsciousis
the continuation of what we initiated with the first Homage to.Freud in
Australia in 1979to markthefortieth anniversaryof his death. This mark,
before our act, was unthinkable. This is another w'ay of corroborating
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THE FORMATIONS OF
THE UNCONSCIOUS
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Instance or Agency in the Unconscious
Rob Gordon

.

.

We are justified, in. my view, in giving free rein to our
speculationssolongasweretainthecoolnessofjudgement
and do not mistake the scaffolding for the building.

.

Freud'

In psychoanalysis, the subject appears as an enigmatic entity whose
status is always ambiguous compared to the assertions of the ego. The
ontology of the subject, or the status of its being, does not fall easily into
the categories of philosophy, since the very existence of the unconscious,
of a psychical region which can be denominated "it", casts doubt on any
results based on pure thought. Yet at the same time, as Lacan has said,
"something always thinks. Freud told us that the unwnscious is above
all thoughts, and that which think is barred from wnsciousness".2..Bu!,
who or what thinks? is the question ontology rai,ses.
,:
'

It is true that psychoanalysis is not ontology: nevertheless the science
of being is one of those where a departure from the traditional epistemologies
6

7
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based on the presupposition of the conscious subject is invited by
psychoanalyticresearch. The subject of psychoanalysisis not able to be
confronted directly, but is encountered at those points where appearances
break and a discontinuity appears. These discontinuitiesare formations
of the unconscious and include dreams, slips, jokes, parapraxes and
symptoms.
Butif discontinuitiesrevealthesubject, wecan askwhereisit revealed,
and the answer leads us to the unconsciouswhich opens itself briefly in
the formations. We can also ask what is the field where the fault of the
discontinuitypresents itself, and this leads directly to the field of the ego.
By this is indicatedthe field of synthesis,of purposive, connected, logical
discourse and action which, in its apparent wholeness allows man to be
designatedas an "intelligent being". There, where the ego presents itself
for the other, is the place where man thinks he is or where, according to
the other, he appears to be. Indeed the ego parades before us so
persuasivelythat a whole science has not unjustifiably been built around
it, for in its essence, psychology is the science of the ego.
Yet the fundamental findings of psychoanaiysisbelie this and lead to a
questioningof the appearance of the ego, which in due course erodes its
statusas an agent and unmasks it as the place where the subject is not,
and where the continuity and coherence it presents is little more than the
same function that is called secondary elaboration in dreams. Order,
consistency and plausibility are imposed on the raw material of the
unconscious and subject to the laws of metaphor and metonymy; the
dream tells a story instead of being a cry of desire.' It is an act of
interpretation to dismantle the elaboration and render the cry audible, and
recognise a moment of the subject.
So for example, a lonely, narcissisticwoman whose time for marriage
and children has almost passed, dreams that she enters a temple and
comes face to face with an exquisitely beautiful man. The instant she
recogniseshim to be JesusChrist, she.shootsupward.losing him below.
Her associations reveal the cry of despair, hidden behind the beauty:
"Even Jesus Christ himself would not be good enough for me!"
The plausibility which is the trademah of the ego is also detected where
the symptom is presented as justified. but is in fact a metonymic referent
indicating thedesire. For instance, the only person Iever met who found
arusty nailina kiloof butteralreadysufferedfrorn aphobiathatshewould
inadvertently poison her family by preparing tainted food. . This was
metonymic for the hatred she bore her husband and her desire for a

t

homosexual partner. She wished to destroy her marriage.
The formations of the unconscious betray the appearance of the ego
andallowthe being, subjecttodesirein itsexistence. subjectto language
in its expression, and subjectZo the unconsciousin its presentation,to be
revealed. Yet it is in the speaking that the phenomena whose ontology
we seek are discerned. For the discourse of the speaker, the I of speech
whether it be present or only implied in what is said, provides it with,'the
coherence which belongs to the domain of the ego and suggests by ttie
continued use of the pronoun a singularity that Freud always distrusted."
In the earliest formulationsof the'pfojecf, the ego was identifiedas a
system of constantly invested neurones; predisposed to receive and
distribute the quantity of excitation impinging on the system, and to
neutralise it without requiring discharge through the motor system.. It
operates to inhibit the psychical primary processes. The ego~is"the
totality of the I+I investments, at the given time' in which a permanent
component is distinguished from a changing one".' There is here no
'suggestion that the ego is other than a portion of the apparatus which
imposes'restriction on the free play within it.
'

By 1900, in The lnteprefation of Dreams, the ego as a term has almost
disappearedfrom the discussion. Dreams themselves as formations of
the unconsciousdo not so much present an ego or an "I" of discourse, but
rather afunction of criticism which operates to inhibit the free play of the
primary process in its rendering of the wishes it is heir to. Freud places
dreams in a "scene of action'' quite different to that of waking; ideational
life. In order to situate this scene in a less ambiguous ontology, he
resolves to "carefully avoid the temptation todetermine psychical locality'
in any anatomical fashion". He uses the method of the dream itself to
manage the question of the ontology of his apparatus. In what may be
one of the most decisive steps of his career, he locates the psychical in
a "virtual space", "between" the anatomical elements as the image of a
compound optical instrument might appear in a series of stages at the
empty spaces between the lenses and other tangible parts of the
apparatus.
We can say then, with the Freud of 1900, that the psychicalcomes into
being at a series of "ideal points" whose locality is not spatial-but
temporal, and to whose components he gave the name lnsfanzen. This
is not an ambiguous German word. There is only one translation for it,
and that is "instance". The Muref-Sanders Encyclopaedic German9
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English Dictionaryof 1900 gives its meaning as "court (of justice)", and
refers to higher and lower courts, last resort, judgement and verdict, to
elucidate various uses of the word. The Cassell's Dictionary, (1943
based on a 1909 version), gives "instance, instigation, court of judicature".
The word is referred to 'the Latin insfanfia meaning "presence";
"perseverance", (Cassell's Compact Latin-English Dictionary, 1963).
The Concise Oxford Dictionary gives for "instance": "Fact illustrating a
general truth, example; particular case" and in the legal sense, "process,
suit, as court of first instance (primary jurisdiction); in the first instance, in
the first place at the first stage of a proceeding".

latter and consciousness. Furtherwe found reasons
for identifying the critical instance with the instance
which directs our waking life and determines our
voluntary conscious actions.e
Although'he goes on to refer to the instances as systems,'he makes it
clear that this'is "for the sake of greater clarity" a concession, perhaps,
to the time in which he wrote, since he did wish to be understood. The
critical instance is composed of a series of mnemic traces with varying
degrees of conductive resistance between them, located near the motor
. .
end of the apparatus as illustrated in his diagram (Fig. 1):

This term is as ontoiogically uncommitted as the location of the
apparatus. "Instance" refers to a temporal position within a symbolic
structure. However, Strachey's translation of it as "agency" forecloses
the question of its ontology (in line with his own Anglo-Saxon empiricist
prejudice).5 The Concise Oxford gives for "agency": "active operation,
action as moral, free agency; instrumentality, as the agency of; action
personified, as an invisible agency; (Commerc.) o f b of agent; establishment
for business purposes". Clearly if there is a critical "agency" then it is
something that acts instrumentally. In the fashion of the ego, this begs the
question of who or what acts and it appears as though to define the
components of the psychical apparatus is sufficient to explain their
ontology, forgetting that the very term "apparatus" should expose "agency"
as an impossible word. (The Concise Oxford gives for "apparatus":
"mechanical requisites, an appliance for doing something; organs by
which natural processes are carried on"). "Agency" is metonymic for the
entire structure of a view of the psychic based on things being as they
seem. This is the antithesis to Freud's discovery. In other words,
Strachey would let us believe the apparatus is the subject.
The use of the word "instance" preserves the recognition that the
subject always slips through the apparatus. It is not to be pinned down
within scientificdiscourse. Thisopenness is evident ifwe re-translatethe
passage'in which Freud introduces what will later become the ego into the
apparatus.' He says there are:
. . .two psychicalinstances, one of w l t i submitted
the actiwty of the other to a critiasm which involved
its exclusion from consciousness. The' critical
instance, we concluded, stands in a closer
relationship to consciousness than the instance
criticised: it stands like a screen between the

Freud returnedagain and again to the ego, formulating it dialectically
in its relations with the unconscious on one hand, and the external world
on the other. In The €go and the Id he called the ego "a coherent
organisation of mental processes", controlling the approaches to motility
and discharge, supervising its own constituent processes and excluding
some trends from consciousness by repression. Whereas the censorship
of dreams is couched in terms'of a tension between conscious and'
unconscious, the conflict of the neurotic symptom is located between the
ego and the repressed, sin& although all that is repressed is unconscious,
all that is unconscious is not repressed. The symptom is condensed
within the ego, whereas the critical function spans the whole domain
creating the discontinuity between conscious/preconscious and
unconscious.

10

11

Pcr

Fig. 1
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The discontinuity is a function of words, whose presentations are
responsible for the preconsciousstatusof the thoughts they are attached
to. Yet Freud emphasises that beyond the repressed, the lower portion
of the ego "merges" with the "it" as he now calls "the other part of the
mind into which this entity (the ego) extends and which behavmas
though.it were Ucs.". Although he calls it an entity, the ego is still an
instance,'a position in a symbolic system where thoughts and mnemic
traces obtain a status through their representation in language. Freud
pictures the whole psyche in a diagram which he likens to an ovum with
the perceptual system resting on it like the germinal disc (Fig. 2).

that "words are the only material of the unconscious".B Language for
Lacan means an actual, concrete language, spoken and understood by
the subject. It becomes evident, looking at Freud's diagram, that
nowhere do we see justification, in the merging regions, to exclude the
effects of language, except perhaps in the mysterious narrow band
between the repressed and the ego.

'

~

Tcpt.-Cs.

Fig. 2

To follow this reflection means that the ego ceases to present itself as
an "agency" acting, personifiedor in any way free; but on the contrary as
an effect of words spoken for the subject by the other. Yet we are still far
from exhausting the exploration of the ego in Freud. He returned to it at
the end of his life in the unfinished paper, The Splitting offhe Ego in the
Process of Defencet.He seemed to be preparingfor an excursion into the
rupture represented bythe relation of the repressedto the ego. He only
got as far as the preliminary case material and the introductory observation
of the splitting. But if his other work is anything to go by, this will have
been a starting point for some far-reaching theorizing, restructuring the
crucial relations of the ego.
In the paper, Freud traces the ego as it is faced with the prospect of a
satisfaction of the demand of a drive which will bring it into danger. This
is different to the well-trodden theme of the ego reckoning with reality
through being denied the satislaction of adrive. In this new instance, the
ego splits and rejects the reality of the danger on one hand in order to
permit the satisfaction to occur and, on the other hand, recognises the
danger and takesoverthefearofthedanger promised by the prohibition,
and subsequently tries to divest itself of it. 'The drive is satisfied and
reality is respected, but at the expense of "a rift in the ego which never
heals but which increases as time goes on". The same theme of splitting
is touched on in Fetishism, among other places.

There are no sharp demarcations between the various instances
except for that of repression, which is represented as a space and left
open to both the world and the it as though the content of the psychic
ovum might leak out. The way is also left open for the repressed to find
itswayintothedomainoftheegoviaotherregionsoftheit,andfortraces.
of the ego to be found even in remote areas of the it. The constituting
function of the spoken word is specific to the ego, but, to recall Lacan, the
whole psychic ovum is structured: this means as a language, because
language is nothing ifnotstructure. Lacanevengoessofarastosuggest

It seems that the ego cannot even simply be seen as the cause of
repression or disavowal, but that these effects penetrate into the ego
itself. The further we go, the more the notion of an agency is found
wanting to account for the observations. If this is in fact so, what are.the
implications for the topography in Freud's diagram of the psychic ovum?
Should thegashof repressionbe extended to take accountof the splitting
oftheego? Ifso,thenthegashwouldhave tohaveanextensionupwards
into the tissues of the ego, dividing it into an instance of disavowal, where
reality is subjected to demand, and an instance where the ego is
subjected to the threat of reality. It might then look like that shown below
(Fig. 3).

12
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Fig. 3
This introduces a second referenceto the inadequacy of the ego. Not
only does it present an appearanceof plausibilitywhichthe formationsof
the unconsciousparody, but it isalsosplit itself. Thus theegocan present
itself in two mutually contradictory conditions at the same time. Its
synthesis is only in the appearance, as in the pronoun "I", which might
remain constant throughout a speech, but at the level of the signifiers
have radically different significations. After all, the ego is the precipitate
of identificationswithobjects that have been lost. In otherwords, the ego
too is in the field of the Other, only it masquerades as a self. Identifications,
word presentations, mnemic residues or neurones. the ego for Freud is
a system which reveals its discontinuities and in so doing constitutes a
space.for..thesubject.
Manspeaks with his ego, yet the discourse reveals much more than the
ego says. The words are articulated in the ego, but,chosen outside
consciousness in an instance constituted by the other of the object and
the other of the unconscious. This is illustrated by a woman who expects
14
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her husband to leave her, and intending to use the word "intimate" in a
statement which is a covert referenceto her wished for relationshipwith
him, she says "infamate", thus condensing "infamy" and "familiar" and
revealing the spectrum 01 her desire, but at the same time momentarily
revealing herself as being; for as Lacan says, we can have being.or
meaning. but not both.8 This woman, it seems, would have gladly
sacrificed being to retain her intimate husband. Yet she appeared as
subject in the moment that meaning failed. Meaning, says Lacan.
Survives only when deprived of that part of non-meaningthat constitutes
the unconscious in the realisation of the subject.'0 This can be taken as
an account of the ego as instance of meaning "as it emerges in the field
of the Other", to quote Lacan." He speaks of the being of the subject
"beneath meaning",'2 as a "lost object"," as constituted by a "gap", as
a "fading thing that runs under the chain of ~ignifiers".'~
Another woman revealed the relation between the formations of the
unconsciousandthegapof meaning. She reporledadream in which she
was in a church, trying to pray with hooded monks around her. Nearby,
there were a mother, father and little girl. The father was teasing the little
girl so much that the dreamer at last went and told him to stop it.
whereupon the mother flew angrily at her. She returnedto her place and
tried to pray. Then there was a gap in her awareness and she came to
herself again, the church was empty, and she felt afraid and wanted to
find the way out. As she left, a monk, whose face she could not see
because of his hood, called her name seductively.
When she told the dream, the woman twice.emphasisedthat the little
girl was herself. Her associations led to a hypnagogic experience she
hadreportedsomeweeksearlier. Shehaddozedoff lateonenightby the
fire and she imagined she heard a knock at the door. In her reverie (she
said it was not a dream), she imagined that she got up and opened the
door to find a tall figure with a black cloak and hood covering his face
standing there. He came rapidly towards her, proceeded to walk right
through heranddisappeared. Hewascarryingascythe. She told me that
she felt sure the interpretation Ihad given her of this experience as the
expression of a death wish, was correct because, she said, "sometimes
I feel so unhappy I wish I was not here". Then she wanted to say; "it
would be less painful if I were not here," but she made a slip and said
instead, "it would be /esspain/ess if Iwere not here". Iinterpreted this
to be a reference to guilt, since if it was less painless in death, then.it
would be more painful than life; that is, she would be suffering the
15
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punishmentsof purgatory,and the death wish was thereby shown to be
a recompense for her guilt.

being in an "ideal space" where the discernable parts of the psychical
apparatus are not, and it fades where they are.

She responded to this with a report of a recent encounter with her
mother and older sister who both criticised and denigrated her dancing
ability. This hurt her because ballet was the one activity that had earned
her praise and recognitionin her childhood. Iinterpreted her mother and
sister's envy as due to the tact that her father had showed her more love
than he had them, although it was in the form of sexualised fondling and
cuddling, which she abhorred. She then experienced a flood of memories
and feelings of the badness, guilt and self-hate she had felt due to her
father's unwelcome attentions and her mother and sister's constant
criticism. She cried a little and said she was angry with me for bringing
up her childhood, since she did not want to remember it. I reminded her
that she had emphasised to me the child in the dream was her. This
brought her back to the dream. She dried her tears and paused, her face
cleared, and after a moment she asked, "Where do I go from here?"

If this is so, then the ontological status of the subject, although it
remains in question, can at least be said to be non-psychical. It is beyond,
between, within, beneath, outside the psyche. In short, the subject is
where the psychical momentarily is not; or - being is more than psychical.

After another pause I made a comment about how she always wanted
to do somethingwhen she found out a little about herself. She relaxed in
silence, and became deeply immersed in herself. In this gap she was
momentarily in being. After a time, she reported two incidents when as
a young child she had been lost to herself. Once she had completely
forgotten an important ballet rehearsal, another time her Brownie leader
had asked her mother if something was wrong because she had been so
detached. She then related these two gaps in her history to the early
stage of her marriage to a man who turned out to be a paternalfigure and
is the source of her current unhappinesswith an incestuous marriage.
It is at every point where a gap appears that new material emerges if it
is not allowed to close. The many formationsof the unconsciousthat this
woman discloses, dream, reverie, slip, silence, memory, all provide the
gap as the opportunity for her to emerge as subject beyondthe attempts
of the ego to preserve an uneasy truce with death and incest. In those
moments she is in being and is subject to and subject of a piece of her
history. To see the subject emerge in this way in the gap is to place it in
the field defined by the split in Freud's diagram, and yet that is not to say
thatthegapisfilledortheruptureoftheovumishealed. On thecontrary,
it leads to the intimation that perhaps the relation of the subject to this
topography is analogous to that defined by Freud in The Interpretationof
Dreams: namely that we should carefully avoid the temptation to determine
the locality of the subject in any psychical fashion, but that it comes into
16
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It is Better to Joke than to Hang
Alan Large

The closer we get lo psycho-analysisbeing funny the more
it is real psychoanalysis.
J. Lacan'

Introduction
Sigmund Freud's book of 1905, Jokes and Their Relation to the
L/nrwnscious,zwas a study of the relationship between language and
the unconscious. It studied the psychical work behind that effect which
is called a joke. Fliess had commented that Freud's book on dreams
published in 1900 was "too full of joke^".^ This link to dreams, and the
fact that his book on the sexuality of children was written at the same
time and on adjoining work tables as the study on jokes," and, in the
same year, 1905, the publication of his Dora case history, cannot fail to
suggest some common stem of thought in these areas of mind formerly
dosed to investigation. This dasure rested upon the common assumptions
that dreams were illogical, that childhood was prior to any sexual life,
18
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that girls were made for boys and that jokes constituted one of humanity's
trivial pleasures unworthy of investigation. That a closure has continued
to operate is shown by Freud's own assertion that his work on jokes "led
him aside from his path": despite his having noted in the book "an
intimate connection between all mental happenings"6andthat a discovery
even in a remote field could be of inestimable value. Apart from his short
paper on Humour'in 1927 he made no further direct contributions to the
subject. Ernest Jones noted that this book was Freud's "least known
work'.8

involved at a moment in the speaking and hearing of a discourse. What
is said "refers" not to the history of language but to the unconscious
history of each individual.

Jacques Lacan learned from the detective Dupin, hero of The Pudoined
Lefter: that the best clues are at the same time the most obvious and
the most marginal. Lacan wrote. "However neglected - and for good
reason (notice this) - Jokes and the Relation to the Unmnscious remains
the most unchallengeable of Freud's works, because it is the most
transparent, in which the effect of the unconscious is revealed to us in its
most subtle confines".'0 I remind you that in Ancient Rome, broad
daylight, noon, was the hour of appearance of ghosts. This book has
been in front of our eyes for 83 years. Is it the, too obvious, too
transparent statement of this message that speaking beings are moved
by desire in a system called language that awards it thereby the fate of
the purloined letter of Edgar Allan Poe's story?
The fact that, as James Strachey notes,"the translation of ajoke from
one language to another poses sometimes insuperabledifficulties,reminds
us that humans do not laugh at universals. There is never a guarantee.
as comedians well know, that what is said will be taken as a joke.
People laugh at particulars conveyed within the words of the particular
language by which they, as subjects, have been constituted. Lacan
comments, "in order that my joke make the other laugh, it is necessary
that he be, as Freud reminds us, of the same parish. There are things
that cannot be heard, that are not habitually heard. The joke attempts to
make them be heard".'*

A joke is an effect that emerges in and between certain arrangements
of particular words. In translating a joke from one parish to another, the
plays upon the words used require explanation, which, as you know,
.
.
kills a joke.

Literature Survey13
Freud found that his predecessors had already seen that a joke
involves an active unveiling of something hidden which is brought to
judgement not to criticial judgement, but rather one of playfulness.
What is hidden and brought fonvard in the joke was said by these
authors to be the forging of a link between two contrasting or alien ideas
or between two similar but not apparently similar ideas, a link that, up to
that point, would have been regarded as nonsensical and meaningless.
When first made, the linkage produced a sense of bewilderment and
surprise, the crucial "being deceived for a moment" noted by Emmanuel
Kant," followed by a sense of illumination accompanied by pleasure.
The initial meaninglessness of a word or phrase yields another meaning.
Here, pre-Freud, we already have the idea of revelation of hidden
significance producing pleasure but no one had put this together until
Freuddid so. His predecessors had recognized many of the determinants
of jokes but Freud's task was to investigate which were dispensable and
which not.
Lipps had recognized the important aspect of the joke: that "a joke
uses insufficient words for strict logic and may even say what it has to,
by not saying it". j 5
He foreshadows here the idea of condensation or of a crowding,
concertina-like or multiple-layering process which forms a verbal traffic
jam from which a joke emerges. Jokes do not emerge from well set out
extended prose. They have much more in common with the allusiveness
of poetic composition. Freud made use of this fact in examining jokes by
his method of reduction which was to say in full what the joke said in
brief, thereby eliminating the joking quality and showing that the essence
of a joke lies in the not said.

-

Your joke is not my joke and this has nothing to do with any capability
called a sense of humour, which belongs in descriptive psychology and
sociology, but it has everything to do with a particular chain of signifiers

The Techniques of Jokes
Very early, Freud realised that the thought expressed in a joke is not
itself the joke. The thought may even be a sobering or bitter one. It is
the form of verbal technique that makes the statement into a joke. To
paraphrase Jean Paul, it is sheer position that brings success whether
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for warriors, real estate or with jokes.J6The stand up comic has always
known that style and timing are everything.

of things. Lacan says that language is subtle matter but matter
For example, a password can save its speaker from
death.
A joke can use plays upon double or multiple meanings. "The church
bells were stolen and this left the bell ringers wringing their hands".
"What a lovely day to lie on the couch". "You can lie no matter what the
weather is outside".

Freud gave an example of joke technique in the case of the poor man
being treated by the very rich man in a way that was familionar." This
works by an abbreviation through a compressing force, a condensation
that saves the essential and eliminates the less important parts of the
words "familiar" and "millionar '*. A composite nonsense word such as
familionar is, in a second moment that is one of illumination, understood
as being full of meaning. Condensation in Freud's view involves a
manifest word conveying an idea or meaning which replaces several
latent meanings. The manifest word is then said to be over-determined.
In jokes using condensation the latent elements do appear in the
composite formation such as familionar which thus carries "familiar"
and "millionar" even though the latter is represented only by the
phoneme on.
Condensationworks by an interpenetrationof constituents and certain
suppressionswith substitute formations for what has been suppressed.
In a humourous insult to a pompous,man it was said, "Vanity is one of
his four Achilles' heels". What is suppressed is that among his flaws is
the fact that the man is an ass. Freud pointed out that although brevity
alone does not make a joke, brevity is an effect of a, process of
condensation.
There is a form of joke in which a word is used in two ways: once a
whole, then cut up into parts according to sounds which then put forward
another meaning. An example of Napoleon announcing to an Italian
lady at a ball, "All Italians dance badly". She replied, "Not all, but buona
parte" (a good part).'9
The same verbal material can be put to multiple use in one statement
by slightly different word arrangement. A couple lives in a grand style
because the husband earned a lot and was able to lay by a bit, while the
wife lay back a bit and had been able to earn a lot. 2o
The idea that words can be full or empty, resonatingwith Lacan's later
"full and empty speech;'is seen in Freud's example of how a word can
be relatively empty of meaning in one context and regain full meaning in
another. A blind man asks a lame man, "How are you getting along?"
The lame man replies, "As you see".22
Words, as Freud says, are a plastic material with which one can do all
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Joke technique is dominated by the tendency to compression or
saving. It all seems to be a question of economy.
"Have you taken a bath?" asked one Jewish village of another.
*'Why?" asks the other, "Is there one missing?"z4 Here there is a
displacement of accent from the word "bath" to the word "taken". In
displacement,in Freud's view, there is a pivot word such as "taken" that
allows the joker to bring in a different meaning. The double meaning or
confusionof meaning of the pivot word allows a displacement, a transfer
of signification. Displacement is seen in the more elaborate joke of the
poor man using borrowed money to eat gourmet salmon mayonnaise,
his justification of it, in the face of his benefactor's protest, being an
illogical reply that has all the appearance of a logical and reasonable
answer. "If I can't eat it when I have no money and I mustn't eat it when
This
you give me money, when then am Ito eat salmon mayonnai~e?"~~
is a diversion or displacement from the real question, "Why are you
eating salmon mayonnaise at all?"
Displacement plays a major role in the joke work in the next example!
A marriage broker assured the suitor that the girl's father was no longer
living. It later emerged that the father was in prison. The broker
explained, "Surely you don't call that living"." The joke work had
displacedthe meaning of "not living" from "dead' to "not living well" and
the explanation revealed this double meaning retroactively.
Jokes using undisguised nonsense work by the sense hidden in the
nonsense. An elderly teacher, congratulated on the birth of his child,
This
said, "Yes, it is remarkablewhat human hands can a~~omplish".~'
is a nonsensical reply. Children come as a blessing of God and not as
the result of human handiwork. There is, however, a hidden sense, a
sexual one, that makes us laugh.
Another technique is the turning of the tables, a paying someone back
in his own coin or a returning of the speaker's message in an inverted
form. The punchline of a joke has the form of an interpretation. A Royal
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Person saw a man in the crowd resembling himself. "Was your mother
at one time in the service of the Palace?" he asked. "No, your Highness,
but my father was".28This polite but deflating reply proved hilarious for
the bystanders.

The transforming process of the dream work is of condensation and
substitution and is similar to the technical processes to be found in the
joke work. Thus is may also be of value for the analyst to listen as if
listening to a joke.n

Jokes may make use of associated ideas. Two shady businessmen
made a fortune and to enter good society they had their portraits
painted. At a party where the two portraits were unveiled, the hosts led
an eminent art critic to them for judgement. He looked carefully and
then, pointing to the gap between the two pictures, said, "But where's
the Saviour?"29By this allusion he said indirectly, "You are a couple of
thieves".

A patient who began analysis expressing a fear of being found or
becoming insane, some months later reported a dream. She and the
analyst were sitting in the back seat of a car eating a bunch of bananas.
Her associations to the dream were her relationship to the analyst and
her relief at not being treated as if she were mad. The analyst commented
that she seemed less afraid now of "going bananas". She laughed
heartily at the joke, returned to her, of her own doubly meant "bananas".
A depressed man experienced chronic rage at the memory of an
oppressive mother who had deprived his childhood of joy and beaten
him without mercy. For her, feeding her children had been an odious
obligation but also a source of pride in that her children were forced to
eat exactly what she provided and she discountedtheir wishes regarding
food they wanted. This man came to an analytic session carrying a
piece of cake and a can of drink. He said he expected the analyst to be
angry but when no objection was raised, he began eating. The analyst
said, "lt.seems that you can have your cake and eat it too". The patient
burst into laughter, saying triumphantly. "I can, I can, and you cannot
stop me" and continued in a fit of laughter and giggling for several
minutes over his enactment of his wish to eat freely and not be prevented.

Some jokes use allusion where the omission of content, now indirectly
present. creates the joke. Two Jewish men were outside the bath
house. One sighs, "Another year gone by alread~".~"
In jokes using analogy, for example, "The professor was not a great
light, more a great candle stick"," it is not the first term "light" that is a
joke but the fullness given to it by the second term."candlestick that
produces amusement.
Freud took care to remind us that his investigation proceededwithout
criteria as to whether a particular example ought to be called a joke or
not. He relied upon a certain feeling, on criteria not accessible to his
knowledge. Whether something is a joke depends, he found, on a
judgement after the event, by a third person. This position, it occurs to
me, is akin to that in which the analyst listens to the analysand's
associations, that is, without knowing any criteria as to which associations
have significance nor whether an interpretation of any association will
have effect. An effective interpretation, like a good joke, cannot be
known in advance. Freud said, "The interesting processes of mndensation
accompanied by the formation of a substitute, which we have recognized
as the core of the technique of verbal jokes, points towards the formation
of dreams, in the mechanism of which, the same psychical processes
have been disco~ered".~~
It has been suggested that the analyst, in
order to listen well to the patient's material and in order to hear what is
there to be heard and not be captured by his own associations, ought to
listen to all that is said as if a dream were being recounted. Freud noted
the parallel between jokes and dreams. The bewildering manifest
contentpf dreams is contrastedto the logic of the latent dream thoughts
when illuminated.
24
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The Purposes of Jokesy
George Bernard Shaw said of himself and Mark Twain that "we put
thinos in such a way as to make DeoDle, who would otherwise hang us,
believe that we are joking",= 'Freud initially distinguished between
innocent and tendentious or purposive jokes. Innocent jokes were
where the thought expressed was itself the source of pleasure: for
example, "Not only did he not believe in ghosts, he was not even
frightened of them"." Freud later stated that there are no innocent
jokes. All jokes have a purpose. A one line comment relevant here is,
"Why does the chicken cross the road ifnot to come home to IO OS^?"^'
A joke reveals a thought concealed in a linguistic envelope. The
joking envelope can increase our enjoyment by deceiving us so that we
regard the thought as being of more value than if it were expressed
alone. On the other hand, the profound truth of athought may lead us to
25
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call an ineptly packaged joke brilliant, to over-value it as a joke.
For Freud, joking aimed at deriving pleasure and he regarded the
purposes of jokes as the expression of aggressiveness and the expression
of sexuality or, together, the expression of hostile lust.
Jokes with a sexual purpose he equates with an attempt at seduction
directed to a particular person by whom the speaker is sexually excited.
The one addressed is expected to become aware of the excitement and
in turn be aroused. The response may-bea reaction against excitement,
one of shame or embarassment, which of course admits the arousal in
any case. The person addressed may not in fact be present but only
imagined as occurs in "boys' talk' or "girls' talk'.
A third person who laughs at hearing an obscene joke is laughing as
though he.were a witness to an act of sexual aggression.

IT IS BETTER TO JOKE THAN TO HANG

and annoy his hearer who damps down his annoyance by resolving to
tell the joke to the next victim in the joking chain.
Flieger draws attention to Freud's Master Joke, the story of Oedipus.
in which the boy does get the girl by eliminating his rival. The punchline
delivered by the dead Father or Fate is this, "The girl is your mother".
This revelation depends on the same bewilderment and illumination
which produces the impact of a joke. It is a joke by the technique of
"rediscovery of something familiar - all too familiar". Although it is too
late for a happy ending for Oedipus, Freud does reinstate the happy
ending for others by having the subject identify with the parent of the
Same sex, renounce the impossible love and find a substitute love
object. Lacan's version of the master joke, Flieger says, ends not with
"Boy gets Boy" or "Boy gets Girl" but "Boy is Girl". The butt or object of
the obscene joke -the position of femininity - is in fact a position anyone
can occupy and all can play in turn.
Freud says jokes circumvent an obstacle, censorship, repression, to
satisfy a drive, a wish, lustful or hostile, in order to draw pleasure from an
othewise inaccessible source. Purposivejokes undo a renunciation,an
inaccessibility,and retrieve what was lost.
The joke allows us the pleasure of laughing at what otherwise causes
shame and disgust. That the repression is not entirely lifted is stated by
Freudwhen he says that, "Strictly speaking we do not know what we are
laughing at".39Aswitness to this, "Jokes using wretched technique can
have immense success in provoking laughter".'o Freud says, "A joke
always has something forbidden to say"."'

Obscene jokes wntain not only what is sexual but what is excremental,
as in childhood when the two were barely distinguished. The aim is to
expose the person to whom the joke is directed by compelling him to
imagine the procedure or part of the body in question and to show that
the speaker is also imagining it. A desire to see what is sexual exposed,
substitutes for a desire to touch. The sexual act, for both men and
women, begins in exhibiting. At first there is wooing speech which
yields directly to sexual action if both parties are ready. If resisted by an
obstacle, the sexual. impulse becomes hostile and sadistic. If
defensiveness, such as may result from social convention or the presence
of a third person, delays action, then the sexually exciting speech can
become an aim in itself and pleasure is found in the signs of excitement
in the other person even if action is blocked. The third person, the
listener, transforms the interchange into the character of a joke, receives
a bonus, an effortless satisfaction of his own libido, a pleasure that is
apparent from his latighter. In commenting upon this, Jerry Aline
Flieger, in a paper intriguingly called "The Purloined Punchline,"
expresses the structure of the sexually purposive joke as: first, Boy
Meets Girl, then Boy Loses Girl, when the third party enters. Then Joke
Conquers All, the boy enjoying the spectacle of the girl's excitement and
shame while the third party is given a bribe of pleasure. Next Boy Gets
Boy1 The joker and the third party become accomplices in pleasure,
although the listener does not escape unscathed. Freud points out the
aggressive nature of the capture of the attention of the listener who is
taken in by the bribe of pleasure offered. The joker is pleasedto mislead

The primary function of joke work is to disguise the joke's point until its
revelation in the punchline.
Jokes with a hostile purpose also require a third person who is witness
to the joke of making his enemy small or despicable, in order to enjoy
overcoming him. This third person who has made no effort in the matter
enjoys the pleasure of it and laughs. The hostile joke evades restrictions
or allows the exploitation of something ridiculous which could not otherwise
be put forward openly and this gives pleasure. The reply to the Royal
Person that the citizen's father but not his mother was once at the
Palace is an example of the pleasurable triumph of a hostile response
which avenges an insult.
Tendentious jokes are especially valued in criticising and rebelling
against authorities, institutions, dogmas or views of life. Freud's joke
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about marriage brokers have a comic facade but serve also to strike at
something important, that is otherwise forbidden to be said aloud. This
is to ridicule the authoritarian social system that supports ambitious
parents, pitiable girls and disgraceful marriages and the exploitative way
in which the marriage broker must earn his livelihood.

IT IS BETTER TO JOKE THAN TO HANG

laughter is liberated. Lacan also points out that someone hearing a joke
gains pleasure from seeing a demand, expressed in the joke, unsatisfied.
Nonsense jokes give pleasure, in saying what is forbidden by sense,
with a saving of the energy needed for criticism and inhibition. Pleasure
arises from play which is repetitive and without regard for meaning, as
was permitted in early childhood. Later in life, to prolong this pleasure
and silence criticism, the meaninglessmust be given meaning. For this,
a jest will provide a permissible meaning and a joke will provide a
meaning of even more value. An example of a jest is the man who said
He explained that two
of his four children, "Two heal and two
were doctors and two were singers. Joke technique simply safeguards
the methods of obtaining pleasure against the objections raised by
criticism. The meaning of a joke protects the pleasure from being
eliminated by criticism.

The disguise of the truth, the envelope, is what gives these stories the
character of a joke. The poor man who defended his right to eat the
luxury salmon mayonnaise with the rich man's' money by an illogical
argument is disguising, by a facade, an underlying truth that each man
has a right to decide what is enjoyable for him. Desire insists, in
opposition to a morality imposed by the rich and powerful, the law of the
fathers. Of this Freud says, "There is no final solution to this confli~t".'~
It cannot be said openly that marriage is not an arrangement calculated
to satisfy sexuality, but a joke can declare it: for example, "A wife is like
an umbrella, sooner or later one takes a

A joke delivers an idea in a joking envelope in such a way that the
thought or idea is protected from premature criticism by the confusion
induced by the joke work which obscures how much pleasure is coming
from the joking envelope and how much from the thought. Nothing
distinguishes jokes more than this doublesidedness and this duplicity.
The joke work makes something seen as senseless from one 'view
appear sensible from another. The pleasure does not come from the
conflict of sense and nonsense. The pleasure comes from the liberation
of a nonsense, that is, by the production of another meaning. Jokes aim
to give pleasure but also to augment an idea and guard it against
criticism so that the drives can now employ it for their ends.

The question of what is truth and whether and how it can be conveyed
to a hearer is raised in jokes such as the one where a man asserts that
he is travelling to Cracow only to be told, "You liar.' You say you are
going to Cracow because you want me to believe you are going to
Lemberg when I know you are really going to Cracow".@The speculative
nature of the certainty of knowledge is highlighted here. In commenting
on this joke, Lacan asks whether it is possible to say the truth to an
other.45How can one take into account what the other will make of one's
statement? Any statement riddled with gaps and meanings simply
because of the existence of the unconscious. This fact has unintended,
unforeseeableeffects on the other who is being addressed.

Freud put forward a principle of forepleasure whereby the overco,ming
of one inhibition to the expression of the joke's purpose releases a small
amount of pleasure which then serves to reduce the strength of the other
inhibitions or obstacles which are thereby more easily overcome and
release a greater quantity of pleasure associated with the full effect of
the joke. Sometimes the pleasure of the mmic, for example an unmasking,
is used as forepleasure which then releases new pleasure by the lifting
of suppressions and repressions. Freud also affirmed Fechner's idea of
the intensification of simultaneous pleasures, in that two pleasures do
more than add up, they multiply.

Pleasure In JokesQ
Pleasure comes from jokes as the result of the satisfaction of purposes,
hostile or sexual, against inhibitionsor suppressions which have required
energy to maintain. When the inhibitions are overcome, the energy, no
longer required, gives pleasure. Recognition of the familiar where one
expected the unfamiliar is a source of pleasure and humour and clearly
relates to an economy of psychical expenditure. Jacques Lacan points
out how pleasure in the comic is closely related to the captivating
character of the image." Comic pleasure arises from imitation, masks
and unmasking. Laughter follows a lessening of tension.
Someone slips on a banana skin and a pompous image falls and

Reason, critical judgement and suppression: these are the forces the
joke fights. The pleasure it produces, whether from play or from lifting
inhibitions, can be traced always to economy of psychical expenditure.
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The Motives of Jokes 43
The joke is the most social of all the mental functions that aim to yield
pleasure. The urge to tell the joke that one has made and to pass on a
joke that one has heard is imperative, the reason for this being that
although a joke one has made may give some enjoyment, it does not
induce laughter in the joker because the energy used up to make the
joke is no longer available. The urge to tell it may be to do with evoking
the laughter that has been denied to oneself. The laughter of the listener
convinces the joke maker that he has made a joke and this allows him
some pleasure. The one hearing the joke must have the inhibitions
relevant to the joke which is why he must be of the same parish. The
hearer no longer needs to inhibit that particularchain of his thoughts and
the energy is released in laughter.
A joke can only make use of distortion by condensation and displacement
up to the p i n t at which it can be set straight by the listener understanding
it.
Telling the joke to someone else may be a way for the listener to
regain some of his first enjoyment. Freud said, "A joke must be told to
someone else...something remains over which seeks, by communicating
the idea, to bring the unknown processes of constructing a joke to a
conclusion"." That which remains over is desire. No one remains
uncontaminatedby exposure to the desire of the other.

If a joke calls too.much attention to the ideas that it conveys, the
energy liberated may be employed for purposes other than laughter.
This is why jokes need firstly to be brief, to allow few opportunities for
such attention to be engaged. Jokes need to be easily understoodso as
not to evoke intellectual work.

IT IS BETTER TO JOKE THAN TO HANG

joke touches certain forbidden ideas. When we realize, with surprise,
that the fear is unnecessary we can laugh, as do children, when they
realise a threat is harmless. Surprise reveals unconsciousknowing and
is the reaction to the fulfillment of an unconscious expectation.
Unconscious revision of preconscious thoughts, as in dream work,
provides the outcome we see in jokes. Making a joke is not like making
a judgement. A joke "occurs" to us, involuntarily, from an absence of
intellectual continuity. A joke emerges. Jokes are often not remembered
at will but, also, are remembered or occur to us, when we cannot see
their relevance. Notice that the brevity of a joke, a reflection of condensation,
is a characteristic of unconscious process and not of preconscious
process.
Jokes do use displacement but have another way of dealing with
inhibition by maintaining word play and nonsense unaltered and by
restrictingthemselves to occasionswhen this is allowable, thanks to the
ambiguity of words and the multiplicity of relations between concepts.

I want to comment to you about the analytic situation. This can be
seen as a three person situation, as pertains with jokes, and in which the
analyst plays both butt or object and listener or third person. The analyst
must, however, refuse the bribe of pleasure and adopt a position that
breaks the analyst's strand of the imaginary bond between the analyst
and the analysand. From another view, the analysand is both object and
listener. When the analyst returns the hidden meaning of the analysand's
words to him, it will meet with the inhibitions, surprise and release of
laughter as if the analyst has told a joke. The analyst doesn't laugh
because, as with the joke maker, energy has been used to construct the
interpretation.

They need to distract by their form so that, as we begin to wonder what
is wrong with the wording, we are already laughing. Clearly, attention
too early to critical examination will kill a joke. A comic facade can
reduce critical attention. Displacements and representations by absurdity
are particularly able to distract attention and increase bewilderment and
ensure a joke's effect. Jokes.only have their full effect if they are new,
surprise to the hearer, who laughs automatically, with conscious attention
kept to a minimum. A second hearing alerts the attention to the first
hearing. Surprise is a factor emphasized by Theodor Reik.5' He says
that,'on the first hearing of a joke, there is a momentary intensificationof
inhibition associated with an increase in unconscious anxiety when a

Jacques Lacan dealt with jokes in the course of his work on formations
of the unconscious. He said that, "The unconscious is revealed in its
formations in veiled forms". Just like common discourse, the formations
of the unconscioussay more than they appear to say. "It is a lovely day
to lie on the couch" is an example of this. Another is the analyst who
says, "I cannot find a useful briefcase". There is a homogeneous
structure in symptoms, dreams, parapraxes and jokes. All derive from
the play of substitution or displacement and condensation or combination
in the signifying chain.
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The unconscious can be considered to be constructed of chains of
signifiers, links in such ways that multiple meanings or significations are
available around each signifier. Displacement and condensation are
the means for the structuring of the unconscious, the same means that
create meaning in language, called here metonymy and metaphor.
Lacan viewed language and its effects as the agents by which the
unconscious is formed. The false autonomy of the "I say" conceals the
work of the unconscious chains of signifiers. A joke is a construction in
which the effect of the unconscious significations is revealed in
consciousness. This is the "something more" that the words say than
seems to have been said.

Metonymy relates signifiers which are connected in a context or by
contiguity, such as exists in the diachronic nature of speech. An
example is to say, "Have a cup" instead of, "Have a drink contained in
the cup". Metonymy is always apparent nonsense. One doesn't drink a
cup itself, but the sense conveyed by the signifiers unless the meaning
or signification is resisted. Not everyone "gets jokes" especially if they
are subtle; that is, where there is too long a chain of connecting signifiers
between the manifest nonsense and the signifier carrying the sense.
Lacan speaks of metonymic ruins, parts of signifiers that emerge in half
remembered names or in the combination words of jokes such as
familionar or the a/coholidays.u
Desire, that which moves the speaking being, arises from the primordial
loss of an object which occurs when and because the human subject
enters language.
Another way of saying this is that, "the signifier, Language, installs the
lack', The chain of signifiers insists repetitively and is moved by Desire
which seeks to fillthe lack with a substitute which is always of something
else, which brings us to the formula "Desire is a metonymy". Desire,
being always of something else, never stops. It is indestructible. There
is a perpetual sliding away or alien "object" of Desire. Desire is
responsible for the superimposition of meanings and wishes that occur
-inthe formations of the unconscious, including jokes. Jokes are moved
by the same Desire that gives rise to other formations of the unconscious.
The double meaning in the words "to lie" allows for the transfer of
signification from "to lie down" to "to tell a lie". The manifest or
conscious signifier "to lie down" is in a metonymic relation to the
signifier supporting the unconscious Desire which is "to tell a lie". The
metaphorical function of a joke is the creation of a meaning but the
meaning permanently slides, because of Desire.
The joker, in using the joke work against the obstacles to Desire, gains
an illusory, imaginary victory. Although it supports his image of himself,
all such imaginary triumphs are illusory. The joke work is also a
response to the encounter with obstacles that arise from the Law and
oppose Desire. The success of the joke work ultimately "enables
Desire".

In the joke, unconscious knowledge has effect and says what it
knows, but what the conscious subject does not know. Thus unconscious
knowledge is revealed in fragments, ambiguous and marginal details,
as said before, in veiled forms. For example, "Vanity was one of his four
Achilles' heels". The signifiers relevant to jokes work through phonemes,
likenesses of sound, which spread in a network to produce such effects
as jokes: "The bell ringers were left wringing their hands". In distinction
to this, common discourse is made of semantemes'whichLacan calls
"more empty", that is, carrying less meaning.
Lacan uses the linguistic terms metaphor and metonymy to show that
meaning is established by the substitution of one signifier by another. as
in metaphor, and that a signifier is always a signifier of "something
else", as in metonymy. Both are relevant to the construction of jokes.
Metaphor is operating when sense emerges from nonsense which is the
moment of illumination of a joke, or the moment when the meaning of a
dream or a symptom becomes apparent.
Such as process may be seen as creative, poetic, funny, or therapeutic.
A symptom is a metaphor that is a signifier of a repressedsignifier, part,
of course,,of a chain or network of signifiers, and the meaning of the
symptom remains a mystery, a nonsense, until its substitutive condition
in relation to a hidden meaning or signification is clarified by analysis,
after which it disappears. The meaning comes only from the substitution
of a signifier by a signifier in the chain. All meaning is therefore
metaphoric and jokes display this most clearly. Familionar is a metaphor
pregnant with meaning. A joke is a metaphor of a disguised truth. A
joke reveals new meaning that was a disguised meaning. The nonsense
of a joke surprises us and deceives us long enough for an unperceived
meaning to have time to enter.
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A final warning is in order. The original temptation in the joking circuit
is that infantile Desire called incest -for which they hang you!
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Counter-Transference: to Counter the
Transference
Linda Clifton
Freud wrote vely little on the concept of counter-transference and when
he did write about it he advised against its being acted upon by the
analyst. In The Future Prospects of Psychoanalytic Therapy he wrote,
We have become aware of the countertransference which arises in __.
(the analyst) as a
result of the patient's influence on his unconsdous
feelings, and we are almosl inclined to insist that
he shall recognise this counter-transference in
himself and overcome it.'
In Observations on Transference-LoveFreud wrote that the analyst
should maintain his neutrality "acquired through keeping the countertransference in check' even in the face of an expression of love by his
patient2
He proposed the "rule of abstinence" as a working principle in
psychoanalysis:
rs
. . . analytic technique requires of the physician
that he should deny the patientwho is craving his
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love the satisfaction she demands. The treatment
must be carried out in abstinence. By this Ido not
mean physical abstinence alone nor yet the
deprivation of everything that the patient
desires ...
I shall state it as a fundamental principle that
;he patient's need and longing should be allowed
to persist in her in order that they may serve as
forces impelling her to do work and make changes,
and we must beware of appeasing these forces
by means of surrogate^.^

Thus for Freudthe demand for love was not to be met by the gift of love
for both"'ethid and technical reasons". There was to be no reciprocity,
thetransferencewasnottobecountered(inthesense0fmoving against)
or en-countered, by the counter-transference. The patient was to be left
with "unfulfilledwishes in abundance". There is here the idea of a certain
space being left open in the analysis.
Despite Freud's recommendation we find that many analysts from
Feren~zi~tothepresentday
have beenconcernedto fillin thisspacewith
something of their own being, which they have called the countertransference. In almost direct contrast to Freud's advice we find that for
at'least one French analyst, Sacha Nacht, love, far from being a force to
be mastered in the analyst as suggested by,Freud, was held to be the
pivotal condition in the success or othenvise of a treatment. He wrote:
. . , . it was to my own deep underlying attitude
towards the patient that I had to anribute the
responsibility of success , . . No-one can cure
another if he has not the genuine desire to help
him and'no-one can have the desire unless he
loves. in the deepest sense of the
Seemingly happily unaware of the dangers of a "cure by love", Nacht
goes on to support his contention by quoting Hipprocates who said that:
Many patients, conscious of the danger they'are
in, recover their health solely through the joy their
doctor's kindness inspires in them.'
Here with Hippocrates, the father
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Freudian field of suggestion where2'amor vincit omnia" (love conquers
all).
Lacan wrote that the counter-transference is "nothing other than the
function of the analyst's ego, the sum total of the analyst's prejudices"'
and he called the elucidation of the counter-transferencein the treatment'
a "gesture of facile exaltation" whereby analysts throw their feelings into
the ring "thus balancing the transference itself with their own weight".a
What is it then that has led a certain line of analysts to disregard Freud's
advice and to make the interpretation of the counter-transference a
central facet of their technique?
My contention is that the explication'of the counter-transference as a
significant factor in the treatment is based on a misconception cf the
analytic relation and of the function of the analyst. In support of this I will
critically examine the development of the concept of counter-transference
and its use in clinical practice.
Counter-transference has been defined in varying ways. The main
distinctions drawn have related to whether counter-transferenceis held
to include both conscious and unconscious elements and whether it is a
reactionspecificallyto the transferenceof the patient or just to any aspect
of the patient.
For instance, Paula Heimann made a very inclusive definition to
include "all the feelings which the analyst experiences towards his
~atient".~In contrast, a more recent writer, Moeller, saw countertransference as "... a specific non-neurotic reaction on the part of the
analyst to the transference of the patient .... If the analyst, for instance,
responds to a father or mother or sibling transference with specific
paternal or maternal or siblingrelated feelings, thiswouldbe hiscountertransference".'o
Moeller's definition draws attention to a further distinction made by
most writers in discussing counterltransference and that is between the
so-called normal (i.e. non-neurotic) counter-transference and the
pathological counter-transference. This has led to exploration of both
kinds of counter-transference and differing opinions as to whether the
counter-transference should be elucidated in the treatment.
Analysts such as Annie Reich"and Heinrich Racker have investigated
the "pathological" counter-transferenceand its disturbing effects on the
progress of a treatment. For Racker there was a kind of transference-'-*
counter-transferenceequation.
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Just as thewholeof the patient‘simages, feelings
and impulses towards the analyst, insofar as they
are determnined by the past, is called transference
and its pathological expression is denominated
transferenceneurosis,inthesame waythewhole
of the images, feelings and impulsestowards the
patient, insofar as they are determined by the’
past, is called counter-transference and its
pathological expression may be denominated
counter-transferenceneurosis.

a fear lest he, the analyst, should be jealous of
what had clearly been a success and be wanting
to deprive him of it and its results. The interpretation
was accepted, the distress deared up quite quiddy.
and the analysis went on.
’,

The transference is always present and always
reveals its presence. Likewise counter-transference
is always present and ahvays reveals its presence.‘
For these writers the place proper to the interpretationof the analyst‘s
counter-transferencewas not in front of the patient but in supefvision or
the training analysis where it was to be pursued with some vigour.
Counter-transferencein the analysis is inevitable according to Reich but
it should remain shadowy and in the background.
A divergent direction has been taken by analysts such as Margaret
Little,”Winnicott I4and Paula Hei~nann’~
who, with appeals to both the
courage and humanity of analysts, advocated the active use of the
counter-transferencein treatment. It is the work of these analysts that I
will investigate further.
I want to begin with a clinical case given by Margaret Little. This is a
case which has also been taken by Lacan.16
Little gave the example as follows:
A patient whose mother had recently died was to
giveawirelesstalkonasubjectinwhich he knew
his analyst was interested;he gave him the script
to read beforehand, and the analyst .had the
opportunity of hearingthe broadcast. The patient
felt very unwillingto give it just then, in view of his
mother‘s death, but could not aker the arrangement.
The day after the broadcast he arrived for his
analysis in a state of anxiety and confusion.

The analyst (who was a very experienced man)
interpreted the patient’s distress as being due to
40
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Two years later (the analysis having ended in the
meanwhile) the patient was at a party which he.
found he could not enjoy, and he realized that it
was a week after the anniversary of his mother’s
death. Suddenlyitcameto him what hadtroubled
him at the time of the broadcast had been a.very
simple and obvious thing, sadness that his mother
was not there to enjoy his success (or even know
aboutit),andguiltthathe hadenjoyeditwhileshe
was dead had spoilt it for him. Instead of being
able to mourn for her (by cancelling the broadcast)
he had had to behave as if he denied her death,
almost in a manic way. He recognized that the
interpretationgiven, which could be substantially
correct, had in fact been the correct one at the
time for the analyst, who had actually been jealous
of him, and that it was the analyst‘s unconscious
guilt that had led to the giving of an inappropriate
interpretation. Its acceptance had come about
through the patient‘s unconscious recognition of
its correctness for his analyst and his identification
with him. Now he could accept it as true for
himself in a totally different way, on another level
- Le. that of his jealousy of his father’s success
with his mother, and guilt about himself having a
success, which represented success with his
mother, of which his father would be jealous and
want to deprive him.”
At the end of the description Little wrote that the analyst‘s behaviour in
giving such an interpretation must be attributed to counter-transference.
This clinical example was presented in an article advocatina the active
use of the counter-tiansferencein the treatment and yet on my first and
.every subsequent reading of the case I could see it as nothing other than
an excellent example of how the counter-transference can lead the
41
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analyst astray. How then did Little herself justify the example?
Apparently Little considered the analyst's counter-transference
interpretationas not inappropriate but merely mistimed. To understand
this we must follow Little where she described how the successful use of
the counter-transference depended on two elements, empathy and
detachment. Empathy is based on identification, the analyst's identification
with the patient. This must be balanced by a detachment of the analyst
fromthepatientwhichinpractice meansthattheanalyst.whileidentifying
with a patient's experience, jealousy for example, must realize that there
is an interval of time between himself and the experience which for the
patient has the quality of immediacy. The analyst knows it for a past
experience, while to the patient it is a present one.
According to Little the analyst in her example "felt the patient's
unconscious repressed jealousy as his, own immediate experience,
instead of a past rememberedone". This led to "a phobic reaction in the
patient-displacement by introjective identification and re-repression".
Only later, when his mourningfor his mother had been transferred to the
analyst could he experience the jealousy as an immediate one, and then
recognise his analyst's counter-transferencereaction.'8
Whatwasstartling for me in thiscase, wastheavoidanceof thesubject
of death by the analyst and the mysteriousappearance of jealousy in its
place. Surely the death of the, patient's mother was preoccupying the
patient buttheanalystandlaterLittleinherreportofthecasemakedeath
disappear and, with it, angst. We are left with the case of "the circulating
jealousy". What evidence is there, if we eschew for a moment the
reliability of the counter-transference, 01 the patient's jealousy? Well,
there is some. Two years later, this very obliging patient was able to
recognisejealousywithinhimself of hisfather'ssuccess with his mother.
While not doubting that this patient may have felt some jealousy of his
father (hardly unusual) or even his analyst, could we make a different
interpretationhere, that of his needto protect his analyst even two years
after the analysis, an analyst who even when mistaken, always knows.
This reminds us of Lacan's formulationof the transference in terms of the
analyst being for the analysand "the supposed-subject-of-knowing".lS
For Little's patient then, his analyst remains "the supposed-subject-ofknowing", an indication that the transference had not been able to be
redirected.
To turn to the analyst, one must question why a counter-transference
interpretationwas produced at all when the patient brought the death of
42
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his mother and his insistenceon making a radio broadcastdespite it. The
phobic and manic behaviour of the patient in the face of death seem also
to belong to the analyst.
Could we not then suppose that this analyst produced a countertransference interpretation,not just mis-timedbut inappropriate, because
he, too, was disturbed by the presence of death which displaced him for
amomentfromthecentreoflhings. He wassodisturbedthat heneeded .,
to immediately restore himself to a central position, thus ensuring that it
took the patient a further two years to learn anything about his own
reaction to his mother's death.m
That Little does not ask the same questions as I do here is not surprising
as she writes in a differentarticle that, for her: "The reality that is present
...in every analysis is the analyst himself''.21As Leites in a commentary
on Little's position says: "Before him (the analyst) life pales".p And I
would add, so it seems does death!
Little is so confident of the analyst's occupation of the place of reality
in the analysis that she, like Winnicott, believedthat, "._.a time comes in
the course of every analysis when it is essential for the patient to
recognise the existence not only of the analyst's objective or justified
feelings, but also of the analyst's subjective feelings; that is that the
analyst must and does develop an unconscious counter-transference
which he is nevertheless able to deal with in such a way that it does not
interfere to any serious extent with the patient's interests, especially the
progress of cure".23
Little supports this recommendationby saying that,

So much emphasis is laid on the unconscious
phantasies of patients about their analysts that it
is often ignored that they really come to know a
great deal of truth about them -both actual and
psychic...

*

Analysts often behave unconsciouslyexactly like
the parents who put up a smoke screen, and
tantalize their children, tempting them to see the
very things they forbid them their seeing; and not
to refer to counter-transferenceis tantamount to
43
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denying its existence, or forbidding the pati
know or talk about it. *'
It is undoubtedly true that the patient may learn some things about his
analyst. As Freudsays,"everyone possesses in hisown unconscious
instrumentwith which he can interpret the utterance of the unconscious
in other people".25And, of course, the patient should not be forbidden to
speak of anything, including his analyst. But it is hard to see how
knowledge of his analyst as a person can really benefit the patient. To
actively encourage a discussion of the counter-transference seems to
constitute at best a distraction from the patient's own discourse and at
worst a possible invitation to paranoia in the patient whose interest may
be divelted into "reading the unconsdous" of his analyst, like an analysand
whosaidtomethat,following readingabookon "bodylanguage", he had
started looking into people's eyes (undoubtedlyincluding mine) to see if
their pupils dilated when they greeted him (a sure sign of genuine interest)
or whether they remained'small (evidence of a lack of interest).
Little's recommendationsregarding the counter-transferenceimply a
conceptionof analysiswhere there are two analyticsubjects,patient and
analyst, engaged in adialoguewhere the unconsciousis revealedvia the
interpretationof the transferenceand counter-transferencerespectively.
Freud and later Lacan, however, insist that while the transference is the
sinequanonofanalysis, itisalso,inessence, aformofresistance. Lacan
wrote that,
The transference is the means by which the
communicationof the unconsciousis interrupted,
by which the unconscious closes up again. Far
from being a handing over of powers to the
unconscious, the transference is, on the contrary,
its closing up".
This is based in Freud'who, in The Dynamics of Transference, described
how resistance operates in the analytic work, by means of the transference.

)

When anything in the complexive material ...( in
the subject macer of the complex) is suitable for
being transferred on to the figure of the doctor,
that transference is carried out; it produces the
next association, and announces itself by
indications of a resistance - by a stoppage, for
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instance. We infer from this experience that the
transference-idea has penetrated into
consciousness in front of any possible assodations
because it satisfies the resistance. An event of
this sort is repeatedon countless occasionsin the
course of an analysis. ...when we come near to a
pathogenic complex, the portion 01 that complex
that is capable of transference is the first pushed
forward into consciousness and defended with
Thus transference in
the greatest obstinacy. .__
the analytic treatment invariably appears to us in
the first instance as the strongest weapon of the
resistance, and we may conclude that the intensity
iand persistence of the transference are an effect
and an expression of the resi~tance.~'

While it is the transference of the patient and, why not, of the analyst
too, that make analysis and interpretation possible, for a Lacanian
analyst the transference is not the object of interpretation. It is ideally by
grace of the formations of the unconscious, designated as.such by
Freud,dreams,slipsofthetongue, bungledactions,jokesandsymptoms
that we are able to gain access to the unconsciousand attribute meaning
to the analysand's speech.
Ifthe transference is resistant, no less so is the supposed countertransference, even despite Little'sclaim that the analyst can deal with his
own unconsciouscounter-transferencewithoutjeopardising the success
of the treatment. To "deal with" one's own unconsciousis suggestive Of
"making a deal". It implies that the analyst, presumably through his own
analysis has achieved a "good working knowledge", a friendly relation
with his own unconscious, an unconscious that is now basically tNStWOrthy
and will not let him down. Such a deal with one's unconsciousis contrary
towhat Lacanassertsaboutthe Freudianunconscious-thattherecan be
no unity between consciousness and the unconscious. that analysis
cannot repair the fundamental split in the subject.
Winnicott expanded on the notion of the so-called objective feelingsof
the analyst when he claimed that,'
A main task of the analyst of any patient is to
maintainobjectivityin regardtoall thatthe patient
brings, and a special case of this is the analyst's
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need to be able to hate the patient objectively.
Are there not many situations in our ordinary
analytic work in which the analyst's hate is justified?
A patient of mine, & very bad obsessional, was
almost loathsometomeforsomeyears. lfelt bad
about this until the analysis turned a corner and
the patient became lovable and then I.realized
that his unlikeableness had been an active
symptom, uniwnscroUslydetermined. It was indeed
a wonderful day for me (much later on) ,when I
could actually tell the patient that I and his friends
had felt repelled by him, but that he had been too
ill. for us to let him know. This was also an
important day for him, a tremendous advance in
his adjustment.to reality.
Winnicotlworked with psychotic and other very disturbed patients and
makes.the point, which few would dispute, that working with psychotic
patientscan make great emotionaldemands on the analyst. However, in
this case where Winnicott expressedhis allegedly "objective" hate to his
patient, Iwould like to comment that even with "very bad obsessionals",
"one man's meat is another man's poison". In other words there can be
no consensual validation of reality in psychoanalysis. There are no
"objective"fee1ings. By their naturefeelings are subjective, belongingto
the subject. In Winnicott's descriptionwe can see that the direction of his
treatment was to a point where there could be a mutually agreed upon
acknowledgement of reality by patient and analyst, or perhaps, to put it
moreaccurately,anacceptance bythepatientoftheanalyst'sperception
of reality.

discussions. At times the analogy becomes almost a correspondence,
not that the analyst is just like a mother or father and the analysand like
a child but that the analyst is a parent, the analysand is a child.
Winnicotl likened the analyst to a mother. "An analyst has to.display
all the patience and tolerance and reliability of a mother devoted to her
infant..." He even asserted that at the end of the analysis the analyst
should tell the patient all that he did for the patient unbeknown to him
whilst he was ill. "Until the interpretation is made the patient is kept to
Some extent in the position of an infant, one who cannot understandwhat
he owes to his m~ther".~"
Likewise Roger Money-Kyrle held that the "parental feelings" of the
analyst have an important role in the counter-transference:the analyst is
motivated in his concern for his patient by his parental and reparative
drives. He will become anxious and guilty if he is not able to exercise
these functions, for example, if he is unableto produce an interpretation.
No-one suggests that the patient stands only for
a child, and not sometimes for a sibling, or even
for a parent. But it is with the unconsciouschild
in the patient that the analyst is most concerned, .
and because this child so often treats the analyst
as parent, the analyst's unconsciouscan hardly
fail to respond in some degree by regarding the
patient as his child.
Now, to a parent, a child stands at least in part for
an early aspect of himself and this seems to me
important. For it is just because the analyst can
recognise his early self, which has already been
analysed. in the patient, that he can analyse the
patient.31

In contrast to this idea of the analyst as the "representative of reality"
let us return to Freud who states that,
The unconscious is the true psychical reality; in
its innermost nature it is as much unknown to us
as the reality of the external world, and it is as
incompletely presented by the data\ of
consciousness as is the external world by the
communications of our sense organs."
The last feature of the work of those analysts who espouse the active
use of counter-transference in treatment that I want to highlight is the
famous analysVanalysand-parenffchildanalogy which permeates their

There are several problems with this analogy, not the least of which is
that, by itsvery repetition, it has become a kind of cliche which obscures
its meaning and implications. Like the notionof the counter-transference
itself, the parent-childanalogy in psychoanalysis is a kind of equation. If
the patient transfers onto the analyst something related to early memories
or experienceswith parents, then the analyst, according to this equation,
will react out of his parental counter-transference. 01 course, this time the
analysand will receive a response from a "good" or "adequate" parent,
which it is always assumed he lacked.
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Implicit in this is the idea that what the patient needs iscontainedwithin
the analyst. In fact the analysand hardly needs to speak for the analyst
to know what the patient needs - a kind of "re-parenting'' is @led for.
Here we are in the relation of strong ego lo weak ego, where as Little puts
it "person-with-something-to-spare"meets "person-with-need".32

should nowadays call a strong counter-transference to his interesting
~atient".~'He had grown to love her "stories". We all know the story of
Breuer's preoccupation with Anna O., his wife's jealousy, the resulting
termination of the treatment and Anna 0,'salarming hysterical pregnancy.
However, what Jones designated as a counter-transference; Lacan
proposes as desire, Breuer's desire. He sees Anna 0,'spregnancy as
the manifestation of Breuer's desire, suggestingthat it was Breuer who
had a desire to have a child. "I will give you the beginning of a proof". he
says, "namely that Breuer setting off for Italy with his wife lost no time in
giving her a child". 36

The problem with this parental position of the analyst is that if the
analyst is in fact to be a good parent, then what is called for surely must
be love. This puts the analyst in a position where what he is offering is
love, not analysis. This position is, Lacan told us, none other than a
fundamentally narcissistic one, marked by the deception which is the
essence of love.
For the analyst, faced by a demand for love, is mistaken if he accepts
this demand at face value, and then orients himself to it via the countertransference. For as Safouan told us, love is not in a transitive relation.
Love does not go to the object. It is essentially narcissistic, a way of
authorizing the subject as being lovable. To love, essentially, is to wish
to be loved.
According to Safouan,
Lacan underlines the function of the third person
who mediates the love between the subject and
his first object, the ego - he calls this "the other of
dependence and love" ... -a place or function
usually occupied in the first place by the mothet'."
The analysand may fall in love with the analyst in
the treatment, but usually he is in love with a third
person. The question of whether he is worth
loving is neverthelessaddressed to the analyst.'
How then did Lacan approach the phenomenon referred to as the
counter-transference? Firstly, in an analogy with the game of bridge he
said that "the analyst's feelings have only one place in the game, that of
the dummy; and that if he is reanimated the game will proceed without
anyone knowing who is leading".35
According to Lacan, there is no counter-transference: bothanalyst andanalysand are included in the transference. "The transference is an
essential phenomenon bound up with desire as the nodal phenomenon
of the human being".36He discussed perhaps the most famous case of
so-calledcounter-transference,that of Breuer to his patient, AnnaO. and
re-nominatedit as desire. Ernest Jones wrote that Breuer had what "we
48

Here, with Breuer, we have returned to the problem of love in the
transference with which we began the paper. Freud recommended
abstinence, but we know that there can be no abstinencefrom desire'as
desire is unconscious. What then is the abstinence requiredof the analyst
involved in being the dummy, in conducting the treatment from a position
of neutrality? RicardoGoldenbergattemptedan answerto this question.
He reminded us that Freud, in discussing how the analyst should function
in relation to his patient's transference, wrote that the analyst had a
difficult.path to traverse, one for which there is no model in real life.
Goldenberg suggested that what in essence the analyst must abstain
from is "the narcissistic illusion that the patient's demand for love
proposes" - he must refrain from "being lovable", not as a kind of moral
imperative of the type"you must notfornicate"but asaconditionof being
able to function asananalyst, that is, to beabletolisten: "...theonlyguide
._.isthatconfidencein theunconsciouswhichonlyone'sown experience
of analysispermitsonetoachieve. Heabstainsthenon behaifof himself,
simply when he has listened. 39
I propose that the analyst must refrain from taking up those positions
and functions proposed by the counter-transference,as described in this
paper. The analyst should not put himself in the centre of the analysis by
a focus on his own transference, nor should he attempt to act as the true
"representative of reality" for the patient. Neither is he to counter the
transference of the patient, whatever it may propose, by acting out a
parental role to assist in a kind of emotional re-trainingof the patient.

The transference is the very condition on which an analysis depends.
Without transference there can be no analysis. Those who propose the
explicationof the counter-transferencein the treatment, who propose to
"counter" the transference,thereforeendangertheessentialcondition of
the analysis and risk the outcome of a non-analysis.

,
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Nominal Transformations and the Formations
of the Unconscious
David Pereira

The name is not like the little asparagus tip emerging from
the thing.

J. Lacan'
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In James Joyce's U/ysses, Stephen Dedalus muses:
What'sinaname?That iswhatweaskourselves
in childhood when we write the name we are told
is ours.2
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The presentpaper is fundamentallyconcernedwith twoquestions, that
. .
of the naming of desire, and of desire in the name - the proper name, that
essential symbol of what is our lot.
. .
When Freud concerns himself with theformationsof the unconscious,
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what we witness is the means by which desire is named, the movement
of the subject towards the truth of desire; desire as such being desire for
nothing nameable - metonymic in its insistence. Desire preserves itself
in the place of the unnameable, the register of Truth, inexhaustiblein its
articulation and always elsewhere. To say that desire is unnameable not fully articulatable- is not however to say it does not articulate itself. It
is precisely becausethe essence of desire is unnameablethat there is a
play which produces naming effects nominal transformations that
subtend and elliptically conceive of this desire; not as a point of nominal
closure, but rather, of the order of metaphor, party to what escapes and
insists as metonymic, dispossessingthe subject of his certainty.
The unnameablenominatingitself through its transformationsand yet
affirming itself in a place of surplus is clearly seen in regard to the
contemplationof the Divinity. Consider for example the whole question
of the Name of God in the Jewish religion. The Name that must not be
pronounced nominates itself only in and through its transformations.
Lacan makes this very point in referenceto Caravaggio's The Sacrifice
oflsaac, thesceneofthesacrifice Abraham iscalledupon tomake. What
we see here is Ihe angel who guarantees the presence of him whose
name must not be pronounced; for Lacan it was "the Angel of the Name,
or the prophet speaking in the name of the Name".3

in the Poetics as the transport of names.
The naming of Desireistransferential-thenameof theName-afiction.
a mask for that which cannot be pronounced. Thus Lacan states that:

. . .transferenceis nothingelse - the transference
into what has no name in the place of Other.B

The Truth of desire then, makes itself known through its transformations,
atticulating itself as name of the Name - nominal transformation. For
Lacan? the naming of desire was a form of masking, 'domesticating
fictions' which moved in the direction of the recognition of desire; such
recognitionbeing predicatedupon its coalescencewith the mask. In The
lnterprefafionof Dreams Freud conceives of this as transference - the
transference from unconscious to preconscious, the unconscious idea
exerting its effect by establishinga connection with a preconsciousidea,
transferring its intensity and, Freud writes, getting itself "covered by it.
This is a veiling, a masking, a metaphorization, conceived of by Aristotle

Thus we see that the joke work, the dream work, the operation of
condensation and displacement, act in the service of naming what is
unnameable - an articulation as name of the Name.
Freud's insistent concern, as seen in The lnterpretation of Dreams,
Jokes and Their Relationto the Unconscious, and The Psychopathology
of Everyday Life, in particular, is less with the formations of the
unconsciousthantheunconsciousinitsformations-theinsistenceof that
which decenters the subject. Freud is constantlyworking with what is at
the edge of the nominal, moving from the centre out -at the limit of the
name.
,
Fundamentally,when Freud speaks of desire as
the mainspring of symbolic formations, from the
dream to the joke via all the,facts taken from the
psychopathology of everyday life, he is always
concernedwith the moment in which what comes
into existence via the symbol isn't yet, and hence
can in no way be, named.7
c
To say that Freud's concern was with what can in no way be named is
not to disparage the act of naming but to point to the eccentricity of the
subject as subject of the unconscious. The dream, we know, is not the
unconscious, which is already elsewhere at the point of nomination.
From the position of the nominal, however, it is possible to gain an
avenue, perhaps even a road more or less regal -to a movement towards
an ever insistent beyond, the elsewhere of the unconscious.
The question remains however, what is the status of the subject?
Whereisthesubject in relationtotheformation, tothatwhich remindshim
-.- .
that he is not master in his own house?
In the seminar, The Formations offhe Unconscious,BLacan notes that
the Freudian experience provides something essentialto the question ofthe locationof the subject - the status of the nominalbeing of ttie subject.
In the formation, in the naming of desire, the risk is there of assuming if
as the fixed place of the subject. Provisionally,the subject as subject of
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Similarly, the immensityof the Divinity is of an order the mind does not
attain to. In its contemplation it is not the Divinity itself that is given, but
rather some lower form of it - the Divinity itself remaining inexhaustible.
In describing the God of the Gnostics, Borges writes that from the God
Pleroma proceed a number of emanations - a tower numbering365. It is
in the final emanation, where the quantum of Divinity is small indeed, that
we find the God Jehovah who created this world, and the God to whom
the mind of man strives to attain.4
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the unconscious is there, in so far as the subject constitutes himseii in and
through the naming of desire, and procures his being as there. .However
as Lacan notes:

nursemaid with the same name as Freud's sister having to change her
name when taking employment in the sister's house, Freud remarked in
pity: ',Poor people...they cannot keep even their own names".

. . . this limits me to being there in my being only
in so far as I think I am in my thoughts, . .$

The irony of dispossessionin regard to the proper name lies precisely
in the fact that, as Freudnotes in Totem and Taboo, not only savages and
children but even "civilized adults" regard-the name as an important
possession,as being bound up with one's personality. What is revealed
in jokes, dreams, and the psychopathologyof everyday life, however, is
that that which is intendedto properly identify and locate, to retain a single
sense, a unity of meaning, can, under the weight of transference, identify
the subject through a different metaphor, pointing to the locus of the
subject in another scene.

Let us persist now, introducing the idea of the proper name, with this
question of the location of the subject.
There are many examples in Freud where the naming of desire borrows
something of the name of the subject. In The Interpretationof Dreams,
Jokes and Their Relationto the Unconscious,and The Psychopathology
of Everyday Life we f,ind,several references to the play on the proper
name. What we see in this regard, and all the more ironicallyfor being in
regard to the proper name, is the dissolution of the myth of selfpossession. The play upon the name reveals to us that the subject, as
subject of the unconscious, is always elsewhere. Self-possession.even
in regard to one's own name, is a myth.
In The lnterpretation of Dreams, in connectionwith the play on names
in dreams, Freud recalls that his own name was the subject of many
witticisms; witticisms he no doubt endured with little joy. In Jokes and
Their Relationto the Unconscious we observe that the status of the selfpossessed subject is a joke, the height of improprierty. For Freud
"...proper names fall easy victim to the joke technique..." The presumed
self-possessionoridentityofthe nameisvery muchakinto thetechnique
of unificationdescribed by Freud, "...something being defined by means
of its own name - by means of itself as it were".

The P s y d w p a h m o f €w&y Life is replete with examples concerning
playsin regardtoforgettings. substitutionsandconfusions.One example
of particularrelevancefromthepointofviewof thesubject'srelationto his
name, is one from Ferenczi whom Freud cites. Ferenczi recalls having
to recite a poem in public and making the error of altributing the
authorship of the poem titled From Afarto himself. Putting this together
withGoethe,whosays:"Allthat IhavestandsoffafarlAndallIlostisreal,
my guiding star",'O we see. among other things, an example of how far
Ferencziwas from where he thought he was. Similarly, the undermining
of the sureness of our own names and position as subjects is apparent in
regard to the uncanny feeling Freud notes in regard to coming across
one's own name in a stranger. Freudappears to comment directly on the
question of self-possession in.regard to names when, in response to a
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It is a question of mistaken identity, the presumption of identity being
the mistake. For Allouch it was a question of "taking oneself as
oneself"." For Lacan this was the paradox of the subject as desiring
subject:

-

. . . the metonymy of a discourse of being where
thesubjectcannot recognizehimself . ..because
in it he is implicated not as a subject but as a
signifier.12
The name is at the juncture'wtierethe subject may constitute himself,
as subject of the unconscious, at the level of metaphor: a constitution
made possible by an accessionto the law. Lacan"1ocates the paternal
metaphor, the Name-of-the-Father,as that on which desire leans in its
articulation, the guarantor of the metaphoric. Thus in the movement of
the formation, the subject procures himself in relation to the limit position
of the paternal metaphor. Lacan" further points to the totemicfunction,
the primaryclassificatoryornamingfunction,asthatwhichorganizesthe-.,
field of desire. The Name-of-the-Fatheroccupies a position of limit that
allows articulation through naming effects. The function of the proper
name is what is needed as a second term at the level of the father authenticating its effect - establishing itself as name of the Name.
The proper name allows a proximity to the being that we are, that is to
say, as ontic. The distance to our Being, as ontological, is as far as is
possible. For Heidegger,I5ontically Dasein is that which is closest to us
in-as-much-as we are it. Precisely becauseof this, it is ontologicallythat
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which is farthest, pertaining to a centricity alien to the diffuseness of
Being.
Lacan states:
The self-conscious being, transparent to itself,
which classical theory places at the centre of
human experience, appears, from this perspective;
as a manner of locating, in the world of objects;
this being of desire who cannot perceive itself as
such, except in its lack. In this lack of being, it
perceived that it is lacking being, and that the
being is there, in.allthe thingswhich do not know
themselves to be... It says "I'm the one who
knows that I am". Unfortunately, if it does perhaps
know that it is. it knows nothing at all about what
it is. That is what is lacking in every being.l6
The name occupies a place alienated from Being in essence, a fact of
castration, and yet provides the very means of access metaphoric - to
this Being; a coming into Being predicatedon lack. It is a movement that
typifies a formationof the unconscious - the renunaation of self-possession,
the place of non-correspondence, the place of, "you never look at me
from the place from which I see

-

The proper name, as exhausted by the ontic and in its centrating
aspect, makes of a singifier a sign - simply representing something for
something else. For Lacan the mark of dispossessionwas the signifier
and the insistence of the signifyingchain, the signifier being that which
represents a subject for another signifier. The proper name in its
centrating aspect, in bringing with it the presumptionof identity and selfpossession, closes the question of the subject as indeterminate. Such a
firm predication produces the illusion of walescence between the subject
and the ego - the I, making the moment of the "I think" exhaustiveof the
subject.
Posed against this, Lacan will state:

Iam not a poet but a poem. A poem that is being
written, even if it looks like a subject.'B
Similarly, Allouch notes:
There is nothing in the psychoanalyticdevicethat
suggests to the subject that he is speaking in his
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own name, speaking for himself, that his utterance
would be any more than an utterance that falls
upon him...'s
The being of the subject as a being-there is a means of passing to
something else, coming into existenceas afunction of lack. The place of
the subject as being there pertains to an intermittency, a fading, in its
fading posing the question of the place of the subject -the place of ttie
question that the subject will come to occupy, confirming his place as
indeterminate, always in the position of coming into being.
The being of the subject as subtended and produced as there is a
fleeting thing, as Lacan indicates when he insists that:
i
The being referred to is that which appears in the
lightningmoment in thevoidof theverb'to be'and
I said that it poses its question for the subject.20
HeideggeP attempts to articulate the fact that behind the certitude of
the "is" is the infinitive "to be". "To be", in unfolding its extension to
infinity, undermines signification. It is of the order of a pure metonymy an essential Being, unlinked to the determined form of the name, the mark
of castration of the subject. It is from the position of castration that
metonymy finds its limit and subtendsitself so that "is" affords itself as an
apprehension of the infinitive "to be".
For Benveniste," the verb "to be" in its authentic function held some
distance from the nominal assertion. Access to the Being of the subject
was through the verb "to be". This "to be" is restored when certitude is
held in.suspense.
When Freud states, Wo Es war, so// /ch werden, it is not a question of
a stasis of being as "is" - of having arrived, but as Lacan translates:
There where it was just now, there where it was
for awhile, "I"can come into being and disappear
from what I say?
We see that in the fall from Being the subject is always in the position
of coming into being, of producing himself as metaphor - allowing some
access to the elusive Being.
Ontically. the unconscious is elusive; Lacan?' marks its status as
ethical and not ontic. This is to say that there are limits, but not those of
the ontic. The subject is not exhausted by the ontic. The limit is there in
the paternal metaphor -that which joins the structure of desire to that of
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the law and mitigates in that place of the lack in the Other. From the
position of the limit the subject gains access - metaphoric - to the
indeterminateofpure Being: a transferentialaccess - transferfrom Name
to name.
Lacan25 notes that other proper names can come to occupy the place
of the Name-of-the-Father,both mitigating and guaranteeing access to
the desire of the Other. The effectivenessof the proper name as a site
of articulation of the being of the subject is guaranteed by virtue of its
relationtothesignificanceof paternity. Thenamefindsitslimitandexerts
its effect - ethically -precisely in doing so. This is the status of the subject
as subject of the unconscious, limited not by ontics but by ethics.
To assume a certain certainty; to be doubly certain, to take oneself as
oneself is a centration which partakes of Otherness in a perverse
occlusion of fundamental and irreducible lack. Here, the concession to
the lack in the Other is that this Other goes missing, leaving it as an
occupiable site, the site of the centre. In this we see acentrating function
of the name with an ambition beyond what is marked as neurosis; a
sleight of hands, a play of images.

questionof howthesubject cancometo produce, make hisown mark, reinvent, in the face of the limit of the name as marking the effectivenessof
the paternal metaphor, locating itself in the place of the desire of the
Other.
The proper name is here: that which awaits the subject as hi$ limit, and
yet that which allows him to produce at the point of this limit. The name
retains the possibility of being the site of its own productivity,cutting and
producing transformations - the essence of metaphor.
The relation betweenthe nomina1,writing and the positionof the father
is noted by Freud .in Totem and Taboo where, in considering the
contribution of nominalist theories, Freud quotes Julius Pikler ,who
declares that:
' . Mankind required both for communities and for.
individuals a permanent name which could be
fixed in writing... The core of totemism,
nomenclature, is a result of the primitive technique
. of writing.29
. ,

Oscar Zentner writes:
This play of images, this repetition of the subject
in different postures, comes to tell us that any
posture is an imposture."

Posed against centration and the perverse is an ethics of the proper
name as a writing effect: an ethics which places itself in answer to the

What we see here is that the name as writing effect acts, not in denial
of, but assupported from, the totemic function.
,Daniel Sibonyaoffers an interesting commentary on the relation between
the proper nameandthewriting effect. ForSibony. the functionofwriting
is representedby its organizationaround its own generation, through the
vitalization of discontinuity creation through erosion of existing literal
pathways. It is a revelationof discontinuityfrom which new outcomes are
possible, and from,wherethe subject could account for himself. Sibony
illustratesthis with Joyce whose writing, he sees, demonstratesthe fact
that "it is not a question of rousing the dumbness of numbers or Of
masturbating language, but of making language crack beneath the
names of the father that forces,it to produce".
I\.
This is surely the position of psychoanalysis - writing and re-writing
itself, always at the edge of its own writing; a movement away from the
centre, psychoanalysis not being offered to us as a preconstituted
discourse. In the writingsof Freudwhat iseminentlypatent is thecutling,
the renaming, that establishes it at a radical
and decisive writing step '
writing as an act of transference.
Thenameconstitutesitselfin thisplaceofwritingeffect inexistingatthe
point of the edge, of limit, from where arises the productive yield of the
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In such a posturing, Lacan2'sees the risks of analysis sliding towards
imposture - the name of Freud and what was originafy in the Freudian
experience, an essential eccentriaty, becoming increasingly non-functional.
The impostor is to be recognizedas the Legislator - the one who claims
to lay down the law, presentinghimself in the gap left vacant by the Other
who goes missing. This Legislator exists in that place of the centrating
effectsof the name as imposter -sosureas tooccupythe placeof the nonduped, the centre.of respectibility, holding the final and authoritative
word. Borges, in that collection titled, A Universal History of Infamy,
reminds us, however, that:
Hoodlums, after all, are individuals and do not
always speak like The Hoodlum, who is a Platonic
type.28
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torsion of limit. The name weaves a writing that becomes the support
whatcannotbesaid. Itis herethatwefindtheunconsciousasethicaland
not ontic in its limit, that limit that affords a torsion, a bending, a twisti
that produces its yield - the translatabilities of the name.
In Hamlet wefindtheson'sfailure to translate his name, the translation
In: :
riding precipitously close to a betrayal - "Tradutl~re-Traditore!"~~
Hamlet, as Joyce notes, the failure to translate sees the unliving son?.
looking forth through the ghost of the unquiet father.
Howtomakeone'smarkwithout betrayingthefather - tomakeam
and to preserve the place of the father: between catechism as empty
ritual, and betrayal and murder, is where the subject produces his mark,
the writing of his name.
In the point of the translation of the name there is a death symbolic - .
forestalled by the insistence of the spectre: the imaginary death of the
unquiet father from whom the subject waits to receive his name. In this
sense, the embodimentofdeathisto befoundin thisnaming, thismaking
of a mark - from castration to the point where the name cracks and.
produces.
In this writing of the name, making of a mark, a point is inscribedwhich,
fails to exhaust the indeterminacyof the subject. An "x" meets a "y" - an'
algebraic and interrogativey/why? posing a question for the subject and'.
affirming his place as indeterminate -coming into being in the place of:
a question. In the marking of the point, the subject maps and procures
himself in the face of the lack that the marking of a point makes patent;'
insofar as it is not all or other points.

-

Now man is born into a name, the mark of that desire and the
consolidationof that misunderstanding. To make,a name, to occupy a
place, to speak in that place such that one produces one's very being
there, brings with it the trauma of misunderstanding. That there is no all
-id and done - no last word, an absence of correspondence, of proportion, :
of sexual relationship. Metonymy insists, an "is" is always in the being a "to be".
Also in the seminar of June 10th 1980, Lacan states:
I am traumatized by misunderstanding. And
because I don't habituate to it, Itire of dissolving
itandwith this Ifeedit. Thisiscalledtheperpetual
seminar.=
Thisisapointof naming,ofwriting,of re-writing;notacentrationorfixity
of naming but rather, a production to which misunderstanding gives
impetus. When Lacan says that "the verb is unconscious - therefore
misunderstood"," one can hear something of the perpetual in the
nominal; that of the nominal which is at the edge of its own possibility of
transformation - o f a repeated coming into being.
Limit is there; the subject is separated from the essence of Being castration: there is no being in the nameless. With limit, however, there
is edge and edge is constitutive of form. It is at the limiting edge that one
encounters what Lacan speaks of as the quintessential unnameable death. A limit which is:
, . . not an eventual coming to terms of the life of
the individual, noras theempiricalcertaintyof the
subject, but as Heidegger's formula puts it, as
that "possibility which is one's ownmost,
unconditional, unsuperable. certain and as such
indeterminable.. ."=
\.
This is where the subject writes and rewrites his own name - a weaving
that becomes the support of the articulation of the unnameable.
j

Karl Marx in 1837, in a Letter to His Father: On a Turning Point in L
writes:
DearFather. '
.
Therearemomentsinlifewhichmarkthecl
a period like boundary posts and at the Sam
definitely point in a new direction...
In such moments, however, the individual beco
lyrical, for every transformation is to some exte
a swan song, to some extent the overture to
great new poem, which strives to gain sha
tints still blurred but brilliant.32
For Lacan. in the Seminar of June 10th 1980, the trauma of birth wa
being born misunderstoodinsofar as one was born desired.
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From the Formations of the Unconscious to
the Unconscious as a Formation
Oscar Zentner

The unconscious is 01 Lacan but the field is Freudian
Lacan

The criticisms raised about Jacques Lacan often centre themselves in
a certain obscurity in his style, a certain baroque manner of making his
thoughts known. It seldom occurs to his critics that such obscurity may
rather be connected with the impossibility of dissociating the style from
the matter discussed. We write our style as we speak, because the
former is a consequence of the latter.
In psychoanalysis, "...the task is not made any easier by the fact that
we are at the mercy of a thread woven with allusions, quotations, puns
and equivocations. And is that our work, to be antidotes to trifles?' asks
Lacan. Does psychoanalysis, then, work with the discourse of the
unconscious which knows nothing of sense? Or does it work, as some
would daim. with adaptationto realii and the ideaof a ~ t ~ rpredetermined
al
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development? In the case of the latter, the analyst's task is no more than
to rectify thedeviationfrom the norm, without evertaking cognizance that
the ruler which measures that norm, and whose calibrations are governed
by doxa rather than episfeme, resides on his own desk.

which he considersto be the object of study of linguistics. If this were the
case, one would either reduce the Freudian unconscious, forgetting the
difference that exists between "._.the ego and the nature of the
representations at the unconscious level on the one hand, and the
preconscious-conscious representations on the other"; or, one would
alter the linguistic conception in itself regarding metaphor and m.etonymy,
to suggest aconceptionof language to "...convince oneself immediately.
that theunconsciousdoesnotworkinanyotherway".qThatis,eitherthe
conception of the unconscious, or the linguistic conception of metaphor
and metonymy, is altered.

Several interpretations of Freud's conceptualizationof the unwnscious
are possible... which does not amount to saying that they are all correct.
This diversity of interpretations results not only from the fact that there is
not a one and only true reading of Freud, but from the status of
psychoanalysis itself which, although aspiring tobeascience, is notone.
To the present day, and to the disappointment of many, psychoanalysis
remains a practice.
From these diverse interpretations, we shall take up and develop two
opposite concepts of the unconscious, concepts that bear intrinsic and
necessary consequences for the notion of the subject. The two
conceptualizationsthat I shall be referring to are Lacan's the unconscious
is structured like a language and Laplanche's the unconscious is the
condition of language.
In 1959, in the famous Symposium of Bonneval. Jean Laplanche - exdisciple of Lacan, co-author of the psychoanalyticdictionary, The Language
of Psychoanalysis, and presently in charge of the new publications and
translations of Freud into French - presented his conception of the
unconscious. Its merit, for us. consists in the didactic value that we can
actually obtain from it, in that it is diametrically opposed to the position of
Lacan.
Laplanche's thesis is both interesting and structurally relevant, since
the elements with which it works to arrive at this position are apparently
the same as Lacan's: language and speech. According to Laplanche,
two of Freud's fundamental discoveries are regrouped with Lacan's
formulation, the unconscious is structured like a language:
1. The discovery of the meaning that inhabits
phenomena which until then had been considered
to be the debris of human activity - the formations
of the unconscious; and
2. The characteristic of ascribing to the unconscious
a reality of the same species as that of a text.

We can observe clearly that Laplanche does not realize that Lacan
uses an already transformed linguistics. It is as if, for Laplanche, the
objects of adiscipline, be it linguistics, psychoanalysisoranyother,were
natural'and irreducible, as ifthey were givens that can only be analysed
by preserving them in what is considered to be their natural status of
object and forgetting that the object inquestionisaconceptand. assuch,
defined in accordance with the field to which it belongs, and subject to
transformations.
Laplanche remarks that. if he has used the linguistic model of metaphor
assimilating it to
and metonymy, it has not been with the purpose of
the unconscious process of condensation" but of showing how repression
is carried out between the unconscious and the pre-conscious. He
states, then, that the Freudian unconscious and the language of linguistics
are radically opposed. And he proposes that the language in question is
a language "...in reduced state", no different from language as a system
of communication. He tells us then: ".._the language which is the
unconscious and insofar as it possessedthe essential character of being
a circulation of Vorsfellugen (representations)cannot but be compared
to acerlain moment of language like that of poets". From here, he raises
the question of the relationships between "these kinds of primary
languages;the language of schizophrenics, the poetic language and our
fiction of a language in a reduced state"? This "reduced language"
would be a language opposed to the one learned after the differentiation
and birth of desire, and once need has been frustrated. This idea has led
to theover-emphasis on regression, confirmed bythe so-calledbaby-talk
of the psychoticand, bythesame token, the neuroticinanalysis, through
which each of these is equated with the child he once was.'
'I...

W i these N o consequences, Laplanche elaborates further on whether
he has toexplainthe reality of the unconscious by the reality of language,

Laplanche then asks himself what the conditions for the passage of
the primary to the secondary process are, to conclude that "_..what
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conditions the passage of the primary to the.secondary process is
precisely the maintenance of the unconscious as a separate dominion,
separatedby the originary repression".' It is at this point that, as a matter
of form, he formulates: The unconsciousis, rather than a language, the
conditionitselfoflanguage, believingthat this will allow him to explainthe
Freudian unconscious; whereas in fact, this is exactly the moment in
which, thinking he has grasped it, he loses it. For ifthis is so. how can an
identificationof the brainwith the unconsciousbe avoided? It is precisely
the separation of these, as we know, that carried Freud to his discovery.

of the unconscious is not altogether foreign to the Freudian texts;

Laplanchefinishesthe post-scriptumof 1965, to his articleof 1959, The
Unconscious, a PsychoanalyticStudy, in the following way:
In 195.9we went as far as this. We do not ignore,
however, that the mechanism of binding is too
complicated to be able to be reduced only to the
mechanismof thesignifiers that are fixated bythe
metaphor. What is the relation of this signifying
binding' (where the law predominates, law of
castration, "law of the father") with'the bindingby
the ego (which psychoanalyticthought since the
Project for a Scientific Psychology has not ceased
to contend)? How are these bindings opposed
and articulated in their effects and also in the
losses of the psychotic? Here is one of the
prolegomenathat we would, undoubtedly, like to
begin to o ~ t l i n e . ~
...)I

It is not my intention to re-write the debate between Lacan and
Laplanche. I would rather take the two formulae to follow an apparent
change in Lacan's conceptualization of the unconscious which, as we
shall see, was from the very beginning a 'Lacanian' concept in a field
which continues to be Freudian. The 'in-famous' return to Freud was to
the field known as psychoanalysis, and not to the dead letter of the
prevailing dogma of Lacan's time. Paradoxically, in this way, Lacan's
conceptualizationof the unconscious is at once radically near, and far
from, Freud's.

On the contrary,there is little doubt that Laplanche'sconceptualization
not only remains closer to some of the Freudian texts but also secures a
'sacred place for the unconscious, an unconsciouscausa sui. This idea
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moreover, it can be sustained from within them. The fact that the
unconsciousis causa sui is demonstratedby theconceptualization of the
autoerotic and primary narcissistic stage with the consequences of a
subject with 'in-born' desires, that is, a self-originated, self-born
unconscious. But the Freudian texts that will substantiate Lacan's
approach are far from being meagre.
In his t957/1958 seminar, The Formations of the Unconscious, Lacan
examines Freud's early and primordially important texts. The hferprefatioh
of Dreams. The Psychopathologyof Everyday Life and Jokes and their
Relation to the Unconscious, and concludes that phenomena such'as
dreams, lapsus-linguae,jokes, symptoms, etc. revealthe same structure
of language. As they .are the result of repressions, censorship and
scppressions, he called them formations of the unconscious. In these
formations,the unconscious,which is a discourse, always presents itself
as unsuccessful, as a failure. This spuriousness, this scoria, these
moments in which the discourse appears in what it has of inadvertency.
of mistake and, for the listener, misunderstanding.are the points where
the I of.the subject disclaims ownership (by attaching the subject more
and more to a process of negation while giving status in analysis to
unconsciousdiscourse).
In my practice, I often hear analysands saying, "This is not what I want
to say". And they are right; it is not what they want to say that counts but
what they actually say, which may be very different. So, the I of the
subject refuses to identify itself with that blunder of discourse, because
the blunder itself is what shows that the I is at its mercy. On those
occasions, we hear an I that has lost its grip, an I that has slipped ... slip
of the tongue? Yet it is in the nonsensicalthat meaning is accomplished.
These debris are roads of access to the unconscious(SuCCeSSfUlOnly
in its failure). With Lacan's affirmation, the unconsciousisstructuredlike
a language, a clear and specific differentiation is established between
him and the linguist, Jakobson. Whilst the latter situates Freud's
mechanisms of displacement and condensation with metonymy, and
identification and symbolism with metaphor, Lacan makes a correspondence
between displacement and condensation, which are the principal
mechanisms of the unconscious, with metonymy and metaphor respechveiy.
This is in itself sufficient to mark a difference between psychoanalysis
and linguistics, This difference indicates that the subject in question in
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eitherfieldisnotthesame. Whilstlinguisticsacceptsthatthesubject may
ormay not be present in thestatement, this is not thesameassaying that
the subject, for being subject to the unconscious,is the effect of language
rather than its cause. If language is the condition of the unconscious, the
unconsciouson the other hand will be the condition of linguistics. This is
the answer that Lacan gave to Laplanche. The unconsciouscannot be
at the origin of language -this is also the answer to the English school but may be at the origin of science, be it linguistics, psychoanalysis or
physics. With this operation, Lacan re-introducesthe subject foreclosed
by science to such a degree that we may well ask if it is not this reintroduction of the subject that marks'itsfading: a fading that I liken to exile
- the opposite to foreclosure.

unconscious, the condition of language. The course followed by Laplanche
gives the impression of a direct continuation of Freud's thought and, for
the same reason,corroboratesa confrario, the epistemologicalcleavage
between Freud and Lacan. For Laplanche, the spaltung of the subject
gives place to an un,conscious/pre-conscious,leading to the conclusion
of cause as being originated in the former. The ontological nature of this
unconscious is not even questionable: it closes itself to the point of
resembling the function of God in Descartes.
. .

The object of study of linguistics is lalangue, according to Lacan. With
this neologism he refers to the mother tongue. But the unconscious
sfructuredlike a language is "...an elucidation of knowledge" about the
mother tongue. The unconscious is, "...a knowledge which is not
known". In his 1976/1977 seminar, that "knowledge which is not
known"bisexpressed like a lapsus or blunder.
The implication of such a formula of the unconscious is that there is a
discursive structure. a symbolic structure that not only precedes the
subject: it determines it, tooi since a signifier is that which represents a
subject for anothersignifier. However, the signifieralonecannotbe more
than necessary cause ("I do'not say that the verb creates ...I say that the
verb is unconscious therefore, misunderstood"' to be sufficient and
final, it needs its conjunction with the objecf a.

-

Via an interesting tourde force the Lacantan cause cannot be merely
the unconscious. This was the prolonged debate that Lacan sustained
with Freud. Lacan's innovation is to produce, from the division of the
subject effectuated by language, the birth of the object by which the
subject will always be caused. But there is more. And here it would be
dishonest ignorance to elide the fact that Lacan is not only in disagreement
with Laplanche, but that he is not repeating Freud either. How can it be
ignoredthatit isatthisverymomentthattheunconsciousisnolongerthe
same in Freud and in Lacan?
The primordial division of the subject as formulated by Lacan bears
only analogical resemblance to the one proposed by Laplanche. The
latter, trying to keep to the letter of Freud to the end, will assimilate
primary repression with the division of the subject, thus making of the
72

The primordial division of the subject as we come to represent it, is
effectuatedherebythecaesurabetween thosetwosignifiers,Sl andS2.
From this division of the subject, the partial object, called a is born. It is
from this object that the fixation and cause of the subject will spring. This
object - which is not a signifier - exerts its effects from the real: a real that
is, we should remember, intrinsically interwoven.with the symbolic and
the imaginary.
Solely in terms of signifiers, the unconsciousis neither intrasubjectivity
nor intersubjectivity but the discourse of the Other, and the Other as the
carrier of signifiers. That the signifiers are defined by their representing
a subject for another signifier reveals, firstly, that the subject will always
slide under the signifiers that represent him. We see in this way that the
origin of both what one calls subject, as well as what one calls unconscious,
appears from an Other - an Other that Freud denominated 'the other
scene' to mark the origin of desire in the dream -as well as in the other
dream called life.
What is the meaning of a subject for whom the unconscious is the
condition of language, and a subject for whom language is the condition
of the unconscious? For the former, the unconscious has to be intrasubjective;
for the latter the unconscious is not even intersubjective but is transcendent
and inseparable from the moment in which it appears - thus structurally
identified with transference. The unconscious is the actualization i?
discourse of a saying which cannot be separated from transference:
transference to the Other and return from the Other of a message that
depicts the subject as what he might have been, as what he thought he
was or as what he might become; but never as outside the everlasting
aphanisis of his being.
Languageisnotameans, but theconditionof theunconsciousassuch.
Indeed, an analysis takes place in a foreign language. What is the
relation of the subject with his unconscious? He is exiled from it ~
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because he knows nothingof his own existence. The I,different from the
subject of the unconscious, is the place of a symptomatic knowledge.
The I is what speaks of death, of sexuality ... speaks because it is not.
This gap is accentuatedby the real of the symptom which the analysand
is alienated in and the analyst alienated from.

insistence, in his last seminars, upon the fact that the unconscious and
the psychical are not the same. There are unconscious psychical
vegetative phenomena that have nothing to do with the Freudian
unconscious understood as the discourse of the Other.
j.:

In the appraisal of the subject of psychoanalysis, Lacan makes it clear
that language for linguisticsand language for psychoanalysisare not the
same. And it is simply because the linguist makes of the subject, implicit
or explicit in the statement, a subject without unconscious.
* * * * a

We shall attempt to reply, from the perspectiveof Lacan, to the project
that in 1965 Laplanche wanted to "... begin an outline".
To begin with, the articulation of the ego of the Project for a Scientific
Psychology with the bindingsthat Laplanchecalls signifiers, can only be
resolved, if not effectively at least coherently, by accepting that Freud's
use of neurology is equivalent to the use of linguistics made by Lacan.
Indeed, there is as much of neurology in Freud's Project as there is of
linguistics in Lacan's definition of the unconscious being structured like
a language.
The study of the Project reveals that what is at play there is neither
neurologynorapsychology. Weshouldmakeof the Projectaconceptual
modelthat conveys something radicallydifferentfrom either neurology or
psychology: otherwise psychoanalysis would be exactly that, the result of
the summation of neurology and psychology. And it is true that not only
Laplanche is mistaken in this. Referring to the Project, Lacan said that
the misunderstanding -to confusethe word "neurone"with the neurone.
for instance - resulted from not having taken it in terms of language.
The innovation that Lacan introduces in a first moment is that the
unconscious is what is said and not what Is thought to be said. The
clinical consequences of such a statement are paramount. One works
with what is said - but also.withsilence, which is a way of saying. It is not
a matter of a division of the unconscious as repressed and the preconscious as latent. The signifier does not lend itself to division into
manifest and latent. This is why it is either in the discursive structure or
not. And it is from here that the unconscious reveals itself regardless.
The unconscious cannot' express itself other than through language,
whether it be communicated or not. This is at the basis of Lacan's
74
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On the other hand, Laplanche'sposition indicates an unconsciousthat. :
is not transindividual. This leads to the inference that, although the,: ..
subject depends on his unconscious since, for Laplanche, this is the
conditionof language, it is the unconsciousitselfthat, in thelast instance,
depends on the subject. With this the old philosophy of the Cartesian "I
think therefore I am',' is re-stated as I am (= the unconscious) therefore
lthink (then, I am able to speak), the I now being under the name of the
unconscious. Hence, there is no subversion of the subject, only a resettling of the subject (a pre-Copernicanone) in the centre of the scene;
for which it is necessary that the unconscious, and not the Other,
originate the subject and language. Once this is established, the
unconscious will then become the wndition of language, which culminates
in "I think first, therefore I speak', like a whole person, a totality.
Lacan;.on the contrary, gives priority to the Other as a carrier of
signifiers. which is translated into "I speak, therefore I think or "I think
where Iam not" or "I am where Ido not think. The unconscious, in this
way, is nothing but the effect of being spoken, and that is exactly how it
is revealed in an analysis. This, more than anything else, corresponds to
the formations of the unconscious, from which the subject is always
exiled.
Let us look at the consequencesthat follow from the above. While the
unconsciousas formulated by Laplanche has ontologicalvalue, Lacan's
has an ethical value, pertaining to an ethics that in psychoanalysisis the
ethicsofthe well-said. Theunconsciousdoesnotwantgood,itonlysays
well. We know that when we think of a lapsus as if it were an error, lour
psychoanalyticlisteningisimpaired. What happens in those cases isthat
there is an identification of our own resistances with the Iof the analysand.
The unconsciousis not an interiority: it is adiscourse that originates in
the Other. Being neither pre-discursive nor subjective, it depends
absolutelyontheother. But, ifthesubjectoftheunconsciousistheeffect
of the Other as carrier of signifiers, we are left with a precipitous notionof
the subject, since that subject of the unconscious has no other status than
dependency on the Other. In this way, psychoanalysisre-introducesthe
subject foreclosed by science: but now this is an acephalous subject, a
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subject whose constitution is in its destitution, in its leaving the traces of
not ever having been where it announces itself to be. Hence, the fading
of the subject.
Some clues to a preliminary answer to this problem were put forward
by Lacan in one of his last seminars, the title of which, rather than outlining
the formations of the unconscious, addressed the unconscious, as
formation.
Thisexplains thetitleof his 1976/1977seminar,L'insuquesaitdel'une
bevue s'aile A rnourre, a title which even in French is open to several
readings. One possible English translationwould the Theunconsciousis
a failure or blunder of love; another, The unbeknown which is known ot
by the blunder wings towards death. In it, as a result of his clinical work,
he suggests going further than the unconscious, thereby puttinga stop to
the indiscriminate use of the signifier. He draws attention to a book that
hadbeen recently published, entitled Cryptonyrnor The Wordiness ofthe
Wolfman, which produced horror in him, horror that such a book could
have been the effect of his teaching.
Many years before, Lacan wrote The Agency of the Le/ter in the
Unconscious and not the agency of the signifier in the unconscious,
specifying in this way a non-signifying aspect of the order of the. real,
given by the letter, that remains unknown. This real appears in an
analysis through that aspect of the symptom which is not a signifier. The
signifier, instead, which belongs to the symbolic, always allows another
interpretation: the phantasy of the eternal. In short, the notion of the real
is brought up in connection with the symptom in an analysis, thereby
making evident the inadequacy of the usage of the signifier alone; as,
otherwise, the interpretatbe delusion of the interpretahn'ofthe interpretation
always remains open, or, what amounts to the same, that everything is a
signifier and can be interpreted.
Not only does Lacan say that not everything can be interpreted but that
there is always something that remains un-interpreted. Although this was
not unknown to Freud, his theory dwells nonetheless in an unconscious
where almost everything seemingly pertains to signifiers. There is,
however, a point of connection between Freud and Lacan as.in his earlier
position, Freud stated that the dream possesses a navel beyond which no
one can go. This is exactly the real of Freud.
In 1976/1977, Lacan elaborates that even if the It dialogues, the
Unconscious has a point in which it does not answer. Being at the level
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of the drives and their vicissitudes, the dialogue of the It with the object
it" - is erotogenization. This object, cause of desire,
unattainable by structure, is the cause of this "dialogue". Desire on the
other hand, is at the level of the unconscious - and this means language
- although it is contrary to what is demanded. Desire diminishes the;:.,..
domain of pleasure while establishing itself as a limit for jouissance:.-;.
Remaining in the imaginary of the fantasm, desire is kept unfulfilled... .i
Whereas the It dialogues, the unconscious instead, beyond desire, has
a point that does not respond. This point of jouissance, originates in an
Other that does not exist S (0).
Lacan proposes to go further, further than the unconscious, towards a
real that does not respond, a real where the signifiers faint? a real of the
symptom that produces the exile of the subject, by unfastening the
scbject from the fixation to his primordial fantasm. The real is not what
cannot be talked of; the real is what does not cease to be written -the
impossible.
If the Joyce of Jung was the Joyce of Ulysses "(who) being an inactive
consciencemerely perceptive,orstill likeaneye,anear,anose, amouth,
a nerve ... that registers, without selection, physical as well as psychical
events almost photographically ...",the Joyce of Lacan, being of Finnegans
Wake, is, as I read it, not in the perverse contemplative perception of a
subject whose apparent passivity is the result of an identificationwith the
Deity but rather in that cipher that is writing. After all, who can say that
Finnegans Wake could not stand for Fuck Wit; that is, the ruins of
discoursewhenthe tonguekjouissance ina kindofwhirlwindgoesdown
to the written word, and produces a stabilization of the subject in the nets
of a symptom-writing in this case

- in "tricking

This defective anchorage is the price paid to avoid exile. In his own
words:
\.

. . . For she'll be sweet for you as I was sweet
when I came down out of me mother. My great
blue bedroom, the air is quiet, scarce a cloud. In
peace and silence. I could have stayed up there
for always only. It's something fails us. First we
feel. Then we fall, And let her rain now if she likes;
Gently or strongly as she likes. Anyway let her.
rain for my time is come . . .g
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Atthetimeoftheselastseminars, Lacan'spositionhadvaried. Hewas
no longer in the position of Picasso who said "I do not search, I find".
Lacan, now finding little. was searching. In his search, which was also
that for a new signifier, he delineated what would be the end of an
analysis: not a cryptogram but an adequate distance from the sinthome
-how to live with it (sawit faire avec). Analysis must arrive at an end that
does not repeat the beginning; it is in this moment that the analysis
concludes.
When Oedipus was exiled in Colonus, reaching the truth of his being
andfindingnoonetoaddrt?ss,heasked:AmImademaninthehourwhen
I cease to be?
Notes
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the Freudian School of Melbourne, On Perversion,
Edited by Oscar Zentner, 1980, Melbourne, P.I.T.
Press.
It is with this that we can observe the infantilization of analysis, the
extremeof which beingthefamousweek-enddepressionwherebythe
analyst interprets.the desolation of the analysand-child in being
deprived from the analyst-mother'spresence. Here, an equilibrium of
a past mystic reality,' motherchild, is echoed in the present dependency
in which analysing and mothering are confused. Regardless of the
untenability of this idea, so far no one has questioned the position of
an analyst deprivedof analysands:aquestion that may clarify perhaps
to whom the weekend depression belongs. An acceptance'of this
relived mother-childrelation - which is notour idea of analysis - would,
going further, lead to the phenomenonof the mother's anxiety due to
the separation from the child. From this then, the analyst's intervention
would be no more than an interpretation by projection, which is not
without serious clinical consequence. But this will be treated in
another paper.
LACAN,J.

LAPLANCHE,J. The Symposium ofSonneval, 1959, in Hincomciente
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The Freudian Unconscious, Symbolism and
Censorship, a paper given at the Reunion sobre la
Enseiianza de Lacan y el Psicoanalisis en America
Latina, convoked by Lacan in Caracas, Venezeula.
1980; published inrapers of the Freudian School of
Melbourne, Homage to Freud. Edited by Oscar
Zentner, Melbourne, P.I.T. Press, 1980, p.109.
'The difference between the symbol and the formations
of the unconscious (dreams, slips of the tongue,
forgetfulness, symptoms) are basically two. The symbol
is 1) mute, that is to say, it produces no associations,
and 2) it completely lacks meaning for the subject.
These two phenomenologicalaspects of the symbol
which I have just mentioned, its muteness and its
la& of meaning, still carry another metapsychological
consequence. This is that the symbol does not fall
under the control of censorship. Censorship serves
itseilfrom symbolism; but the symbol is not censurable.
it escapes from its control. This explains why the
symbol does not produce associations, why it is
mute, since the associative chains of the free
associations are only possible if censorship works."

Symbolism is an imaginary'coveringof the real. Symbolism, different
from metaphor, does not allow metonymic displacement.
JOYCE,J.
Finnegans Wake, London, Faber and Faber, 1975,
p.627.
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Brain, Mind and Language Freud on Aphasia
Luis Riebl

When preparing this paper, I was - somewhat apprehensively - awaiting
all the parapraxes that the title of our Homage seemed to announce. And,
With regard to the translation: in preparingthis paper I have used the originalGerman
text' and have not examined Stengel's translation' systematically.
Severalcrucial terms, however, warrant same wmments: Stengel consistentlyand
wronglytranslatedSpracheas"speech. This is explainedby the Britishclinicaltradition
where one ahvays talks about disorders of speech @e.the spoken manilestation 01
language), ratherthanabout language. Ihavedecidedtouse the term "language". which
has a wider meaning and addresses our subject matter more appropriately. A cent[al
term: Sprachfeld was consequently translated as "Field of Language" instead ot
"Speech Area".
Freud's terms Pmjektion and Reprasenfafion were translated into their English
wunterparts.
This created some problems with the German term Vorslellung, which had to be
translated as "presentation", which lacks the more imaginative connotation of the
former.
. ..
German Bildwas translated as "image".
.
Abbildung. which becomes important in the projectionvs. representation debate was
translated by me as "imagic representation". a term borrowedfrom optic physics. Iwas
heartened in my decision by finding Freuduse an analogous term - VitiuellesEild- ideal
image in Chapter VI1 of The Interpretallonof Dreams? '
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on re-reading the first few lines of the "final draft", it read : " ...Freud's
monograph On Aphasia. a neuroanalytic text, written in 1891. which is
probably his least known book".

Aphasia, to him, was the inability to proposition. He insisted that mental
images "themselves" were, in many cases, unaffected. He introduced
dynamic concepts into the study of speech and aphasia. Rather than
distinguishing between motor and sensory aphasias, he distinguished
between different levels of language function, for which localizationwas
irrelevant. Any damage, be it mechanical or functional, would lead to a=
disinvolution of mental functioning with a subsequent prominence of.
more highly structured, more "automatic" responses (which were then
also more amenable to localization - an idea not dissimilar to Wernicke's
idea of the localization of basic psychological functions in the cortex.
Jackson had a concept of a degree of "functional freedom" being held at
higher (evolutionary) levels of brain functioning. due to increasingcomplexity.
which made physiological mechanisms obsolete as means of explanation:
anothermodeof description- namely apsychologicalone,wascalledfor.
However, Jacksongaveawarning not tocommitthe"fallacy0f confusing
the physiologicalwith the psychological", a line of approachwhich Freud,
who was familiar with Jackson, took up in his own paper.
Theodore Meynert(l833-1892). teacher to both Wernicke and Freud,
has, to my knowledge, not written any significanttext on aphasia himself,
but his teaching was influential and inspiring. Wernicke quite openly
declares at the beginning of his monograph6that it represents a result of
a consequent application of Meynert'sdoctrines. Freud's text, which on
the surface appears a polemic largely directed against Wernicke and
Lichtheim, could be read as a manifesto against the foundations of the
scientific attitudes Meynert stands for.

Here it was, in print, apparently contradicting one of my arguments namely that there is no continuity between neurology and psychoanalysis
- and yet: an unmistakable truth laughing at me!
Let us accept then, that yes, there wants to be a link between
neuroanatomy, neurophysiologyand the discovery of the unconscious.
However, this should be an opening rather than a closure: for we will
trace the peculiar nature of this linking which we will discover to be
metaphorical,caused by writing, which occurs at a threshhold between
a possible and the impossible science.
Before embarking on a brief review of the history of the concept, it may
be in place to define our subject; what could be more apt but to use
Freud's own definition of the term aphasia, putforward in the entry under
this heading in Villaret's Handwdrlerbuch: in 1888:
The loss or impairment of the ability to express
one's thoughts by meansof conventionalsignsor
to understand such signs, despite the preservation
of a sufficient degree of intelligence and despite
the intactness of the peripheral sensory and motor
nervous and muscular elements which are involved
in the expression or in the understanding of
language.

f....

When charting the course of clinical and academic thought on the
subject from the late 18th century onwards, it becomes clear that the
various conceptualizations of aphasia were very closely linked to the
discussion of the related issues of localization of mental activity in
specificparts of the brain - or should we say: "the brain", only? - and the
undemng, age old philosophical problem of the soma - psyche relationship.
The history of aphasia in the 19th century is a fascinating subject. but
for our task at hand it will be sufficient to briefly introduce two of the main
protagonists,both of them receiving mention in Freud's monograph.
In England, Hughlings-Jackson. in 1866 and later in 1878/79,5was a
major advocate against the localisatory view.
Jackson distinguished between "emotional" and "propositional" speech.
82

What are the essentials of Meynert'steaching?
Under the influence of his teacher, Rokitanski, Professor of Pathology
in Vienna, who had developed a system of strict patho-anatomical
localisation, Meynert progressed to use Rokitanski's mdel+asa scientific
k\
underpinning for the young clinical science of psychiatry.

He introduced the neurodevelopmental-maturational approach into
brain research and was the founder of cytoarchitecturaltopography - both
lasting merits. Meynert speculated on a functional antagonism between
the cortex, which he saw as inhibitory,'and the older diencephalic and
brain stem centres, and applied this approach directly to psychiatry:
disturbances in the relationship between cortex and sub-cortex are
responsible for mental illness.8
'See Erna Lesky's work'for further elaboration.
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For Meynert, all anatomy is in the end neuroanatomy, a development
of his theory of the "composite protoplasmatic being, the brain" (which
sends its tentacles out to the body periphery for sensory and motor
functions). Furthermore, "neuroanatomy" then equals "psychology",
with "neuropathology" equalling "psychiatry". This equation is a direct
result of his concept of "projection": by this he refers to a point to point
projectionfrom the sensory periphery to the cerebral cortex, where each
neurone receives and stores one perception, which becomes one memory,
"eine Vorstellung" (presentation)etc. Thus, in his system of thought, a
psychological phenomenon becomes directly translatable into an anatomical
structure.
With the description of Meynert's and Jackson's positions we have
reached Freud's own monograph.
BlbllographlcalNote
The title in German Zur Auffassung der Aphasien - eine Kritische
Studie, would translate literally as To the Conceptualisation of the
Aphasias;a Critique. It is known in English in Stengel's translation as On
Aphasiaand was written by Sigmund Freud, then 35 years old in 1891.
It was hisfirstindependentneurologicalmonograph-in fact hisfirst book.
At the time of writing this book, most of Freud's clinical workcomprised
his private practice where he saw predominantly neurotic patients, whom
he treated with hypnosis, catharsis, baths and massages. He did,
however, still work with Rie at the St. Anna Children's Hospital as a
neurologist.
Freud's access to "clinical material", Le. patients with aphasia, had
been limited and indeed in his introduction he states that he will not
present a single new case.
Hence, from the outset, we are left in no doubt: on aphasia is not a
clinical paper, it is.a theoreticaltext, attempting, as Freudwill state in his
own conclusion, to "undermine a comfortable and @pealing theory of
(the disorders of) language" without replacing any certainty lost with a
new one.
The first signs of Freud's professional and academic isolation have
started to appear; of particular interest is that, since his return from the
Salpetriere and Chant6 in 1886, he has been banned from using Meynert's
neuroanatomical laboratories, according to Jones because of Freud's
position on male hysteria.s
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The Text
Freud opens his paper by giving a short account of those assumptions
in aphasiology he intends to criticise: that there are discrete centres,
linked by assodation tracts, the underlying theory of the (cortical) localisation
of psychic function and he arrives quickly at the way in which Wernicke
has conceptualised the "physiological process of language" - derived
from observations of pathology - as a cerebral reflex. As a necessary part
of this theory, sensory excitations are seen as stored in individual
neurons.
Wernicke'sschemaof thesprachapparaf- the apparatusof language is demonstratedas "being still inscribedinto the brain", i.e. based on well
establishedanatomical relations. Wernicke's former student, Lichtheim'D.
however, who subsequently had developed Wernicke's schema further
by including other functions (such as repeating, writing, copying, etc.)
which need an assumptionof an involvementof other cortical centres, is
recognised by Freud as not describing - or schematizing - anatomical
conditions but as presenting a speculative conceptualization of physiological
conditions, cast in the terminology of anatomy.
After his critique of the assumptions underlying any conceptual or
clinicaldifferentiation between centre and conduction aphasias; introduced
by Wernicke and further developed by Lichtheim, Freud turns to Meynert's
teaching and, in contradistinction, offers his own, alternative model of
brain functioning.
Again, he commences from anatomy: using Henle's discovery of the
reduction of fibres as they pass through grey masses (composed Of
neurones) he states that one element in any "higher" grey substance
corresponds to several elements in hierarchically lower centres.
Thus, only the Abbildung (imagic representation) in the spinal grey\
centres is by way of a projection in Meynert's sense. lmagic representation
in higher neuronal centres, particularly in the cortex is by way of
Reprasenfation- (representationproper).
Thus, the representationof the periphery in the cortex will contain the
periphery "as a poem contains the alphabet", in a re-arrangementwhich
serves other purposes. The principle of this re-arrangement is a purely
functional one. Topical moments are maintained only insofar as they
coincide with the demands of a function.
From here Freud goes on to write what we might call his manifesto on
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the relationship between the psychological and the physiological, a
passage which will warrant full quotation:
Afterthisdigressionwe now return tothe problem
of aphasia We remember that, under the influence
of Meynert's teachings, the theory has been
evolved that the apparatus of language consists
of distinct cortical centres; their cells are supposed
to contain the word images (word concepts or
word impressions);these centres are said to be
separated by functionless cortical territory, and
linked to each other by the association tracts.
One may first of all raise the question as to
whether such an assumption is at all correct, and
even permissible. I do not believe it to be.
Considering the tendency of earlier medical periods
to localise whole mental faculties, such as are
defined in psychological terminology, in certain
areas of the brain, it was bound to appear as a
great advance when.Wernickedeclared that only
the simplest psychic elements, i.e. the various
sensory perceptions, could be localised in the
cortex, the areas concerned being those of the
central terminations of the sensory nerves. But
does not one in principle make the same
fundamental mistake, irrespective of whether one
tries to localise a complicated concept, a whole
mentalfaculty or a psychic element? Is it justified
to immerse a nerve fibre, which over the whole
length of its course has been only a.physiological
structure subject to physiological modifications,
with itsend into the psychicandtofurnish thisend
with an idea or a memory? Now that 'will' and
'intelligence', etc. have been recognisedas mere
psychological technical terms referring to very
complicated physiological states, can one be
quite sure that the :'simple sensory impression"
be anything else but another technical term?
The relationship between the chain of physiological
events in the nervous system and the mental
86
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processes is probably not one of cause and
effect. The former do not cease when the latter
set in; they tend to continue, but from a certain
moment, a mental phenomenon corresponds to
each part of the chain, or to several parts. The
psychic is, therefore, a process parallel to the
physiological, 'a dependent concomitant'."
Next, Wernicke's concept of the localisation of basic psychological
functions is redressed: theirphysiologicalcorrelatecan be nothingstatic,'
but must be something of the nature of a process.
This process could be localised in its,startingpoint but it then "disperses"
across the entire cortex, modifying it and hence giving rise to what will
become memory.

This passage, which maps the field that will be worked more systematidly
four years later in the Project '2 and beyond is followed by an initially dry,
brief statement:
It is very doubtful whether this modification has a
psychic correlate. Our consciousness contains
nothing that would - from a psychologicalpoint of
view -justify the term 'latent memory image'.13
Hence, the unconscious has been allocated a structural space for an
instant - nothing psychic - and this insight is followed by a conceptual
derailment which finds Freud, in a sense correctly, progressing to the
question of origin, but doing so by wondering about animal tissues and
spermatozoa.
Vorstellung (presentation) and association are only to be separated
conceptually, whilst their physiological correlate will have to be one and
the same process. Hence, there is no need to assume a privileged
position of the white masses for association: association occurs within
the cortex..
From here, Freud proceedsto describe his own conceptualization,the
cortical field of language. It is a result of, firstly, the rejection of the theory
of specific centres of language; secondly. the assumptionof afunctional
unity of presentation/association which can be kept separate as
psychological concept but not as "physiological" process; thirdly and.
lastly, the idea that the entire cortex participates in any excitation and.,
resulting modification,which leads to latent memory traces which can be ~:

,
.
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activated by association.'thusmaking conscious memory possible.
These preliminarysteps are founded on Freud's earlier repudiationof
Meynert's projectionmodeland its replacement by the Freudianmodelof
representation.

F.
.,'.
I:

?

We learn to speak by linking a word sound image
with a word innervation perception; alter speaking,
we receive a speech movement presentation of
the word spoken by us.

Freud's conceptualization,whilst still cast in neuroanatomicalterms,
opens the way to a differentreading of the aphasias:

We learn the language of others, by trying to
make the sound image produced by us similar to
the one heard by us. .Thus we learn to repeat.I6

It only remains for us to express the view that the
cortical field of language is a continuous cortical
region in which the assodationsand transmissions
underlying the functions of language are taking
place; they are of a complexity beyond
comprehension.

Out of this exercise, Freud emerges with several statements: one, that
safeguards against breakdown of our language function appear
overdetermined; the other asserting the primacy of sound, by stressing
the central role the sound image holds within the word presentation.
The word acquires its meaning through its
association with the object presentation, at least
as far as nouns (substantives) are concerned."

The same lesion, as situated within this field, will
have a greater effect if it is situated near the
periphery of the field of language, cutting off
associations fromRo the neighburing area. These
(peripheral) areas gain a pathological significance,
which has led to their establishment as 'centres
of language'.
The field of language lacks direct sensory or
motor projections: it is an associative field."
With this, the way is clear for an entirely "psychological" description of
the apparatus of language.
We might ask.however, whether what Freud is proposing here is a
psychological,or whether it is alinguisticanalysis. Let us follow his text;
The basic unit of language is the word. The word
is a complex presentationconstitutedofauditory,
visual and kinaestheticelements. Lesions of the
apparatus of language will lead to disintegration
affecting sound image, visual image, speech
movement image or writing movement image
predominantly, be it alone or in ~ m b i n a t i o n . ' ~

In one sentence, Freud essentially establishes Ferdinand de Saussure's"
signified over signifier, which, as we will do well to remember, was
derived from concept over sound image by the latter. Yet, in the very
same sentence, Freud also touches on the limitationof his own schema
- for it represents a nominalistic conceptualization of language, better
able to deal with the noun, which is more localized - localized by,,its
associationwith an "object" (Saussure)or "object presentation" (Freud).
In keeping with this, we might also add that we get very little sense of an
awareness of the arbitrariness of the signifier in Freud, except perhaps for
his insistence that paraphasia is not only a disturbance not anatomically
.localizable but also present in states of fatigue, limited attention or
disturbing affect in normals and, flowing from it, his assertion that
symbolization representsthe part of language function most susceptible
to functional disturbance.
Freud's own system of classification of the aphasias is a consequent
step from his "psychological conceptualization of the word". Under the
influence of the English writers, notably Bastian'$, he differentiates
between t h r k degrees of aphasic distuttmm, akin to the three modifications
of functional impairment proposed by that author.
1

When Freudsubsequent1yconsiders"the likely pathof associationsas
it occurs with the use of language", he immediately links this with a
developmentalconceptualisation.

In aphasia of the first degree, which is called Verbal .Aphasia,,
associations between various elements of the word presentation are
disturbed; examples for this category are pure motor aphasia, agraphia,
and alexia, (a resolution of the problem that could not be overcome by
Lichtheim with his schema).
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Aphasia of the second degree is termed Asymbolic Aphasia: here,
associations between word and object presentations are disturbed;
examples would include nominal aphasia as well as a number of states
that can occur in organic and functional states like paraphasias and
echolalia.

Rather than Meynert's point to point projection of the periphery into the
cortex, Freud proposed his concept of central representation. Mental
phenomena were seen with Jackson as dependant concomitants of
physiological processes (not states) and it was conceded that these
physiological processes were of a complexity beyond comprehension.

Wernicke's aphasia, encountered so frequently clinically, would in
Freud's classificationrepresent a disorder with both verbal and asymbolic
features.
Aphasia of the third degree, Agnostic Aphasia, is a theoretical
construct, assuming a totally intact speech apparatus which is, however,
unable to be activated except by way of a few remaining object assodations.
This would need extensive bilateral cortical damage outside the field of
language.
For the topic element to come into its right (localization) a lesion will
have to be destructive and located towards the periphery of the field of
language. If the lesion is non-destructive, then the three steps of
functional impairment according to Ch. Bastian are applicable.
If the lesion is movedtowards the centre of the corticalfield of language
then, destructive or not, one of the following possibilities will ensue: a
later developed, hierarchically higher order of associations will be lost
first, whilst the simpler, earlier acquired function might be maintained.

We saw Freud subsequently describe a cortical area, not sharply
demarcated but lying in the left hemisphere between the endings of the
acoustic and optic pathways and the motor areas of the brain which he
called the field of language. He stressed the nature of this field as an
association area of language and, again, by the size and complexity.of
the area, the narrower view of specific cartical centres for sub-functions
of languagewas transcededwith Freuddemonstratingthatthesecentres
have their localisatory function only under pathological circumstances, if
at all.
The natureof the apparatusof language was introducedand, based on
the preceding, Freudconcluded that there was a needfor describing this
apparatus in purely psychological terms. Freud's conceptualization suggests
that symbolization (which in his scheme really is signification) occurs by
linking the word sound image with various object images. The word
sound image is given a pivotal position in linking word presentation and
object presentation.

Functional elements are held to be decisive for any resulting speech
disorder.

Freud's .classification of aphasias was only outlined, being a direct
application of his scheme.

Summary
After tracing the history of aphasiology and its close links with the
localizationist debate up to the 1890s we tried to place this work in
Sigmund Freud's biography, noting that this polemic. demarcatory text
was written during a period when Freud had started to become
professionally isolated.
We have subsequently attempted a very condensed and selective
reading of Freud's text, highlighting his mode of progression, starting
from (then) generally accepted models of conceptualizationof aphasia,
which he criticised along three lines - their internal inconsistencies,their
failure to keep clear conceptualboundaries, and the underlying,obsolete
theoretical framework. namely, Meynert's teaching on psychological
functioning.

The last part of Freud's paper, which was not specifically reviewed, is
concerned with clinical applications of Freud's arguably linguistic
classification of aphasias; an attempt to gain acceptance by his peers,
which is accompaniedby oscillation between localizationistand dynamic
viewpoints with a considerable loss of clarity previously gained. In this
context, comment should be made about a peculiar quality shown by
Freud as a writer in this text: despite a number of important advances,
there remains - and not only in the closing pages of his book - a
considerable element of doubt and hesitation, a tendency to inove,
himself, ' towards more comfortable "middle ground", which he has
criticisedothersfortakingat the expenseof conceptualclarity. TO use his
own words, he tends to "relapse" into bouts of "delirious anatomy" 2n
himself and this occurs invariably immediatelyafter he has made crucial
advances.
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Dlscusslon
Freud's starting point in his monograph is a critical appraisal of the
diagram makers, those neurological writers who attempted to "inscribe
the different disorders of language into the brain".
He realises very early that the diagrams used represent not anatomy
proper, but represent what he calls physiological assumptions, a structuring
of a different kind.
The next station in his text is a discussion of the underpinnings of
Wernicke's "psychology on the foundation of anatomy" a framework
which we may safely call a mechanistic paradigm or'simpler - the
unitarian world view, exemplifiedin Meynert'steaching, which represents
a psychocentricview.
Freud rejects this unitarian model and it is worthy of our attention that
his primary line of attack is an anatomical argument, with which he
demonstrates that there is "a difference not of degree, but of principle",
as he quotes Hughlings-Jackson.
Freud's relationship with Jackson is not as blissful as could be
assumed, however. There is, for one;his reluctance to openly acknowledge
thoughts that quite clearly are Jackson's, such as the long passage on
psychophysic parallelism, where a short quote of Jackson arrives with
delay, one page later or, perhaps even more significantly,the consistent
"misreading" of Jackson's concepts of evolution and disinvolution and,
lastly, Freud's exaggerated attention to Bastian, very close to Jackson
but clearly the lesser author.
These points.may raise the question of plagiarism on Freud's part, a
question raised so predictably that we cannot help but suspect that it
represents the question of the origin. We shall not stop here but I hope
that our further discussion will shed light on that area "en passant".
For Freud, quite undedded between localisatory and dynamic thinkers,
in search of his own, or should we say "the right" place, stumbles upon
the field of language; stumbling insofar as the consequences of his
writing appear in no way clear or preknownfrom the outset.
Preoccupied with the right place, the "topos", Freud establishes that for
language,therecan be no true centre. What centres there are, represent
artefacts of pathology.
The anatomical "certainties", which filled Meynert's Centralapparat
recede for Freud, to become boundaries, the starting points of those
1
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vectors that, in his figure 9, provide the graphic representation of the
"dynamic relationships" within the field.2'
Not neuroanatomy any longer then, but the metaphor of anatomy - with
terms such as mrtex, radiation, insertion and so forth becoming coordinates
forafieldofadifferentorder-a fieldwhich isnotto remain entirelyempty.
Physiology is that which is to fill the field of language.
Physiology is introduced into the field of language as the organizing
ptindple, as the network of interrelated neurones that provide for a s s o d a h
links within the (assodafive)field of language. However, almost immediately
after its introduction,physiology becomesthatwhich cannot be known
- "of a complexity beyond comprehension" to use Freud's term. An
"impossible" that will be "talked" or, more precisely, written, to make it
possible four years later in 1895.
Thus physiology is given a status of that which could (one day)
explaineverythingi.e. bridgethegap, become knowable, butthat which
cannot be known now, that which needs to be inferred.
Here, Freud's discussion of psycho-physical parallelism, so closely
modeled on Jackson, takes on its proper meaning: if the psychic is "a
dependantconcomitant" ofthe physiologicalthen that relationshipwillbe
something in the nature of acode, similarto the representationalcode of
central imagic presentation.
Physiology. therefore, is barred for Freud and, in OnAphasM,.renundated.
The barring of physiology is immediately followed by an attempt at
"'psychological conceptualization of the word''. We have already raised
the. question whether this did not in fact represent a linguistic
conceptualization and we compared de Saussure's signified over
signifier with Freud's object presentation over word presentation.
We could follow this path further and compare, for example, Freud:s
next advance, his classification of the aphasias into verbal, asymbolic
and agnostic with much more recent linguistically based classifications,
such as Roland Jakobson's division into similarity and contiguity
disorders, 22 keeping in mind, of course, that Jakobson,wasfamiliar, via^
Goldstein, with Freud's work.
However, I would like to pose the question here: how far are such
comparisonsrelevanttoour task at hand? Firstly, Freudhimself declares
that what he is undertaking is a "conceptualisation of the w o r d in order
lo understand disorders of language: so why should it come-as a great
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surprise if we were to discover that there are structural similarities
betweenhis, perhaps limited but still linguistic,attempts and later, similar
approaches?Secondly, and more importantly,in On Aphasia, language
does not equal words, a point where Forrester in his book Languageand
the Origins of Psychoanalysis in the opening pages loses direction:
when Forrester, who calls himself a word addict, states that his main
argument regarding On Aphasia is that:

common that they assume a teleological progression in Freud's work: a
"working towards psychoanalysis".

_..the'sinequanon'ofthe birthof psychoanalytic
theory is a theory of the power of words in the
formation of symptoms . .
He totally misses that unknowable structuring, which contains the
periphery as a,poem contains the letters of the alphabet in a "different"
order that serves "different" purposes and which is linked to words by
somethingof the natureof acodeviathatprocessof symbolizationwhich
Freud calls the most easily disturbed and exhaustible aspect of the .
process of language, making for mistranslationrather than translation.
In a sense, Freud, who according to Lacan was held back by the fact
that he did not know Saussure. also anticipated one of the central
elements of the latter's teaching. By placing that vulnerable process of
"symbolization" at the boundary between two systems, the closed
system of the word presentations and the open system of object
presentations and by barring that which for Saussure was expressed
either as graph or between apostrophes -"the concept" (of which the
linguist is uncertain whether it can exist independently of the sound
image), Freud moves for want of a better word - sideways; for his field
is not linguistics.
The code remains in the field, the workings of which can only be
inferred and which is therefore barred: "metaphysiology" in "On Aphasia';
is in the place where metapsychology is to appear in the Project and
beyond.
Many papers concerned with the early history of psychoanalysis and
particularly those dealing with Freud's On Aphasia and other neurological
texts suggest that they are worth our attention because they "demonstrate
the historicaloriginsof psychoanalysis"(M.Dorer),Z4"establish that there
is continuitybetween neurologicaland psychoanalyticworks" (Stengel),
that the apparatus of speech is a direct forerunner of the psychic
apparatus (Forrester) : the list could be continued; all of them have in
~
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Againstthese; Ishouldsuggestthatwe haveto becarefulnottocommit
the fallacy of believing that somewhere in the course of his life Freud
dived into psychoanalysis like Jackson's neurone in the psychic. Yet to
assume that he gradually worked towards it, would imply that there are
degrees of psychoanalysis(perhapscold - warm - hot) which appears to
be contrary to the Freudian experience, as it is narrated in his text.
Freud's personal philosophical beliefs are of precious little relevance
for the foundation of psychoanalysis, for, as he states in Chapter VI1 of
The lnferpretationof Dreams:
We are forced to build out into the dark!

It is Freud'stenaciouscommitmenttohisown textand itsunpredictable
progression, not his preference for Jackson, Darwin or Meynert, that
provides the structure of the psychoanalytic experience. In this sense,
the Freudiandiscovery -which is nothing butthe discovery of a structure,
an apparatus - comes as something of a surprise to Freud himself. His
text is a formation of his unconscious.
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The Structure of Laconic Wit
Felicity Bagot
The word laconic as it appears in the title is not a typographical error.
Laconia was a territory in the South East of the Peloponnese, its capital
wassparta. The inhabitants, the Laconians. were noted for the brevity
of their speech as they always used the minimum of words to express
their meaning. The classic example of this was their laconic reply to Philip
of Macedon when he announced : "If I enter Laconia I will level your city
to the ground". The Spartans answered with the one word "If".' They
simply replied from the place of the Other, returning his own message.
However I presume this was no joke. It is not hard to imagine that they
were deadly serious in returning the truthof the message. (By the way
history was to demonstrate the enduring nature of this "if", it'remained in
abeyance). Perhaps it is not going too far to acknowledge the Spartan
nature of the discipline of psychoanalysis.
Lacan himself has punned elegantly with his own name but with
ferocious effect. Early in the interview Television he says "Do not.
however, get the idea that I address B la cantonade. I am speaking to
those who are savvy, to the nonidiots, to the supposed analysts".2 To
speak A la cantonade can be translated as "to address one's remarks to
nobody in particular", or"to speak to the company at large"; that is, as he
98
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says, "to the public knownas myseminar",3(numberingabout 900 at the
time a fair sized circus in anyone's terms). Lacan is clear that he is not
speaking "so as to be understoodby idiots".' He addresses himselfto the
supposed analysts and even then he says: "if only to disturb them"!

more than take up again the path deiineated by
Freud when we locate ourselves at the crossroads
of psychoanalysis and linguistics; of the formations
of the unconsciousand the creation of meaning.8

A psychoanalyst's interest in the field of wit is to do with the intrinsic
relationbetweenboth the structure of wit and the natureof analysing. As
analysts we occupy the place of the Other, the place of the code for the
patient; wit is also put in the hands of the Other - the third term that
authorizes and sanctions the wit. One of the differencesis that the joker
is paid by laughter, but the analyst is paid.
In 1899 Freud wrote to Fliess:
It is certainly true that the dreamer is too witty, ...
all. dreamers are equally insufferably witty, and
they needto be because they are under pressure
and the direct route is barred to them ... The
ostensible wit of all unconscious processes is
intimately relatedto the theory of the joke and the
comic.B

Iwouldliketopointout thatthepathtakenandpursuedbythe Freudian
School of Melbournefrom that crossroad has always been, and remains,
the path of psychoanalysis, not the path of linguistics. There is no such
thing as psychoanalyticlinguistics. The linguistic concepts referred to in
this paper have been reinterpretedfromthe psychoanalyticpoint of view
and thus are used only as psychoanalytic concepts.

~

Then in the 1957-1958 seminar on the Formafionsof the Unconscious
Lacan points out that,
, . . we find in the symptoms, the dreams, the
parapaxes and the jokes a unique and
homogeneous structure, . . . everywhere there
are the same structurallaws of condensationand
displacement: a process "attracted' to the
unconscious is structured according to its laws.
Linguistic analysis, with its analogous laws, allows
us to recognise the modes in which meaning is
engendered according to the order of the
signifier. . .'
Lacan continues by saying:
, . . analysis must take advantage of it for the
comprehension of the phenomenathat it encounters
in its own field. The variability, the exuberance of
the objects that human desire proposes are in
close relation with the subtractionthat language
makes of man. We, therefore, don't do anything
100

In 1981 Dr. Safouanwaspresentingapaperherein AustraliaOnJokes
and he was illustrating a particular point regarding the working of
metonymy by using oneof Freud'sjokesabout marriage. At first hegave
thejokein German. (Thefact isthattfiejokeonlyexistsinGerman).Then
hecommented". .. thatis thecaseeverytime you talkaboutunconscious
formations. They are so couched in the language... that you cannot
translate them".g While this may seem obvious that a joke is annihilated
by translation,whether it be translation to another languageortranslation
within the same language via explanation, I think the point is that we
should use our own language and explore the structures within.

I am now going to present three examples of wit but I want it to be clear
that I do this in order to illustrate points of the theory. All three are
examples of legal wit - a field in which "word spinners" appear from time
to time both wittingly and unwittingly.
There was an Englishjudge with the fitting name Sir William Maule. He
was a judge of the Common Pleas in the 1880's. Apparently his wit
pouredfrom him without the slightest effort and without evenanapparent
consciousness that he was utiering anything beyond the most commonplace
observations pertaining to the matter before him; and whilst thoseyho
listened to him were convulsed with laughter, he pursued the even tenor
of his way without the least vestige of a smile. In sentencing a woman for
keeping a "disreputable anddisorderly house", (as the law so colourfully
refers to a brothel). he began by saying, "It is a pity you'cannot carry'on
your profession in a business-like and respectable way, as people in
other professions-do". lo
From a theoretical point of view, notice first of all the incongruity of
connecting other business-like and respectable professions with the
profession of a brothel keeper; it doesn't figure in the code of orderly
101
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conduct for either profession. This differentiation from the code is
sanctionedby your accepting it as a joke -you laugh and thereby situate
it in the.code. The element that has a certain relation with the truth is
operating in various ways. Madam, in practicing her profession, keeps,
by definition of the law, a disreputable and disorderly house which as
Maule points out would be difficult to keep respectably. However, in
another direction, perhaps, the truth is also what you hear of a distinct
taintingof theso-called respectableprofessionswho may be herpatrons.
This is achieved by Sir William's deft combination of the signifiers- "your
profession" and "other professions".

Finally, as to the unwitting nature of jokes: many years ago a certain
Melbournejudge had before him two young men found guilty of what the
law used to callthe "abominable crime of buggery". In placing them on
a bond he expressed his dismay and said that he could not understand
how people from fine families could indulge in such outrageous behaviour.
He told them that he thought the best thing they could do was "go home
and pull yourselves together". His court, needless to say, fell about in
uproarious laughter.

This brings me to the pivotal elements of structure, the techniques Of
metaphor and metonymy. The combination of the signifiers that I have
just illustratedwould be a good example of a metonymictechnique. The
judge makes you hear something when he has said something else. In
Freud's terminology there is a displacement that escapes the censor.
The judge managesto displace his judgement from the brothelkeeper to
the respectableprofessionsvia the reverberationsbetweenthe signifiers
"your profession" and "other professions". You should also note the
retroactive movement of this technique of. rhetoric. The meaning that
surprises you only appears at the end. The metonymic technique is
actually a retroactive technique.
The second example is, that of the proprietor of a notoriously sleazy
restaurant in Swanston Street, Melbourne, who is before the Magistrate
on a breach of the HealthAct. The Health Inspector had given evidence
as to his observationsin the kitchen. Exhibit A was produced -one small
cockroach in aplastic bag, anddulyidentifiedasthesameonethe Health
Inspector had found in the kitchen of the restaurant. Duringthe evidence
of the proprietor, he attempted to say in his defence - "... But Your
Worship, it is only a very small cockroach". At this point His Worship
interjected: "Well, perhaps the cockroach should have chosen a better
class of restaurant".
There is an inherent process of bewilderment in this piece of wit - who
eats at the restaurant, the cockroaches or the public? Is the cockroach
small because it chooses such a poor class of restaurant? Would it be a
bigger, fatter cockroach if it dined up the hill in Bourke Street at the
Florentino? Nonethelessthe joke is on the proprietor. The joke damns
himwith hisowndefenceof "smallness". The proprietorreceiveshisown
messageof smallness. Assoon,aswespeak.wearedamned by our own
words.
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This is a good example of Lacan's point that "in the course of an
intentionaldiscourse, something is producedthat surpasses the wanting
of the subject: an accident, a paradox, but also a creation: there are
signifiers that smash with each other and engenderameaning. And here
is the joke"."
While the judge is disturbed in some way by the outrageousbehaviour
of buggery, he thinks he is telling the young men to go home and begood.
citizens in private, but everyone in the court hears him instructingthem to
go home and masturbate together in private - at least that is not an
indictable offence. As Lacan says: "something is heard that resounds
directly in the unconscious".'2 If a parallel may be drawn, in analysis you
hear as the court has heard - what he actually says. This is why the
unconsciousalwaysrevealsitself surprisingly,where it is least expected.
There is a particular element in Freud's treatment of jokes that I'would
like to bring forward as a bridge to Lacan's developments of the theory.
Freud says that:

... thetechniqueofjokesisingeneraldetermined
by two sorts of purposes - those that make the
construction of the joke possible in the first person
and those that are intendedto guaranteethe joke
the greatest possible pleasurable effect on the
third person. The Janus-like, two-way-facing
character of.jokes . . . a joke is thus a doubledealing rascal who serves two masters at once.
Everything in jokes that is aimed at gaining pleasure
is calculated with an eye to the third person, . . a
and this gives us the full impression of how
indispensable this third person is for the completion
of the joking process.'3
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Freud goes on to quote Dugas who apparently says that we laugh par
ricochet" (on the rebound).

of which it was the object from Davenant and Hobbes to Pope and
Addison, abandoned its essential virtues to humour, which is something
else"."
I have taken up Lacan's suggestion and I have researchedthe etymology
ofwit in the OxfordEnglishDictionary. It isclear that theOld Englishword
and its many contributories ranging from Old Saxon, Old High German to
Old Frisian and so on, are arising in a similar place; the burden for the
English language that Lacan refers to is one of knowledge, consdousness,
reason, wisdom and sense. There is most certainly something missing
and I think I located it by accident in a much more humble dictionary Langenscheidt's Standard German Dictionary2'-where under the word
witzitgiveswitasitsfirstmeaning, butoneisreferredimmediatelytothe
word Geist - spirit, mind, intellect and wit. The second meaning of wltz
is mentioned as joke -then one is referred to the word scherz - jest and
joke.
Ithink Ihave shown you already that while this element of gelst-spiritesprit may have been repressed in the English form of the word wit - its
effects are far from absent. It seems to me that, like the inevitable fate
of everything repressed - it remains ever present and perpetuated in the
exercise of English speaking wit.

The nature of this third person and the rebounding are developed by
Lacan in a very important way.
If we think of a chain of signifiers and its intersections in two places with
the line of discourse - one intersection being at the place of the code,
situated in the Other, and a second intersection being the place of the
message - Lacan tells us that it is "on the line of the message to the code
and the return of the code to the message that the creation of meaning
can operate, an essential dimension to which we are introduced by the
joke".'5 It seems to me that this is strongly reminiscent of the ricochet
mentioned in Freud.
In the Formations of the Unconscious Lacan explains that the joke
itself should be understood as "the metaphor of a truth that is disguised
and that receives from the Other the sanction that founds it as such"."
Thereby something new appears in the code with the production of the
joke. Thereforesubstitution isattheorigin oftheemergenceof meaning.
Freud's lengthy categorization of the techniques of disguise revealed
constantly the presence of the unconscious mechanisms of condensation
and displacement. Safouan in 1981 pointed.out that the "structural
coordinates of linguistics were not at Freud's disposal". They make it
possible to "simplify Freud's theory of the technique by reducing them to
two techniques"" metaphor and metonymy - or, another way of thinking
of these two, is by substitution and combination. A word of warning is in
order with this, not to tie up substitution with condensation in the sense
of compression. Substitution does not necessarily always imply what
Freud called condensation in the sense of compression. There can be
metaphors without any condensation. Likewise it is possible. that
compression can be found at times within metonymy. What is important
is not the techniques themselves - whereby the disguise of truth is
achieved but rather "the comic which is coloured by the technique".'8
In Freud's 1927 paper on Humour he simply says that "a joke is thus the
contribution to the comic by the unconscious".'g

-

I would like to give you a taste of the etymology of wit. The range of
definitions both obsolete and current is enormous so I can only present
a few, but perhaps along the way I can give you the flavour of another
psychoanalytic notion: namely, that the signifier should always be heard
within its signifying materiality, that is, its text.
The first obsolete substantive form is - the seat of consciousness, or
thought, the mind. Then we find the faculty of thinking and reasoning,
understanding and intellect. The signifying materiality presented for
these forms is from Shakespeare's Midsummer Night's Dream(1590) "I
hadadreame,pastthewitof man, tosaywhatdreameitwas".,Underthe
same group appears the phrase "at one's wit's end" - for "utterly
perplexed'..p

Iwould like now to turn to the difficulties of this word wit in English. In
a footnote to The Agency of the Letter in the Unconscious Lacan says
that the French word esprit is certainly the equivalent of the German witz.
He goes on to say that "the ,much greater difficulty of finding this
equivalent in English is instructive: wit. burdened with all the discussion

Another obsolete form appears as faculties of perception, five bodily
senses, sense, common wit, common sense. Dryden's text isgiven here
from 1681: "Great wits are sure to madness near alli'd.
A more recent form includes quickness of intellect, capacity of .apt
expression, talent for saying brilliant or sparkling things especially in an
amusing way. A Lord Chesterfield is quoted for this form in a letter to his
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godson in 1765, the text of which is "If you have real wit it will flow
spontaneouslyandyou need notaimatit...wit issoshiningaqualityJhat
everybody admiresit, most peopleaimatit,allpeoplefearit, and few love
it unless in themselves".

Incidentally I am sure that many people forget that these famous lines
are spoken by the fellow that Freud calls "the old chatterbox" Polonius,
with whom it is difficult to associate anything either laconic or witty.
Emphasised thus by irony, the truth of Shakespeare's observation
stands.

It is interesting to note that the unconscious only appears in the
negative form of the intransitiveverb -to have no idea of, not to suspect,
to be unaware of or unconscious of. As we know, that is exactly how the
Irecognises the unconscious - in a negative form which in psychoanalysis
is called negation.

I would like to turn now to the problems of Strachey and his work of
translation. In his preface to Freud's Jokes and their Relation to the
Unconscious he speaks of his difficulties of translation as a "strange
fatality ... the German and English terms covering the phenomenon ...
seem never to coincide: they seem always too narrow or too wide - to
leave gaps between them or to overlap".n Perhaps Strachey unwittingly
isshowing how repetitionis never identical. Even ifthesame is repeated,
it is never the same. By repeating it, you make the same different.
It would seem to me that Lacan's reading of Freud brings him more
truthfully into the French language, without the repression of the element
of spirit or esprit. Of course Lacan is not concerned to avoid the "gaps
and overlappings" that bothered Strachey. Lacan on the contrary is able
to perceive, in precisely those aspects, the realm of metaphor and
metonymy in relation to the unconscious. Lacan recognises that to
translate and to interpret go hand in hand. Throughout his seminar The
Formationsof the Unconscious he uses the terms mot d'esprit and trait
d'esprit and never une blague or une plalsenterie. Mots d'esprit and
traits d'esprit translate as witticisms -but of course with the implication
of spirit. Safouan in his paper On Jokes spoke of a "spirited and nicely
turned sa~ing".~'As a final point about this spirit, Borgesquotes what he
calls "a beautiful line from FBnelon which says "Of the operations of the
spirit, the least frequent is reason".ZSAt the time Borges is discussing
problems of translation and poetry.

Freud paints out that brevity does not itself constitute ajoke, otherwise
every laconic remark would be one. He finds that the joke's brevity must
be of a particular kind and that it is often the outcome of a particular
process which has left behind in the wording of the joke a second trace
-the formation of a substitute ...the joke depends entirely on its verbal
expression as established by the process of condensation.
When considering those characteristics of jokes which can be referred
to their formation in the unconscious, Freud considers first and foremost
the peculiar brevity of jokes as not an essential but nonetheless what he
calls an "extremely distinctive feature".28He regards it as a mark of the
unconscious revision to which the joke thought has been subjected. He
sees the brevityofjokes, like that of dreams, asa necessaryconcomitant
of the condensations which occur in both of them :in both cases a result
of the process of condensation.
If jokes are a creation of meaning in that the incongruities in the code
are used to the.maximum to say what usually common sense does not
allow us to say, then in this moment there is a connection with another
more respectable creation of meaning called poetry. A joke is not a poem,
but they share the fact that both of them, by breaking the code, create a
new meaning.
Inconclusionthen,itcould besaid that theunconsciouscan beas brief
as a single word. .It is possible that one can be fixated to a single word.

If you recall that this paper began in Sparta, Ishould tell you that Freud
had been there before me. In introducing the factor of .brevity for
consideration, Freud starts with the well known quotation from Shakespeare's
Hamlet :

. .:sincebrevity is the soul of wit and tediousness
the limbs and outward flourishes, I will be brief.
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The Hidden Pattern : Virginia Woolf
and The Waves
Carolyn Parker
Two years before her death, Virginia Woolf - at the age of fifty seven was told by her sister that if she did not begin writing her memoirs, she
would soon be loo old. She thus began to write, during the next two or
three mornings,what has been called "A Sketch ofthe Past." After some
introductory remarks, she begins with her earliest memories:

If life has a base that it stands upon, i f x s a bowl
that one fills and fills and fills - then my bowl
without adoubt stands upon this memory. It isof
lying half asleep, half awake, in bed in the nursery
at St. Ives. It is of hearing the waves breaking,
one,two,one,'two, andsendingasplashofwater
over the beach . . . l
She thenwritesof oneof theproblemswhichfacesmemoirwriters:that
is, thattheydescribeevents, butveryoften leaveoutthe person towhom
these happened. She says:
112
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Who was Ithen? Adeline Virginia Stephen, born
on 25th January 1882. descended from a great
many people, some famous, others obscure; born
into a large connection, born not of rich parents,
but of well-to-do parents, born into a very
communicative, literate, letter writing, visiting,
articulate, latenineteenthcenturyworld...But Ido
not know how much of this, or what part of this,
made me feel what I felt in the nursery at St.
Ives.z

:
t

t

I
!

I

I have resorted to these two quotations in an attempt to convey the
difficulty that immediatelyconfrontedmewhen itwassuggestedthat Italk
to you about Virginia Woolf's novel, The Waves. On the one hand, Itend
to veer away from psycho-biographies, and intend, in any case, to
examine the novel rather than its author. On the other hand, it is clear
that, as must be so with any artist, her writing is founded upon and
patterned by her experience of life...which she herself also recorded in
other forms: diaries, sketches and letters, many of which have been
published since her death. What she has written about herself and her
writing is hard to ignore when one comes to study her work and although
it is easier to ignore what other people have written about her, some of
this, too, inevitably impinges upon one's decision to examine the novel
and nothing but the novel. In the end, I approached (I shall not say
"resolved') this difficulty of biography, autobiography and the work itself
by deciding to impose certain restrictions upon my discussion: about
Virginia Woolf herself, I shall mention some things that I hope might
interest you and which have interested me particularly (althoughIrealise
that here I run the risk of revealing more about myself than about Virginia
Woolf); and Ishall attempt to convey her conception of the novel and the
task of the novelist with particular reference to The Waves.
Virginia was thedaughter of Sir Leslie Stephen, adistinguished man of
letters and first editor of The Dictionary of NationalBiography, and Julia
Stephen, a woman renowned for her extraordinary beauty. Virginia's
nickname in the family was "the Goat"; she did not talk until she was
three, had no formal education but, as her father once said, she "gobbled
books" and was allowed to satisfy this appetite in his extensive library:
she read not only English, but also French, Russian and Greek. Her
mother died when Virginia was thirteen. In her "Sketch of the Past", she
writes:

Until I was in the forties... the presence of my
mother obsessed me.... She was one of the
invisible presences who after all play so important
a part in every life.... Then one day walking
around Tavistock Square I made up ... To the
Lighthouse; in a great, apparently involuntary
rush... Why then? I have no notion. But I wrote
the book very quickly; and when it was written, I
ceased to be obsessed with my mother... Isuppose
Idid for myself then what psycho-analysts do for
their patients.... But... why, because I described
her and my feeling for her in that book, should my
vision of her and my feeling for her become so
much dimmer and ~ e a k e r ? ~
After his wife's death, Sir Leslie Stephen exerted an immense pressure
upon his children, groaning-and beating his breast in self-pity and
subjecting them to his terrible rages. "These were sinister, blind, animal
savage", Virginia wrote. "He did not realise what he did. No-one could
enlighten him. He suffered. We suffered.' He died in 1904 when
Virginia was twenty two and it was then that she had her first serious
breakdown. It began, as did others that were to follow, with headaches
and periods of agitated bewilderment; there was a self-accusation and
guilt about her father: she attempted to kill herself and suffered delusions
that the three nurses attending herwere incarnationsof evil, that the birds
outside herwindowweresingingtoherinGreek. andthat EdwardVIIwas
hidden among the bushes, uttering streams of foul language. Many years
later, she wrote of her father: "His life would have entirely ended mine.
What would have happened? No writing, no books, inc~nceivable".~
Virginia's sister, Vanessa, became an artist, and was always her
closest friend and confidante. Her younger brother, Adrian, studied law,
then medicine, and eventually practised as a psycho-analyst, Her older
brother, Thoby, whom she loved and admired very much, died of typhoid
fever while still in his twenties and it is upon him that the character of
Percival in The Waves is based: after finishing the novel, Virginia Woolf
initially planned to dedicate it to his memory.
i n 1912, Virginia married Leonard Woolf who had been at Cambridge
withThobyandwhowasamernberoftheso-called"Bloomsburygroup".
This group of friends, all influenced by the Cambridge philosopher,
GEMoore, who had propoundedthevalue of personalrelationships and
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aesthetic experience, met regularly at the house to which the Stephen
children had moved after their father's death in order to get away from
"the past and its horrors".

It is in her essay on Modern Fiction that she makes her clearest
statement about the task of the novelist. Sheattacks threeof the leading
novelistsof her day, stating that it is becausethey are concernedwith the
body rather than with the spirit that they have disappointed us, "and left
uswiththefeelingthatthesooner Englishfictionturnsits backuponthem,
as politely as may be, and marches, if only into the desert. the better for
its soul".' Such writers, she goes on, seem constrainedto provide a plot,
comedy, tragedy, love interest and an air of probability. But is life like
this?
Look within and fife, it seems, is very far from
being "like this". Examine for a moment an
ordinary mind on an ordinary day. The mind
receives a myriad of impressions - trivial, fantastic,
evanescent, or engraved with a sharpness of
steel. From all sides they come, an incessant
shower of innumerableatoms; and as they fall, as
they shape themselves into the life of Monday or
Tuesday, the accent falls differently from of old...
Life is not a series of gig-lamps symmetrically
m g e d ; life is a luminous halo, a semi-transparent
envelope surrounding us from the beginning of

consciousness to the end. Is it not the task of the
novelist to convey this varying, this unknown and
uncircumscribed spirit, whatever aberration or
complexity it may display, with as little mixture of
the alien and external as possible?
From her denunciation, she excepts above all the Russianwriters, and
also Thomas Hardy, Joseph Conrad and James Joyce, whose Uysses
was at that time appearingin the Little Review :"he [Joyce] is concerned
at all costs to reveal the flickerings of that innermost flame... and in order
to preserve it he disregards with complete courage whatever seems to
him adventitious, whether it be probability, or coherence, or any other of
these signposts which for generations have served to support the
imagination of the reader...".S
Although Virginia Woolf's writing has been given the term "stream of
consciousness", she does not, in fact, record the atoms as they fall upon
the mind in the order in which they fall. Her method is rather that of the
lyric poet, concerned with the sharpened (and recurring) image, the
moment, the saturated or condensed experience. Moreover, there is
usually the sense of an observing presence, just as Bernard in The
Waves senses that on "the outskirts of every agony sits some observant
fellow who points... to that which is beyond and outside our own
predicament; to that which is symbolic, and thus perhaps permanent, if
there is any permanencein our sleeping, eating, breathing, so animal, so
spiritual and tumultuous lives".10
The recurrence of imagery constitutes an integral part of the form of
Virginia Woolf's novels. Having discarded the linear convention of
authoreal narration and a plot which moves horizontally (the "method of
writing smooth narration can't be right", she says, "things donlhappen
in one's mind like that"). she strives for a structure in which therewill be
"no scaffolding; scarcely a brick to be seen", in which "one thing should
open out of another... and yet keep form and speed, and enclose
everything...".'I Recurringimages (and phrases), it seems to me, are the
essential and unifying threads in the fabric of this structure. Bernard,
before meeting the others in a restaurant to say farewell to Percival,
thinks of the people to whom he can say things: Louis, Neville, Susan,
Jinnyand Rhoda, and sensesalready "those ...figuresof one'sfriendsin
absence":
I see Louis, stone-carved,.sculpturesque;Neville,
scissorcutting, exact; Susan with eyes like lumps
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Not long after her marriage, and while working on the final draft of her
first novel, The Voyage Out, Virginia Woolf suffered another breakdown
from which she did not fully recover until nearly two years later. During
this time, she and Leonard acquired the lease of Hogarth House in
Richmond and, in 1917, they bought an old hand-press and all the
necessary implements and material to start printing, for just under 20
pounds: the Hogarth Press began, its first publication being a thirty two
page booklet consisting of two short stories, one by each of them.
For Virginia Woolf, an important advantage of the Hogarth Press was
that she never had to submit to the fashions or whims of professional
publishers. She noted in her diary eight years later, "I'm the onlywoman
in England free to write what, I like".e She wrote nine novels, two
biographies (one of an artist and one of Elizabeth Barrett Browning's
dog), short stories, essays, and many reviews and articles of literary
criticism.
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of crystal; Jinny dancing like aflame, febrile. hot,
over dry earth: and Rhoda the nymph of the
fountain always wet.'z
Theseconcise phrases, throughthe echoes andassociations that they
accumulate throughoutthe novel, attain a depth of significancethatvei$l
us,as if in miniature, a portrait of each character. Virginia Woolt makes
itclear, however, that these images - at least in The Waves- are intended
to have asimilar effect on the reader as such things have in life: "Iam sure
thatthisistheright way of usingthem-notinsetpieces... coherently. but
simply as images; never making them work out; only suggest. Thus I
hope to have kept the sound of the sea and the birds, dawn, and garden
EO
ihmnsciouslv
doing their work undergro~nd".'~
-.
,oresent.
,
I
"

Such echoes and associations are present not only within one novel
but run through all of Virginia Woolf's writing. Images, impressions,
sensations, half forgotten phrases, snatches of poetry, memories of
sounds, moments of vision and intensity: this is the material with which
she works.
Theevocationof childhoodinthefirst sectionof The Waves isevidently
founded upon Virginia Woolf's experiences as a child at St. Ives,
Cornwall, where Sir Leslie Stephen had, in the year of her birth, bought
a house on the high ground above the bay. The family went there each
year for the summer, and her memories of these times pervade not Only
The Waves, but also Jacob's Room and, above all, To the Lighthouse.
I refer once again to her "Sketch of the Past":
Those moments - in the nursery, on the road to
the beach - can still be more real than the present
moment.... memories - what one has forgotten come to the top.... I feel that strong emotions
must leave its trace; and it is only a question of
discovering how we can get ourselves again
attached to it...
These then are some of my first memories. But of
coutse as an m u n t of my life they are misleading,
because the things one does not remember are
as important; perhapsthey are more imponant...
Why remember the hum of bees in the garden
going down to the beach, and forget completely
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tieing thrown naked by my father into the sea?
(Mrs. Swanwick says she saw that happen).
In the course of these reminiscences, Virginia Woolf recalls several
exceptional moments which are characterised by a sudden violent shock:
something happens so violently that she remembers it throughout her life,
At least two of these moments are of particular relevance to The Waves:
We were waiting at dinner one night, when
somehow loverheard my fatherormy mothersay
that Mr. Valpy had killed herself. The next thing I
remember is being in the garden at night and
walking on the path by the apple tree. It seemed
to me that the apple tree was connected with the
horror of Mr. Valpy's suicide. I could not pass it.
Istood there lookingat the grey-greencreases of
the bark - it was a moonlit night - in a trance of
horror... my body seemed paraly~ed'~.
After an interval of almost fifty years, this moment of horror is transmuted
thus: Neville says,

I will use this hour of solitude, this reprieve from
conversation,to ...recover, if lcanwhat lfeltwhen
I heard about the dead man through the swingdoor last night...He was found with his throat cut.
The apple-tree leaves became fixed in the sky;
themoonglared; Iwasunabletoliftmyfootupthe
stair.... I shall call this stricture, this rigidity, "death
among the apple trees:' for ever. There were the
floating pale-grey clouds; and the immitigable
tree; the implacable tree with its greaved silver
bark. The ripple of my life was unavailing. Iwas
unable to pass by. There was an obstacle. "I
cannot surmount this unintelligible obstacle", I
said. And the others passed on. But we are
doomed, all of us, by the apple trees, by the
immitigable tree which we cannot pass.'5
She refers to the other moment I am going to cite as a "moment of
being", which was to become her equivalent of Thomas Hardy's phrase,
"moment of vision".
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There was ihe moment of thepuddle'in the path;
when for no reason I could discover, everything
suddenly became unreal; I was suspended; I
could not step.acrossthe puddle: Itried to touch
something... the whole world became unrea1.16

I

In The Waves, it is Rhoda who remembers this moment as. .she travels
away from school on the first day of the summer holidays:
Wind and storm coloured July. Also, in the
middle, cadaverous, awful, lay the grey puddlein
.
.
the courtyard, when holding an envelope in my
hand, I carried a message. I came tothe puddle.
'Icould not cross it. Identity failed.me. We are
nothing, Isaid,andfell. Iwasblownlikeafeather,
I was wafted down tunnels. Then,very gingerly, I
pushed my foot across. I laid my hand against a
brick wall. I returned very painfully, drawing
myseil ba& into my body over the grey:cadaverous
space of the puddle. This is life then to which I am
committed. l 7
These moments are for Rhoda and .Neville, even as ttiey describe
them, already situated in the past, and will be recalled several times
hereafter in the course of the novel. It is as if such moments can only be
apprehended, by her characterr and by Virginia.Woolf herself, as existing
in the past, although the gap between the experience and the apprehension
of it later narrowed.

isaworkof art; thatwearepartsof theworkofart.
Hamlet or a BeethovenQuartet is the truth about
this vast mass that we call the world. But there is
no Shakespeare, there is no Beethoven; certainly
and most emphatically there is no God; we are
the words; we are the music; we are the thing
itself. And I see this when I have a shock.'8
This acute awareness of "the severed parts". of fragmentation, disorder,
confusion, chaos, and the search for a pattern, for a sense of wholeness
andorder-whether thisbecreatedoronlyperceived - isacrucialconcern
in much of VirginiaWoolf's writing. Iconsider this concern to be acentral
- i f not the most central -theme of The Waves and it is by way of this that
I have chosen to approach what Virginia Woolf called "an abstract
mystical eyeless book: a play ~ o e m " . ' Perhaps
~
because the task of
interpreting The Waves is so immense, many critics have done no more
than to suggest one or two themes that might be taken up more
thoroughly by anyone courageous enough'to do so: and I suppose that,
if I were to call myself acritic (whichIdo not), what I am doing in this paper
is of a similar nature.
It is possible to surmise that the first impulse behind the writing ofThe
Waves emerged as one of these moments of vision. Towards the end
of summer, 1926, a period of solitude and despondency, she examined
her state of mind and commented upon it in her diary.

I wished to add some remarks to this, on the
mystical side of this solitude... One sees a fin
passing far out. What image can I reach to
convey~whatI mean? Really there is none I
think...Life is, soberly and accurately, the oddest
affair;hasinittheessenceofreality. lusedtofeel
thisas achild -couldn't stepacrossapuddle once
I remember, for thinking, how strange - what am
I? etc... All I mean to make is a note of a curious
stateofmind. Ihazardtheguessthatitmaybethe
impulse behind another book."

She came to perceive these .moments (which ,were not always
characterised by horror) not simply as blows "from an enemy hidden
behind the cotton wool of daily life", but as experiences which would
come to reveal some order. Such a moment is:
a token of some real thing behind appearances;
and I make it real by putting it into words ... Imake
it whole; this wholeness means that it has lost its
power to hurt me; it gives me, perhaps because
by doing so I take away the pain, a great delight
to put the severed parts together... From this I
reach what ... is a constant idea of mine; that
behind the cotton wool is hidden a pattern; that
we... are'connectedwiththis;thatthewholeworld

It is Bernardwho takes on this image of the "fin in a waste of waters".
In Rome where he is, he says, "shedding one of [his] life-skins", he
stands on a terrace and'watches the general activity and clamour from
which he is momentarily detached. He then sees a man whose appearance
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is familiar and, knowing that they will meet and talk, he pauses:
But wait, one moment wait.
These moments of escape are not to be despised...
Leaning over this parapet Isee far out a waste of
water. A fin turns. This bare visual impressionis
unattachedto any line of reason, it springs up as
one might see a fin of a porpoise on the horizon.
-Visualimpressions often mmmunicate thus briefly
statements that we shall in time come to uncover
and coax into words. I note under F., therefore,
"Fin in a waste of waters." I,who am perpetually
making notes in the margin of my mind for some
final statement, make this mark, waiting for some
winter's evening.
(The winter's evening comes in the final section .of the novel, when
Bernard's voice alone is heard, summing up - and twice more, on this
occasion, this image occurs).
The form of The Waves itself reflectsvirginia Woolf's belief that it is the
task of the novelist to convey life, not as a series of events, but in all its
complexity. Months before the process of writing actually began, she
noted in her diary:
The idea has come to me that what I want now to
do is to saturate every atom. I mean to eliminate
all waste, deadness, superfluity: to give the moment
whole; whatever it includes. Say that the moment
is a combination of thought; sensation; the voice
of the sea... this appalling narrative business of
the realist: gening omfrom lunch to dinner: it is
false, unreal, merely conventional. Why admit
anything... that is not poetry - by which I mean
saturated? I want to put practically everything in;
yet to saturate... It must include nonsense, fact,
sordidity: but made transparent. 22
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Suppose I could run all the scenes together
'more? - by rhythm chiefly... so as to make the
blood run like a torrent from end to end... I want
to avoid chapters... a saturated, unchopped,
completeness; changes of scene, of mood, of
person, done without spilling a drop.
Instead of chapters, there are nine (or ten, ifthe last sentence of the
novel is taken to be the beginning of another) sections in the novel,
divided from each other by what Virginia Woolf called "interludes". The
language of these descriptive passages is highly figurative (that is,
"saturated") and because of this.density they have been regarded by
some critics as prose poems. They are consecutive in time and, with the
exceptionof thefifthwhich embracesshipsatseaandadistantsouthern
land, describe the same setting: the sea and sun, the shore, the garden
and birds, the house, the interiorof a room and its shadows. They reflect
the movement of the novel, as the time of day that each one describes
corresponds to a certain period in the lives of the six characters.
Thematically, too, they are significant in that the states of being of the
charactersare at times mirroredby elements of this external world which
seems so remote from human consciousnessthat it appears, in a sense,
to be like Bernards vision of a world seen without a self. And yet it is
perceivedandabsorbed,its imagesenterand remain in, the mindsofthe
characters (particularly Bernard's) - because for them it is-also the
beginning. Bernard says:
. . .for a moment I had sat on the turf somewhere
high above the flow of the sea and the sound of
the woods, had seen the house, the garden, and
the waves breaking. The old nurse who turns the
pages of the picture-book had stopped and had
said, "Look. This is the tr~th".~'

The Waves, then, was to be a novel which would encompass life
without being weighted down by the usual conventionsof plot, narrative,
dialogue etc. . "I am writing The Waves to a rhythm not to a plot", she
remarked while in the midst of writing the second draft.

There is no narrative in The Waves: the narrator is refined out of
existence, leaving only the merest trace in the neutral and uniform
formula: "said Bernard, said Susan, said Rhoda...". We hear voices, as
in a play, but they do not address each other in a manner which seeks to
echo the words and tone of dialogue. This discourse has been called,
among other things, "interior monologue", ."stream of consciousness"
(althoughitis not), and "shiftingcurrentsofthought", whileVirginiaWoolf
herself referred to it as "dramatic soliloquies".
The characters have been considered as six separate, very different
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individuals,as six aspects of a single individual,or as six individualswho
are inextricably linked upon whom unifying forces are at work. Virginia
Woolf's diary is of no help to our interpretation here:
(28th May 1929) Autobiography it might be called...
But who is she? I am very anxious that she
should have no name. Idon't want a Lavinia or a
Penelope: Iwant "She". But that becomes arty ...
symbolic in loose robes. Of course I can make
her think backwards and forwards: I can tell
stories. But that's not it.
(23rd June 1929) I think it will begin like this:
dawn; the shells on a beach...all the children at a
long table - lessons. The beginning. Well, all
sorts of characters are to be there.

THE HIDDEN PATERN: VIRGINIA WOOLF AND THE WAVES

as if affirming something, in the moment of
recognition.
And then the body who had been silent upto now
began its song, almost at first as low as the rush
of the wheels: "Eggs and bacon; toast and tea;
fire and a bath... and then to bed: and then to
bed."
"Off with you," I said to my assembled selves.
"Your work is done. I dismiss you. Good-night.''
And the rest of the journey was performed in the
delicious society of my own body."

And finally, in response to a review in "The Times" on the 9th October
1931, she remarks, "Odd, that they should praise my characters when I
meant to have none."26
An essay entitled Evening over Sussex: Reflections in a Motor-car,
publishedposthumously, may illuminate to a certain extent our approach
to the six characters in m e Waves. Driving through the Sussex countryside
one beautiful evening, Virginia Woolf projects a set of six "selves", six
separate yet complementary reactions to the world outside, "six little
pocket knives with which to cut up the body of a whale". These selves
remind one in turn of Neville, Susan, Rhoda, Jinny, Louis and finally
Bernard, as the last self is the one who arranges "in order the trophies
which (they) have all brought in" and makes of them a figure which is
stood upon Virginia Woolf's rug-coveredknee for her inspection as she
sits in the motor car:
"What we have made then today ... is this: ...
beauty: death, of the individual; and the future."
...We sat and looked at the figure we have made...
Indeed, it seemed as if the reality of things were
displayed there on the rug. A violent thrill ran
through us... We cried out together: "Yes, yes,"

Here, as in The Waves, there is the sense that although there is a self
-or a character, like Bernard - who brings things together, who sums up,
it is left to the artist, to Virginia Woolf herself, to perceive and to give the
final form to the varied and disparate perceptionsof all six. Also, in the
final part of this essay, there is the evocation of a seventh being (the
body), acharacterlike Percival. aroundwhom all the othersaresomehow
brought together; who lives simply within the body, who does not - as do
the others - vacillate or falter.between the world within and the world
without, who is not involved in, as Bernard says, "the effort and the
struggle...the perpetualwarfare... the shattering and piecing together...
the daily battle, defeat or victory, the absorbing pursuit"" which constitutes
the search for a pattern,for somethingpermanent, in the disorder and flux
of life.
However one may choose to see the'six characters of The Waves, as
six aspects of one individual or as six separate individuals, it is this
"absorbing pursuit" that unifies them, it is in this perpetualbattle and the
moments in which, albeit fleetingly, a vision of order is attained, that they
areidentifiedwithoneanother. Eachofthem,ofcourse. wagesthebattle
differentlyandsucceedsorfailstovarying degrees. I shallconsidereach
character and his or her particular struggle in turn: and although I am
aware that by doing so I am guilty of making unnaturaland jagged tears
in the tautly-woven structure of the novel, I hope to avoid the possible
repetitionand necessarilymuch longer and more detailed analysisthat a
horizontal study (taking the novel section by section) may ,entail, as I
attempt to bring into relief that search for a pattern which Ideem to be the
central concern."
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(9th April 1930) What I now think... is that I can
give in a very few strokes the essentials of a
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The first interlude (which, as such, should perhaps be called the
"prelude") .describes the moment before sunrise when, the "sea [is]
indistinguishablefrom thesky, except that thesea[is] slightlycreasedas
if a cloth had wrinkles in it". At this time; the characters, too, seem
scarcely distinguishable from one another; and yet, even in the very first
fragments of perception, the wrinkles of their particularity are present.
Two of them are most clearly set apart: Louis and Rhoda, unlike the
others who perceive visual images, instead hear sounds. Of the six, they
have the least contiguity with the tangible aspects of life. They are
recognised by each other and by Bernard and Neville as beings who
"exist most completely in solitude... [who] resent illumination; reduplication...
[who] toss their pictures once painted face down on the field". They are
also the youngest, the most unprotected of them all. Louis is ashamed
of his father, a banker in Brisbane, and Rhoda has no father. Fearing
eachother lessthan they feartheothers, they aredrawntogetherat times
- as victims, as "conspirators", as lovers.
Neville, looking dispassionatelyand seeing for once that poetry exists
within the ordinary spoken word, neverthelessthinks of Louis and Rhoda
at this moment:
It is not enough for them, this ordinary scene..lt is
not enough to wait for the thing to be said as ifit
were written... Why ask, like Louis, for a reason,
orfly like Rhodatosomefargroveand part ofthe
leaves of the laurels and look for statues? They
say that one must beat one's wings against the
storm in the belief that beyondthis welter the sun
shines; the sun falls sheer into pools that are
fledged with willows... They say truth is to be
found there entire, and virtue, that shufflesalong
here, down blind alleys, is to be hadthere perfect.
Rhoda flies with her neck outstretched and blind
fanatic eyes, past us. Louis, now so opulent,
goes to his attic window among the blistered roofs
and gazes where she has vanished, but must sit
down in his office among the typewriters and the
telephone and work it all out...

able to venture into a changelessworld of beauty and significance. This
state of suspension, however, is precarious and in order to keep herself
from sinking into the waters of dissolution beneath, she must recall
herself to her body through the solidity of objects: touching the iron bedrail or a brick wall, banging her head against some hard door.
Entirely lacking the "shell [that] forms upon the soul, nacreous, shiny,
uponwhich sensationstap their beaks in vain", Rhodasuffersterribly the
shocks and collisions of contact with the others who shatter her sense of
being, so extreme in solitude. Among them, she has no body, no face:
while she perceives them standing "embedded in a substance made of
repeated moments run together", she sees herself "outside the loop of
time":
Look, the loop of the figure is beginningto fill with
time; it holds the world in it. I begin to draw a
figureandtheworldisloopedinit,andImyselfam
outside the loop; which I.now join -so -and seal
up, and make entire. The world is entire, and Iam
outside of it, crying, "Oh save me, from being
blown forever outside the loop of timel"
Isolatedthus from the entirety of the world and time, Rhodaflies to that
completely separate, immutable world, the grove where the steepbacked hills come down and the swallow dips her wing in dark pools that '
reflect marblecolumns. Yet, although Bernard, Neville,Susan, Jinny and
Percival,too,snatch herfrom'7hewhitespacesthatliebetweenhourand
hour, [rolling] them into dirty pellets and tossing them into the wastepaper basket", it is somehow their presence which makes it possible for
her to replenish her dreams, her vision:
But these pilgrimages, these moments of departure,
start always in your presence, from this table,
these lights, from Percival and Susan, here and
now. Always I see the grove over your heads,
between your shoulders, or from a window when
I have crossed the room at a party and stand
looking down into the street.

1

For Rhoda, the attainment of her vision of truth within the welter of life
is impossible. Only at night, alone, can she allow her mind to pour out of
her so that she hangs suspended, relieved of hard contacts; then she is

The impetus of her vision is perhaps her perceptionof the possibilityof
anephemeralunioninthelovebetweenamanandawoman:forPercival
loves Susan, and from the window Rhoda had seen the figures of lovers,

!
!
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"rid offeatures, robed in beaut)i"so that she hadthought, "There is, then,
a world immune from change".

Rhoda's suicide is inevitablefor only in death will she attain the stasis
and union that she desires. She looks towards her own dissolution,
saying: "The sea will drum in my ears. The white petals will be darkened
with sea water... Rolling me over the waves will shoulder me under.
Everything falls in a tremendous shower, dissolving me".

As a child, after reading a poem, Rhoda longs once to make some
symbolic gesture, some offering that would convey her vision and so
bring her into communion with others:
Iwill bind flowers in one garland and clasp them

and present them - Oh1 to whom? ... I will give; I
will enrich; Iwill return to the world this beauty. I
will bindmy flowersinonegarlandandadvancing
with my handoutstretchedwill present them - Oh!
to whom?
But Rhoda cannot make her offering in the world of time, of human
interchange,of disorder and mutability. There is no resolutionfor her but
death:"Death iswoven in with theviolets... Death andagain death". The
death of Percivalbrings a reconciliation;life, other people, and the world
of Rhoda's vision are momentarily brought together: "a seafarer, biting a
twig between his lips where the many-backed steep hills come down,
leaps on shore". Seated among other people, one of them, she listens
to a musical performance.
"Like" and "like" and "like" -but what is the thing
that lies beneath the semblance of the thing?
Now that the lightning has gashed the tree and
the flowering branch has fallen and Percival, by
his death, has made me this gift, let me see the
thing. There is a square: there is an oblong. The
players take the square and place it upon the
oblong. They place it very accurately; they make
a perfect dwelling place. Very little is left outside.
The structure is now visible; what is inchoate is
herestated;weare notsovariousorsomean: we
have made oblongs and stood them upon squares.
This is our triumph; this is our consolation.

While Rhoda surrenders thus to formlessness, Louis resists. The
waves that he wishes to feel close over him are "the protective waves of
the ordinary" and upon "the enormous tumult of waters" - into which
Rhodasinks - he shuts"his bony hands...like thesides of adockclosing
themselveswithaslowanguishofeffort". Alien andexternal, like Rhoda,
glimpsing always some far horizon and not wishing "to come to the top
and live in the light ofthisgreat clock, yellow-faced,which ticksand ticks",
he forces himself to desert the windy and moonlit territories of his vision
and to confront what is aimless, passing, disordered.
Louis, who is ashamed of his father, who tries to imitate the accent of
the others and longs to be accepted, remains nonetheless "aloof;
enigmatic... capable of that inspired accuracy which has something
formidable about it". Bernard remembers that he and the others would
wait for Louis' approval, which was seldom given, and that they were
made to acknowledge his presence, which was formidable. However,
this "arch and ironical manner", Louis says, is intended to distract them
from his "shivering...tender, and infinitely young and unprotectedsoul".
And then he says:
Yet I am also ruthless, marmoreal... I condemn
you. Yet my heartyearnstowardsyou. Iwouldgo
with you through the fires of death. Yet am
happiest alone. I luxuriate in gold and purple
vestments. Yet I prefer a view over chimney
pots... and the hoarse clangour of bells.
As a child, he stood alone in the garden and felt his roots going down
to depths of the world, making him part of all time past so that his eyes,
down there, are "the lidlesseyes of a stone figure in a desert by the Nile";
but heisalso"aboyingreyflannelswithabeltfastenedbyabrasssnake
up here". This extraordinary sense of continuity makes him aware that
he is "a figure in a procession, a spoke in that huge wheel" which,
however, in its turning, erects him here, in the present moment.

After this, walking the London streets and flung into physical contact
with other people, she is not injured and outragedby the collisions. Here
now, she gathers flowers, violets torn up from the pavement of Oxford
Street, and then standing on the embankment she throws her offering to
Percival into the water that rushes down to the sea.

Throughouthis life, Louisstrivesto achieve an amalgamationbetween
these discrepancies which are to him so hideously apparent. This
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attempt is always set against the knowledgethat if he does not coerce his
brain"toformin hisforehead, if hedoesnot force himself "tostate, if only
in one line of unwritten poetry. this moment; to mark this inch in the long
long history"and out of the many men in him makeone, then - like Rhoda
- he will be "as transient as the shadow on the meadow", he will "fall like
snow and be wasted.
This is also a two-fold attempt. While Bernard and Neville go to
university, Louis, who was the best scholar in the school, has to enter the
world of commerce (because of his father, a banker in Brisbane). Here,
heisverysuccessful,thus erasing certain stains and defilements(among
them, his father, a banker in Brisbane). With his shippinglines, he laces
together different parts of the world: "I roll the dark before me", he says,
"spreading where there was chaos". But in spite of this success and the
respect and wealth that he accumulates, he stili returnsto his attic room,
with its view of roof tops and blisteredchimney-pots,where he continues
the effort begun in childhood: to forge "a steel ring of clear poetry that
shall connect the gulls and the women with bad teeth, the church spire
and the bobbing billycock hats".

friends' " and while doing so recognises Neville as one of those "renegades"
who. like Rhoda and Louis; sets up a separate existence. As a child, left
in the lurch by Bernard who went after Susan, Neville said: "I hate
dangling things; I hate dampish things. I hate wandering an,d mixing
things together". The multiplicity and confusion of life repel him, impinging
upon and disturbing his desire for precision and order which he pursues
in the exactitude of the Latin language:
Ishall... step firmly upon the well-laidsentences,
and pronounce the explicit, the sonorous
hexametersof Virgil, of Lucretius;and chant with
a passion that is never obscure or formless the
loves of Catullus, reading from a big book, a
quarto with margins.
Denouncing what he calls "this piffling, trifling, self-satisfied world,
therefore, he takes refuge in a University, in a firelit room with drawn
curtains where a book is laid like a block of marble under the lamp.

My task, my burden, has always been greater
than other people's... With my Australian accent
I have... tried to make the clerks accept me, yet
never forgotten my solemn and severe convictions
and the discrepancies and incoherences that
must be resolved. Life has been a terrible affair
for me... I have tried to draw from the living flesh
the stone lodgedat the centre. Ihave known little
natural happiness...What has my destiny been,
the sharp-pointed pyramid that has pressed on
my ribs all these years?... My destiny has been
that I remember and must weave together, must
plait intoonecable the many threads, thethin, the
thick, the broken, the enduring of our long history,
of our tumultuous and varied day.

And yet he cannot, he perceives, be"adisinterested seeker, like Louis,
after perfection in the sand", following "the curve of the sentence
wherever it might lead, into deserts...regardlessof lures, of seductions",
because he cannot renounce the desire to love and be loved. Neville's
love is homosexual and its object is always one person who is an
embodiment of Alcibiades, Ajax, Hector and Percival,of what he himself
is not:
I shall never have what I want, for I lack bodily
grace and the courage that comes with it. The
swiftness of my mind is too strong for my body...
Isee everything - except one thing -with complete
clarity... And since I am, in one respect, deluded,
since the person is always changing, though not
the desire... I am never stagnant... In this pursuit
I shall grow old.

It is in this way that he attempts to make reason of it all, realising that
the effort is perpetual and that he may never attain "even that continuity
and permanence" to be found in death.
In the final section of the novel, Bernard brings up in his spoon, one by
one, "these minuteobjectswhichwe call optimistically,'charactersof our

Only "under the eyes of love", Neville believes, does life acquire
"splendour and meaning". Although with each lover in turn he attempts
to "abolish the ticking of time's clock with one blow", the clarity and
honesty of his intellect alert him to the transient natureof this il1usion:He
says to his lover: "But if one day you do not come after breakfast, if one
day lseeyou insomelookingglassperhapslookingafteranother...lshall
then. after unspeakable anguish, Ishall then -for there is no end to the
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folly of the human heart - seek another, find another, you".
Jinny, too, has many lovers; while Neville fears always that he is
doomedtocause repulsionin those he loves, Jinny lives most completely
in her body. She revels in her perception that there is "nothing staid,
nothing settled in this universe", that "all is rippling, all is dancing; all is
quickness and triumph". She herself does not wish to be fixed and the
only union she desires is the momentary merging of one body with
another. Shesays to theothers: "Thetorments, thedivisionsof your lives
have been solved for me night after night, sometimes only by the touch
of a finger under the table-cloth as we sat dining - so fluid has my body
become,forming even atthetouchof afingerintoonefulldrop, which fills
itself, which quivers, which flashes, which falls in ecstasy".
There is only repetition,then, no continuityforJinnywho "cannot follow
any word through its changes... cannot follow any thought from present
to past", who does not dream. The passing moment is all and Bernard,
recalling her, says: "There was no past, no future; merely the moment in
its ring of light, and our bodies; and the inevitable climax, the ecstasy".
If Jinny does succeed in imposing any kind of pattern, it is through her
body. She inflicts stillness, Neville says, as her body demands admiration.
Meeting the others in a restaurant, she says:
When I came in just now everything stood still in
a pattern... But Ican imagine nothing beyondthe
circlecastbymybody...Mybodygoes beforeme,
likealantern down adarkiane, bringingonething
after another out of darkness into a ring of light. I
dazzle you. I make you believe that this is all.

Nevertheless,as she grows older and her body beginsto lose its power
to compel, she is not afraid:
For she still sought the moment. Without illusions,
hardandclearascrysta1,sherodeatthedaywith
her breast bared. She let its spikes pierce her.
When the lock whitened on her forehead she
twisted it fearlessly among the rest.

THE HIDDEN PATTERN: VIRGINIA WOOLF AND THE WAVES

necessary consequence of her adherence to, and absorption in, the
pattern of nature.
The only sayings I understand are cries of love,
hate, rage and pain...Ishall never have anything
but natural happiness. It will almost content me...
I shall lie like a field bearing crops in rotation; in
the summer heatwill dance Over me; in the winter
Ishall be cracked and cold. But heat and cold will
follow each other naturally without my willing or
unwilling. My children will carry me on... like
waves of the sea under me;
Even as a child, Susan loved and hated with elemental force. She
avoids abstraction: words to her are "like stones" and her anguish at
seeing Jinny kiss Louis is screwed up inside her pocket-handkerchiefto
be laid out and examinedupon the roots of beechtrees. Her gaze is hard
and fell, for "the acid of her green eyes, her crystal, pear-shapedeyes"
burns through to the root of things. She says lo the others, "I sit among
you upbraiding your softness with my hardness, quenching the silvergrey flickering moth-wingquiver of your words with the green spurt of my
clear eyes". Because of this, Bernard, whom she loves, escapes from
her, slipping away with words in phrases. She marries a farmer: to his
one word, she says, she will answer her one word.
Louis perceives that to be loved by Susan "would be to be impaled by
a sharp bird's beak, to be nailed to a barnyard door". Yet it is Susan,
Bernard says, "who first became wholly woman, purely feminine", it is
she'whowill be loved by poets, since "poets require safety". Louis, too,
thinks thus of her: "She sews under a quiet lamp in a house where the
corn sighs close to the window and gives me safety''.

Of the six characters, Bernard and Susan are the only ones who marry
and have children. While this gives Bernard a sense of continuity (that
"wearenot raindrops,soondried bythewind;we makegardensblowand
forests roar; we come up differently, for ever and ever"), it is for Susan the

There is neverthelessan underlying sense that, for Susan, something
will always be lacking; that her immersion in the patterns of nature is not
enough. Although the violent passions of her childhood are resolved in
"security, possession, familiarity", when spring comes it happens sometimes
that she remembers suddenly that early morning and the phrases that
Bernard made in the beech woods. "Then," she says, "like a cracked
bowl the fixity of my morning broke, and putting down the bags of flour I
thought, life stands round'me like a glass round the imprisoned reed.
Her last words in the novel are, "Still I gape... like a young bird,
unsatisfied, for something has escaped me".
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To Bernard, visiting Susan once on her farm, her sinking into the
rhythms of nature seems "a covering over", a surrender, and he, too, at
that moment remembers the old image of the beech woods and the
gardeners sweeping, the lady at,her table writing, at Elvedon. On that
occasion, being in love for the first time, he had made a phrase - a poem
about a wood-pigeon - a single phrase: for, he says later, "a hole had
been knocked in my mind, one of those sudden transparencies through
which one sees everything". He did not realise that even as he said to
Susan,"Wemeltintoeachotherwithphrases", hewasalreadyoutof her
reach.
It isthroughwords,phrases,stories,that Bernardattemptstodraw"t1ie
veil off things"and to weave together"whatever happens, so that instead
of incoherencethere is a perceivedwandering thread, lightly joining one
thing to another". However, although like Neville - he admiresthe order
that may be apparent in "phrases laid like Roman roads across the tUmult
of our lives", he is also continually aware of the "nonsense that one may
be humming under one's breath atthe same time - 'Hark; hark, the dogs
do bark', 'Come away, come away, death'...and so on".,
Because of this, and because "it is the panoramaof life, seen not from
the.roof,but from the third storey window" that delights him, because he
cannot find satisfactionin eitherone personor in infinity,Bernardrealises
that he will "never succeed, even in talk, in making the perfect phrase":
The fact is that I have very little aptitude for
reflection. I require theconcrete in everything. It
is so only that I lay hands upon the world...Ithink
it is likely that the best [phrases] 'are made in
solitude. They require some final refrigeration
which I cannot give them, dabbling always in
warm soluble words.
Bernards attempt to find a perfect phrase that would fit the moment
exactly is always interruptedby his active fascinationwith the pageant of
life: a fly in a spider's web ("Shall I free the fly? Shall I let the fly be
eaten?"); a commercial traveller on a train; "a sandy cat filching a piece
of fish in the background" while a man is saying "Behold this is the truth"
so that Bernard at once remarks, "Look, you have forgotten the cat"; an
expression in the eyes of a hairdresser. "It is thus," he says, "that I am
recalled. (For Iam no mystic; something always plucks at me -curiosity,
envy, admiration, interest in hairdressers and the like, bring me to the
surface)".

It is also this that preserves him, he says, from the excesses of the
others. Moreover, although he cannot bear solitude for long and needs
the illumination of others' eyes to retrieve him from darkness, to "be
contractedthus by another person into a single being", he acknowledges
within himself the double capacity to feel and to reason. At the moment
when he is apparently most disparate there is nonetheless a part of
himself which receives and records what will be the subject matter of his
art, his story: "I sympathise effusively: I also sit, like a toad in a hole,
receiving with perfect coldness whatever comes".
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The story that Bernard began when he rolled his bread into pellets and
calledthem"people"asachild,comes to betoldat lastin the finalsection
of the novel. The audience which he needs (for, he says, "soliloquies in
back streets soon pall") is provided by the presence at a table opposite
him of someone he does not know. To this anonymous "you", he says
as he begins to speak: "The illusion is upon me that something adheres
for a moment, has roundness, weight, depth, is completed. This for the
moment, seems to be my life". And he reiterates later: "Let us again
pretend that life is a solid substance, shaped like a globe, which we turn
about in our fingers. Let us pretend that we can make a plain and logical
sto ry..." Although this story is an attempt to provide a meaning for all his
observations - "a line that runs from one to another, a summing up that
completes" - Bernard is aware that his design is arbitrary and that
completeness,the true order of things, is an illusion.
There is no stability in this world. Who is to say
what meaning there is in anything? Who is to
foretell the flight of a word?... To speak of knowledge
is futile. All is experiment and adventure. We are
forever mixing ourselves with unknown quantities.
There are moments, indeed, when Bernard does not trouble to finish
his sentences, when he even begins to doubt whether there are stories,
when some blind flaps i n his eyes and everything becomes impervious.
Such moments, the consequencesof satiety and the sense of death; are
describedby him as the lowest indentations in the curve of being. But he
does not, as Susan and Rhoda do, surrender:

Itook my mind, my being, the.,. almost inanimate
object, and lashed it about among these...
detestable little bits of wreckage, flotsam and
jetsam, floating on the oily surface. Ijumped up.
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I said, "Fight1 Fight!" I repeated... The trees,
scattered, put on order... I retrieved them from
formlessness with words.
It was when he was a child that Bernard, seeing Susan "sobbing for
what was denied her", first became aware of "the presence of those
enemies who change, but are always there; the forces we fight against.
To let oneself be carried on passively" he says "is unthinkable". After he
has told his story to that other, scarcely known person, that "mask from
which peep two eyes"whose gaze compels him to regain "asense of the
complexity and the reality and the struggle", Bernard leaves the restaurant
aloneandseesthat anotherdayis breaking. This, hesays, is"theeterna1
renewal, the incessant rise and fall":
And in me too the wave rises... I am aware once
more of a new desire, something rising beneath
me like the proud horse whose rider first spurs
and then pulis him back. What enemy do we now
perceive advancing against us...? It is death.
Death is the enemy... Against you I will fling
myself, unvanquishedand unyielding, 0 Death!
The interlude which preceded this final section of the novel described
darkness, moving in waves, rolling over and covering everything. Sky
and sea were indistinguishable. But as the novel ends with the coming
of a new day, with Bernard rising up once again to confront death, the
enemy, this darkness is not only the darkness of death; rather, it is here
that, in Bernards story and in Bernard himself, all the characters -who
had "sung like eager birds each his own song and tapped with the
remorselessand savage egotism of the young [his] own snail-shell till it
cracked" - are brought together. The others, Bernard recalls, all "had
their rapture; their common feeling with death"; and it is his task to carry
them on in his repeated battle against this enemy, even though, at a
certain moment he wonders whether "this streaming away mixed with
Susan, Jinny, Neville, Rhoda, Louis" is not in itself a kind of death.
Addressing the unknown person, trying to break off what he calls "his
life". Bernard acknowledges that it is not one life, that he is not one
person, that he does not altogether know how to distinguish his life from
the lives of others:
Yes, ever since old Mrs Constable lifted her
sponge and pouring warm water over me covered
me with flesh I have been sensitive, percipient.
136
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Here... on the nape of my neck is the kiss Jinny
gave Louis. My eyes fillwith Susan's tears. Isee
far away, quivering like a gold thread, the pillar
Rhoda saw, and feel the rush of the wind of her
flight when she leapt.
After their early childhood in the house near the sea, all six characters
are gathered together on only two occasions in the novel and it is when
they are together thus that they oppose themselves most emphaticallyto
dissolution and illimitable chaos, and are able to behold, for only a
moment, "a many-sided substance cut out of this dark". Bernard,
recalling this, says, "We saw for a moment laid out among us the body of
the complete human being whom we have failed to be, but at the same
time, cannot forget".
The first of these two occasions centres specifically around Percival.
that absent character whose presence nonetheless permeates the novel.
The "swelling and splendid moment" that they.are able to create from
Percival,when they meet to say farewell to him, contains everything, so
that as they disperse once again they have the sense that they are not
striding "into chaos, but into a world that [their] own force can subjugate
and make part of the illumined and everlasting road".
At once, however, the agony begins again. "What can we do to keep
him?" Neville asks. Percival leaves them and goes to India. where he is
killed. The subjugation of chaos that they experiencedwith such elation
is part of the perpetual illusionthat will be shattered and pieced together
again and again. For, as Bernardaffirms, "it is a mistake...this orderly and
military progress; a convenience, a lie. There is always deep below it...
a rushing stream of broken dreams, nursery rhymes, street cries, halffinished sentences and sights - elm trees, willow trees, gardeners
sweeping, women writing -that rise and sink.

I have done Percival an injustice, I believe, in absenting him myself.
from this discussion, when entire papers and chapters have no doubt
been devoted to the study of this speechless being. This is the point at
which I shall leave something suspended - t o be taken up more ably by
one of you, perhaps, since Percival representsfor the others that which
they do not have and wish to have, that which they are not and wish to be.
After The Waves, Virginia Woolf - while continuingto write extensively
in the area of criticism and reviews - completed one more novel, The
Years, and was working on the final revision of Behveen the Acts at the
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time of her death in 1941. She committed suicide by drowning herself ina river near Rodmell and the note she left for Leonard indicatedthat she
knew that she was going to have another breakdown from which she
believed, this time, she would not recover.
As it is on the subject of death that Iam ending my paper, Irefer for the
last time to Virginia Woolf's diary and shall read you an entry made in
September 1930,while she was working on The Waves:
I was walking down the path with Lydia. If this
don't stop, I said, referringto the bitter taste in my
mouth and the pressure like a wire cage around
my head, then I am ill: yes, very likely I am
destroyed, diseased, dead. Damn it! Here I fell
down - saying, "How strange -flowers." In scraps
I felt and knew myself carried into the sitting
room...said I will go upstairs; the drumming of my
heart, the pain. the effort Wt violent at the doorstep...
I was unconscious...
But this brushwithdeathwas instructiveandodd.
Had I woken in the divine presence it would have
been with fists clenched and fury on my lips. "I
don't want to come here at all!" So I should have
exclaimed. I wonder if this is the general state of
peoplewhodieviolently.If so figure the condition
of Heaven after a battle.3o
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PERTURBATION IN PERNEPSY
'Jean Allouch
Readalltheex-votowhichinceltaintempleswverlhewalls ,
right up the vault; no one has ever asked for the healing of
madness or to awuire a raiment of wisdom.
Erasmus

Where is madness to be locallsed?
First of all, here is a true anecdote or, more precisely, one that has been
made true thanks to its literary transcription. An inhabitant of Augsbourg
claimed that Goethe, on his death bed, did not say, "Mehr Lichtl", as
everyone believes but rather, "Mehr nichtl"; thus not "More light!" (which
seems at such a moment hardly strange) but "No more!" (a common
enough assertion on such an , m s i o n ) . Thomas Bemhard, who recounts
this case' to us, entitles his story Mordicus for the reason that the
'Analyst, L'Ewle Lacanienne de Psychanalyse, Paris
Analyst. ex-L'Emle Freudienne de Paris
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Augsbourger held firm to his version to the point of seriously offending his
Goethophilic fellow citizens who, after six fruitless attempts, ended by
finding a doctor who signed the necessary papers committing him to an
asylum.

the eminent status of civil servants, they certainly continue to bring us,
news that is generally unpleasant (summonses, bereavement notices,
bills, taxes,etc.) Howcouldtheyclearthemsalvesof allthesethroughthe
solefactthatattheendoftheyeartheycometoclaim,withourChristmas
tip, a mark of our sympathy with their position?

There is nothing here other than yet another diverse fact of everyday
banality; and, besides, it was not this event as such which urged
Bernhard to write his narrative. Instead, he was compelled to do so on
reading in the "Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung" that the doctor in question,
and for this decision, had just been awarded - (one hesitates in writing
this; one almost recoils from letting it be known, it is so incredible) -the
Goethe Prize of the city of Frankfurt!* Exactly like Freud a few years
before him!
Where would be madness be localised in such a case? The question
is certainly only valid forthose (to begin with T. Bernhard) who are not
satisfied by the response furnished by the administrative measure.
But here is another story, by this same Bernhard, which is plainly titled
Folie [Madness. Here, aselsewhereinthetexttofollow, the Frenchword
"folie" has been translated as "madness" rather than "folly" in which the
denotation "foolishness" has taken precedence over that of "madness"
or "mania".]" In all, seventeen short lines.
It is about a facteur [Allouch plays upon both meanings of this word:
"postman" and "factor"], but of a certain type, I mean in the capacity of
facteur. It is not about a factor of truth but, more trivially, about a
transporter of missives. Can a postman ignore the fact that he is often a
carrier of, then a dealer in, bad news? Can he believe that having
accepted to be for a'time the depository of bad news and having
effectively delivered it to the "interested party is an act which would
leave him unscathed?

I

This "solution" certainly did not suit the postman of whom T. Bernhard
tells us. So he burned, purely and simply, all the letters.which he
considered (thanks to certain clues, some of which are beyond doubt notice of bereavement is recognized by the envelope) to the bearers of
bad news. One can appreciate the elegance of his solution: he was not
going to keep them en souffrance [held up in delivery] at home, to suffer
from their detention like that common agent of afamous purloined letter!
Itseemsthat. ifitonlydependedon him,thingscould havegoneonvery
well like that. One surmises, however, that the postal administrationdid
not see it quite like this and that it did not delay, therefore, in having him
shut up in the Scherrnberg asylum, thus excluding from its ranks of
postmenthe only one among them forwhom his professionalactivity had
a notorious subjective bearing.
Ismadnesshere? Where isitexactly? Hereagainthewriterintervenes
inasmuch as the affair does not end here. Once in the asylum, the
postman remains dressed as a postman - for philanthropy obliges that the
asylum remain a liberal place. It was so liberal that it agreed to play the
game, exactly as in certain Pinelian attempts at moral treatment. In the
present case, the administration thus decided to place - in a special
box - letters which were themselves rather special because they were
written by thisadministration,sent by it toafewof thegoodold postman's
fellow-inmates ... but with the sole aim being that he could (he had
formulated this request) continue his function.

Certain messengers of Antiquity would, for the whole length of their
journey, hold the message which had been entrusted to them at the end
of a long pole, as far as possible from themselves, so as to not be
contaminatedby a text about whose contents they, being illiterate, knew
nothing. Who knows if the sender, in the missive, did not order the
receiverto eliminatethe messenger, a thenceforth cumbersomewitness
to, if not the content, in any case the existence of, their exchange? This
sort of thing was practised and mention of it is made in Shakespeare.
Within living memory of facteurs, this has been seen _..;also,. in the
factorial. one was a little mistrustful.... Now that postmen have attained

A pantomime hardly compares with the situation set up here. Imagine
someone (but in effect who? The director of the asylum? The wardsister? A secretary? The physician in charge of treatment?)daily writing
some ten or eleven letters (but with what content? Ifonly one could get
hold of these letters!) to some ten or eleven patients (but how were they
selected? And how would they be affected by these missives which, not
intendedfor them, were nevertheless addressedto them?) with the sole
aim of allowing the psychotic postman to perform his activity.
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a little stove was set aside for his use so that he could burn certain among
them. But is not such an omission equivalent to an indication that, now,
he distributed all of them? But then ..., he is cured!

homosexual activity, that his genitals should be examined in order to
prove that they are not like those deformed genitals of homosexuals
which the doctors speak of: one immediately takes him, by his words, to
be mad; and these words, in return, being disqualified, are the means by
which one finds oneself doing exactly what is necessary to help him to
affirm his non-madness in what one calls a passage to the suicidal act
which one considers, evidently, to be the irrefutable proof of his
madness.' I am not inventing anything; one may refer to observation
LXXXV of Legranddu Saulle in his work on Le d~liredespersecufionsin
which the case is described with a fullness that is sufficientto allow one
to grasp that what is in question is essentially and wildly the author's
transference to the place of madness, his desperate eagerness to
distinguish le fou [the madman] from the ...fou rbe [scoundrel].
Kraepelin himself, and many others apart from him, noted how much
patients are infuriatedwhen one claims to remove all meaning from what
they say in the name of "incoherence".or "illogicality", which is only the
opinion that one has of their utterances.' However, no more'than with
regard to the fear of going mad, does one draw the least consequence
from this pertinent observation: one persists and finds it favourable that
the patient should arrive at the "critique du dellre"; in other words, at a
reading which is the doctor's8

One thinks of Erasmus: "Indeed, is not everything among men done
according to Madness,by madmen, among madmen?"Those narratives
certainly give him ample justification.
Madness rnlsdirected
But why, in effect, was this postman bent on retaining his uniform and
his function in the asylum? He tells us himself, or at least this is what we
are told and what T. Bemhard puts folward as the point of his transcription:
it is quite clear, as cutting as a razor - it is "in order to not go mad".

I
~

i

iI
j

i

Ii

I
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i
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The fear of going mad, of falling prey to madness, is part of madness.
This is noted explicitly, in so-called "psychosis", by the masters of
psychiatry3butwithout their being able to give this fear the meaning that
it assumes in T. Bernhard's narrative. Could not an accurate
acknowledgement of the insistence of this fear exactly where one
expects it the least help us to recognize that madness is perhaps not ...
what one believes?
For there must be misdirection[rnaldonne, lit: error in delivery in ref. to
postal articles]. If the madman has a terrible fear of going mad, it is
because he judges himself to not be so (exemplarity of paranoia); at once,
he who calls him so (with, behind him, the full agreement of the Augsbourg
social body or the Austrian postal administration),' reveals himself to be
putting into play a concept of madness other than the one which inhabits
his "patient". Isn't that, one will say, Science as differentiated lrom
common sense? But there is a snag here, in that this other concept of
madness can only be maintained for what it is (including its practical
incidence) at the price of a devaluation of the word of the madman, of a
mortgage borne upon this word which goes as far as removing from him
all incidence of act. Does one not speak of madness as a "maladie de
la libert6" (cf. H.Ey)? "Alienated" [all6n6 is a term used in French to
denote a madman, an insane person], how could the madman maintain
a discourse other than an alienated
One cannot, in the same
movement, completely eliminate what this word brings forward as testimony,
thus receive it as being without any meaning.
The paranoiacdeclaresthat he is not mad, that he is afraid of being so,
that his persecutors are mistaken in attributing to him a particular
146
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What isthismisdirectiondueto? Therewasatime - duringthe 1930s1040'sin France, andearlier incentral Europe-atimeoveranddonewith .'
today, when one had an inkling that psychoanalysiscould contribute to
the raising of this misdirection. Does not psychoanalysis establish
another mode of reception of the subject's utterance? What was in
question was a new, a renewed psychiatry,whose aspiration has melted
like snow in the sun as may be seen by the absence - thenceforth
desirable - of all theoretical work, incarnated by the Yankee (thus
"international") enterpriseofthe D.S.M. Ill. Asinstitutedasit maybe, this
enterprise does not eradicate the uneasiness, as may be seen by the
efflorescence today in France, of "Societies of the history of psychiatry
and psychoanalysis": one falls back on history when theoretical aspirations
are reduced to nothing; a canonical truth but which I may say is verified
here, having heard it from the mouth of the president of.one of these
societies - heard all the better for it having been proferred in the form of
denial.
However, such a "detour" (optimistichypothesis) avers itself as being
not without interest. What is found to be emphasised is the degree to
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which the treatment of madness was, from its Pinelian origins, under the
banner of a philosophical school of Antiquity, namely that of the Stoics.
A certain number of current worksq allows us to trace this stoicism
permeating the psychiatric discourse. Does there not arise from the
stoical perspectivea notion which is as decisive, in this discourse, as that
of processus (one has gone so far as to make of this the paradigm of
modern psychiatry)? This notion lets itself be apprehendedindeed as an
avatar of the metaphor which, for the Stoics, encompassedthe subject's
relationtothatpassionof hiswhich wasonly thefirst moment of thesoul's
illness: the passion (the Greek pathos) is a stone which the subject
controlsforaninstantin his hand: he hasonlytothrowitforittogoitsway
without his being able, thereafter, to do anything about it at all. Is not this
what de Clerambaultmaintainsin identifyingas "processus" (but he is no
exception with regards to this reference to the process) his mental
automatism?
The stoical metaphor of the thrown stone at least had the advantage
over its modern version of not performing a sleight of hands on what
madnessimpliesof the subject's act: at a precise moment, at least; in his
history, he need not have thrown this stone. It is not for nothing, on the
contrary, if in the supervention of his madness the process of mental
automatism "translates", as de Clerambault wishes it to, an organic
process. For the Stoics, the illness of the soul as uncontrollablepassion
was not, however, without moral failing.

founded upon the idea of a process.'o The absolute nature, in Lacan, of
this eradication of stoicism from the clinic was, moreover, confirmed
years later when he identifiedthe discourse of the master as the opposite
of the psycho-analyticdiscourse. Evenbeforethis, one had been able to
note that, in the imaginary, mastery is only ever established as recognition
of the alterity constituting the self-image: that, in the symbolic, the
signifier only ever comes to representthe subject at the price of its fading
as subject in that other signifier in front of which the first will have
represented it: and that, in the real (distinct from reality), only an
impossibility can, at best, be isolated with regard to which the very idea
of any mastery whatever is properly preposterous.

This not only stoical but also Stoic attitude to mental illness has not left
psycho-analytic doctrine uncontaminated. The necessity of "trudging
persistently onwards" so dear to the practitioner even when his references
are analytic, remains a typically stoical attitude. It is true that there is
some stoicism in Freud, and not only in the idea which was more than
familiar to the Stoics, according to which the I ought to "overcome' the
drives (I was going to write "passions" but it is to the "overcoming" that
the responsibility for this untimely identification returns). When Freud
theorised as "psychical process" that which his experience revealed
underthetitleofformationoftheunconscious(butitistoLacan, itseems,
that we owe this title), he is giving at once a stoical version of something
which has nothing lo do with process.

Erasmus:
Critique otthe Stoic account of the illness of the soul
We owe to Erasmus the first major critique of the stoical problematisation
of the relation of the subject to madness. Hence our astonishment in
affirmingthat Pinel's eruditioncompletelyby-passedthis critique in order
totakeupthe problemonceagainintermsthat hadbeenthoseofSeneca
or Cicero." But our astonishment is no less great in re-reading to-day
Erasmus' Encomiummoriae [which has been translated into English as
In Praise of Folly and into French as €loge de la folie] as we are struck
by the extent to which Erasmus' most decisive positions with regard to
madness anticipate those of Freud.

Let us note at this point a principal given: that there is not, in Lacan, the
least trace of such a stoicism - and for very good reason. Lacan, indeed,
from the time of his encounter with MargueriteAnzieu (thewoman whom
he called "Aim&") broke radically with any approach to mental illness

Erasmus? Here we have Thomas More, Rabelais, the critical edition
of Saint Jerome, the contestation of the Vulgate as not necessarily
consonant with the letter of the Word of God, a condemnation by the
Sorbonne, a particular interest taken in Silenus ... and much more still and namely the Eulogy upon Madness, the Encomiummoriae.
The writing itself of the Encomium, could not, in its purpose, be more
Freudian. Here is Erasmuscoming back from Italy, an obligatory tour for
any Renaissance scholar. Meditating as he rides, his thoughts happen
upon his friend Thomas More; then his mind slips from "More" to
"Moria", and there it is: rather than idling away the time of his long
journey, he undertakes to write a eulogy on Moria. If that is not being
duped by the signifier, then I'd like to know what else it could be.
The "Freudian"character0f the resolveto write the Encomium is to be
found again in what it results in. Erasmus in this text gives the word to
Mona in a manner in which we may read, withoutdifficulty.four centuries
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before Freud, his"fundamenta1rule". For Moria itisaquestion of "saying
everythingthat comes to my tongue"12justas the Morian writer "will allow
to flow from his pen everything that passes through his head', not
omitting to "accordingly transcribe his dream^".'^ What is in question in
this method explicitly given as non-stoical? It is, we are told precisely, a
question of shaping the foolishness which would consist of "treating
seriously frivolous things","a messagewhich we return to the sender by
saying that it is a question then of valuing the seriousness of frivolity which gives; precisely, the meaning of the fundamental rule.

Gudden's acting-out [English in the original] (for this is what is at play),
thenthatoftheprogression totheactwhichwastokill him,inotherwords
his death itself, in a list which deems itself to be a list of "martyrs of
psychiatry"? When will one decide (the same question is at play) to read
de CIBrambault, no longer ignoring his passage to the act of suicide?
Doubtless it would first be necessary to have no more to do with the
pseudo-conveniencewhich the position of morosophe is supposed to

This lightness contrasts with the heaviness of the Stoic writer, whom
Erasmus designates as morosophe, sagefol [wiseman - fooVrnadman].
Here Erasmus is taking up one of Lucian's words which Rabelais.
following Erasmus, tried in vain to introduce into our language by
gallicizing it.15 Concerned primarily to say only what is opportune
(thereby exempt from a few specific difficulties with the truth), the Stoic
writer will think above all of the small number of scholars to whom he is
addressing his text; he will consult them beforehand, will delete, correct.
hesitate, re-writea hundredtimes over; he will soon have ophthalmia, will
lose his sleep and his looks; exhausted, impoverished, he will grow old
beforehis time, until at last apremature death putsan end to his suffering,
to a life without pleasure, consecrated to running in vain after the
approbation which this or the other dyspeptic will parsimoniously and
grudgingly give him. Thus are are are the croaking Stoic frogs.IE
This laborious manner, this burdensomeconcernwith opportunity, this
aim of correctnesswith all the contentionthat it implies. are present in the
stoical clinic. Some psychiatristscouldnot be moreawareof these. Such
was the case of a certain von Gudden, master of masters since he was
the master of Kraepelin as Aristotle was, one said, of philosophers. His
death was that of a psychiatrist expert in the inconvenience of the
morosophe's position _..to the point of refusing to make the least
diagnosis bar the case of general paralysis; leaving the rest, he said, to
the "sublime minds", among whom, therefore, he did not count himself.
One day, however, he chose to make an exception to the rule that he'd
set for himself; it is true that his patient, Louis II of Bavaria, was not just
absolutelyanyone(butis thereanyonewhois?). On hiswaytoinformthe
royal person of the destitution implied by the diagnosis of paranoia, von
Gudden said to his wife: "I shall return, ...,dead or alive." He returned
indeed and one knows in what state." What then is this deafnessto the
event, which led to one daring to inscribe the consequence of von
150

offer.

Yet this was Erasmus' explicit purpose. Let us express in a few
sentences the fundamental features of what he presents as being a
relation to madness which is clearly distinct from the one effected by the
Stoic school and then by psychiatric,discourseinasmuch as it has again
taken up this banner.
1. The exclusion of the morosophe, that teratalogical

being, does not have as its intention the installation
of some other figure in his place, which would be
the figure of the non-madman[non-foul. The act
of this exclusion plays upon a metonymy: it is
equivalent to the exclusion of any term whatever
which might setve as a reference for the incarnation
of a non-madman figure (in bulk: the wise, the
reasonable, the free, the reputed, the normal). In
an utterly Pascalian formula, Moria asks but, in
effect, affirms (and all the more clearly so for
appearing to ask): ''Indeed, is not everything
among men done according to Madness, by
madmen, among madmen"?lB First heuristic
affirmation therefore: there is no non-madman.
This in itself forecloses the Stoic problematic of
madness.
2.

No less non-Stoic is the second affirmation: "It is
an honour to be attacked by madne~s".'~
For the
Stoics, madness .is only based upon a moral
failure; failing this affirmation, it is the mastery
itself which could not persist in claiming that it
remains what it claims to be. Now we know that
the maddest act can be exactly the act of a "most
consummate" morality (Lacan).
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3. Thethird enunciation constitutesthe possibilityof
a clinical approach to madness. "I know no one",
Moria tells us, "who knows me better than Ido".20
What is at play is no less than the condition of
possibility of an interrogation of the madman
which by-passes his acknowledgement as a
speaking being ~a step which Freud had to take,
thus separating himself from Charcot, for the
treatment of hysterics.
But what is also at play, since the knowledge [savoir] of.madness here
isputintheverypositionof madness, istheestablishmentof anassertion
which gives what we have designated as being the psychotic
transferencezl-above all atransference to the psychotic- itscondition of
possibility.
What may be deduced from the presence of both points (1) and (3) is
theexemplarityoffolieadeux, royal roadfortheapproachtopsychoses.
In effect, if there is no non-madman and if madness knows itself better
than anyone else does, it follows that whoever interrogatesmadness can
onlydoso bynot,apriori,setting himself upasanon-madman;canthus
only do so by lending himself to the possibility that, some maintain, is
qualified as folie a deux. "Through associating with them", runs the
popular belief, "one becomes like them."
It is, however, rather late in his work (at point XXXVlll to be exact, the
whole comprising LXVIII) that Erasmus arrives at the necessity (inherent
in his discourse) of effecting a clinical distinction, a differentiation in the
realm of madness. This is all the more interestingas it concernsthe most
problematicalpoint of his departure from the Stoics.
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claimed Socrates as being one of their own; and not one of the least of
them at that. Erasmus distinguishes,then, two sorts of dementia: one, is
the realm of Moria, whose eulogy he writes; the other, which arises from
the acts of the Furies, would have another source. The Stoics made the
mistake of condemning the first in the name of the fury of the second.
Let us note at once that in adopting the reference which is that of
Erasmus, namely, Greek mythology, it is necessary that we recognize
that if the action.of the Furies is in effect maleficent, if they cause harm
[font mal], this is not to say that they cause the evil [feralent le mal] -far
from it. On thispoint, Erasmus'Christianityplayshimanasty trick: itdoes
not agree all that well with the Hellenophilia, which - as a man of the
Renaissance- was his. Indeed, in each of the cases (not many, perhaps,
but quite detailed) in which the Furies intenrene, the persecutions inflicted
by them is justified morally. Thus Oedipus at Colonus, the perpetratorof
parricide, of incest, suffers their tortures, admitting that he has "deserved'
them. Likewise Orestes, who is rendered doubly furious-mad by "the
triple goddess", but in a manner which everyone in Greece found
legitimate with regard to the affair in which he had been caught (it plays
upon three generations like any psychosis worthy of the name): and
whichwas tolead him towanttofollow Apollo'sadviceevenalthoughthis
co-mmand to avenge, his father was contrary to the law which demanded
thata son should defend his mother no matter how much she may have
beenat fault. Thereisthusareason in thismadnessofOrestesand,what
is more, a social reason since its being put into play will be revealed as
nothing less that the establishment, in the Greek cities, of the primacy of
the paternal over the sacred maternal,which the Furiesprotected to the
point of Orestes' madness - in a manner which was admitted by all.
.~~
the
In Moria'sdomain, no one is mad if not purposely [a p r o p o ~ ]but
way Orestes "handled' his furious madnessatteststhat this fundamental
proposition of Erasmus (we add it here to the three that have already been
enumerated) is just as valid in cases which Moria relinquished to the .
advantage of the Furies. We suspect from this that it may wellbe that at
the very point in which the Encomium leaves the Stoic problematisation
of madness a clear field, this problematisation avers itself unsuitable.
%

-

Are the formulae which we have just mentioned valid for all cases of
madness, "all" being taken here in the sense of: each one of them, no
matter what it may be? Moria claims them for all the cases which are "of
her kind'..22Would there be any others? In his debate with the Stoics,
Erasmus is led to admit this to be so. What, then, is this debate?
The Stoics, in defining madness as "absence of reason", make of all
madness, as minor as it may be, an evil - to be fought against as such.
Erasmus here takes up, as is, a conclusion which we find in
Tusculanes;
but it is in order to put it forward as a "specious
syllogism".*4 In order to annihilate it, he makes use of the Socratic
method, not without humour under the circumstances since the Stoics

It is moreover remarkablethat the clinical distinction Morian madness/
furious madness is, in fact, a distinction that Erasmus takes from the
Stoics. In Tusculanes, Cicero distinguishes the lnsanus from the
furlosus, only the latter being deprived of his civil rights by the Roman
law. The Latin "furious" is the Greek "melancholic", but generalised.
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since heisnotnecessarilyaffectedonly by blackbile[orcholer,oneof the
four humours]. Stoicism condemns the insanus as differing only by
degree from the furiosus. Erasmus will write the eulogy of madness by
taking up this Stoic distinction but in order to give it a different function to
the one that it had among the Stoics. In his critique of the "specious
syllogism", Erasmus sacrifices the furiosus in order to withdraw the
lnsansus from the Stoic emprise [although in English "emprise" has
come to mean "undertaking" or "enterprise", in French this word retains
also the'sense of "hold" or "grasp": both meanings seem to be at play
here].
Let us note that, for Erasmus, this clinical distinction is also - and to the
highest degree - a theoretical one.
Erasmus' sliding on the question of furious madness makes sense
when we see him presenting Furies as being at the origin of moral failure
whereas the whole tradition in Greece saw them only as a legitimate
instrument of the punishment of those who have violated the maternal
law. Wsomeone must be considered responsible for Orestes' furious
madness, there is rather the figure of Apollo who, in giving Orestes' the
unheard of advice to not support Clytemnestra no matter what this mother
may have committed, well knows - as well as Orestes himself or as
anyone in Greece that ipso facto he is putting Orestes in the position,
thenceforth, of dealing with the hatred of the Furies. Reading Erasmus
on this point, we shall see him presenting the Furies as figurations of
Satan. There is a madness, hewrites, "that the Furies unleash from Hell
wheneverthey cast their serpentsandstrike the heartsofmortals with the
fervour of war, the unquenchable thirst for gold, dishonourable and sinful
love, parricide, incest, sacrilege and the rest, or whenever they pursue
guilty consciences with their terrifying torches".26 In this sentence, a
Christianversionof Furiesidentifiedwith Satan does notcohabit well with
the Greek version of the Furies as the arm of justice; an "or" separates
the two versions and permits Erasmus, so concerned for a happy
cohabitation of the Greek and Christian traditions. to elide, in his discussion
with the Stoics, a real difficulty.
~

By not admitting, with Erasmus, that any and everyone's desire comes
to be inscribed in the madness of religion [la folie de-la CrOix], by
discerning it, with Lacan, as desire of the Other (Orestes' desire is the
desire of Apollo), shall we be led to radicalize the Erasmian critique of the
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Stoic problematisation of madness? One may expect this inasmuch as
one recalls here to what point the Stoics devoted themselves to what
Ernest Jones would call the aphanlsis of desire (yet another.instance of
the incidenceofstoicism inthe psycho-analytic movement). "Onlydesire
that which depends upon you ..." advised Epictetus! 27 .
Perturbation In Pernepsy
Certain Stoic texts, read after the invention of psycho-analysis,clearly
reveal (even to those who do not claim to be psycho-analyticallyaware)
to what point the symptom, in whoever has a certain moment made
himself a partisan of the Stoic body, is made to interrogate, indeed to put
into questionLthis transference. Such was the case of Lucilius' malaise,
the motive of a demand for cure addressed by him to Seneca.28 The
master comes off rather badly (despite the success of his Letter to
Lucilius which "all Rome" fell upon as if upon holy bread) in his concern
to retain Lucilius as a member of the School. Lucilius' minor -'but
permanent, insidious, insistent - malaise demanded a response different
to all those which the Doctrine provided and one which he knew as well
as anyone. Poor Seneca, who could only everlastingly repeat to him the
sempiternal counsels: Lucilius' malaise defeated not only him, but also
the School and the Doctrine that it could transmit.
the psycho-analytic clinic interrogatesthis articulation of the symptom '
(and beyond the symptom, of theclinical entity) with the transference. My
intention is not to study here in all its amplitude Lacan's relation to the
Stoics. Instead. and in a most topical manner, I should like to show - by
studying acertain interventionof Lacan during the E.F.P.'sAssissessur
la passe -that such a questioning brings to bear some perturbation on
what are given as quasi-definitively established clinical differentiations. '
It was aquestion then, in April 1978, at Deauville, of the pass. Lacan
was expecting this pass to clarify what his formula, "the psycho-analyst
authorises himself only from himself", indicates as being at stake; a
formula which, as this attempt of Lacan's proves, is indeed more indicative
of a difficulty than it is of solution. It is true that to point out, to localise
precisely, a difficulty, is already something. Confronted by the School
with a certain non-response to his demand, Lacan goes on, at the
conclusion of this time, to advance a pawn which, as we shall see, throws
some difficulty into what Icall the clinic of pernepsy. This "pernepsy" is
obtained by transliterating, according to an acrosyllabic rule, the three
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principal entities of our clinic: peryision, neurosis, psychosis. With this
transliteration then, one may see that all this readily comes to rank itself
under the banner of a pere nb psy [father born psy] as others are born,
with a caul or with their mum's loop in the hand. This seem to run true to
this pernepsy, but at what price?
To constitute oneself as analyst; Lacan begins by saying, is to be bitten
by Freud. Bitten! To be bitten is not funny, even when it lasts a fraction
of a second. But being bitten by Freud lasts longer ... generally a whole
life-time. Where does Freud bite men? He had his own little idea about
this which does, unfortunately, correspond to that place of which,
unfortunately,each one thinks at once. And women? Here, the absence
of an evident response leaves us rather in the lurch....
In this intervention of Lacan, being bitten by Freud is given as
equivalent to believing In this absolutely mad thlng called the
unconscious. Each one knows that Freud put this belief forward as
necessaryif notsufficientinorderthat anyoneshouldsustainthe position
of psycho-analyst. However, Freud, as far as I know, never designated
the unconscious as an absolutely mad thing. Here there is a disparity
between Freud and Lacan, a disparity which is at play in a decisive
manner in this text. It has to do with what we have already noted of a
different relation to Stoicism.
Two years previously, in October 1976, Lacan had authorised himself
to transliterate I'Unbewusste in writing it I'une Mvue r'the/one blunder"].
By thus re-namingthe Unbewusste, he was substitutingthis une bbvue
for the receivedtianslation of the Unbewusste by the word inconsclent
[unconscious]: he rejected this translation, a decisive act which the
majority of psycho-analysts, including "Lacanians", continue to brush
over [translation does no justice to the condensed punning at this point:
continue B se taper le coqulllard avec les plumes de I'ind6pendanceI.
What was Lacan sayins in 1976? That Freud had mllededthis Unbewusste
from Hartmann, that Freud had been bitten by the Hartmannian
Unbewusste. To be bitten by the Unbewusste or to transliterate it are
two extremely different subjective positions, different to the point that
Lacanwill be able to come to formulate (after having said it of Hartmann)
that Freud absolutely did not know what he was talking about with his
Unbewusste.=
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who bites someone or, better still from the point of view of joulssance,
some others.
From 1976-1978, the problem is displaced: in 1976, Lacan transliterates
the Unbewusste, which allows him to propose, in 1978, a translation
which differs perceptibly from the one already received; he can now
speakof having translated it by the"supposed subject of knowing" [sujet
suppos6 savoir]. The scrupulous student is tempted here to recall him
to order (but whose order?), as J.A. Miller knew how to do so well: "But
no, no, Monsieur, you are confusing. here, unconscious and transference".
This would be, however, to mis-know [m-nnah]
what this displacement
suggests, namely that the whole thing does not hinge so much upon the
status of the unconscious as upon the transference.
There are some people, Lacan remarks, "who believe in psychoanalysts"; he sees here, once more [English in the original], something
"absolutely mad'. Would this be a question of the same madness that
makes the psycho-analyst a believer in the unconscious? Rather than
replying precipitously, let us place back to back the enunciations that
have just been mentioned: the analysand believes in someone (the
analyst) who believes in something (the unconscious) which bit someone.
This may be transcribed in what I shall name here a chain of belief:
Someone BELlEVES'in someone who BELIEVES
the analysand

the analyst

in something which BIT
the unconscious

someone
Freud

One may be aware of the erotic import of the Pierre Klossowski-like
picture which allows itself to be drawn here: something bites someone

It is to be noted that the position of the psycho-analyst lambda differs
dearly here from the first among them: Freud is binen by the Unbewusste,
each one of the other analysts finds himself bitten by Freud thus
becoming, by the same stroke, a believer in the Freudian unconscious.
It will be necessary to say whether the idea that there could be two
different essences of psycho-analyst is acceptable to us.
Let us also note that he who bites the one is the object of belief for the
other who, from this fact and with the difference from the first, finds
himself bitten not by something but by someone. It appearsthen that the
two clinicalconcepts of those bitten and those believing are linkedand
even encased, but shifted, and linked by this very shifting.
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forth bitten by Freud - that is, into someone identical to himself.30 By
means of this, it is the question pertaining to the "himself", so central in
the effective pass, that would find itself short-circuited; as it was moreover
-unbeknownto them, but nonetheless in a perfectlylegible fashionfor us
- by certain of the most eminent members of the defunct E.F.P.3 jury of
acceptan~e.~'
This fourth possibility marks the place of the analytic clinic such as
Freud formulated thereby a fundamental exigency ' - unthinkable in
psychiatry:toapproacheachcaseasifnothing had beensetdown, under
thetitleof aknowledge[unsavoir], from theanalysisof precedingcases.
Without this fourth possibility, the two things called "absolutely mad' by
Lacan, that is, entry into analysis and the passage from analysand to
analyst, could without further difficulty be identifiedas a one and the same
madness, as an avatar of this single madness.
What is the clinical status of this absolute madness, the belief in
psycho-analysts? At Deauville, Lacan declares himself on this point: not
without his position throwing - as we shall see - some trouble into the
established clinic. Indeed, he proposed that day that he who takes the
step of coming to ask for an analysis from a psycho-analyst "must be
called psychotic" ["ilfaut blen (1') appeler le psychotique"].
This saying of Lacan'ssets out from an unrefinedtruth which has been
much abused: everyone has neurotic symptoms but only some, pushed ,
bythesaidsymptoms,come toaskforananalysisfromapsycho-analyst.
In calling them psychotic, Lacan gives a criterion which distinguishes
them from the common run of neurotics.

+

believer
bitten

+
+

+

Here we are then with psycho-analytic definition of the psychotic, a
definitionwhich is perfectly clear and distinct even if it remains partial: he
who is led by his neurotic symptoms come to ask us for an analysis, is
said by us to be "psychotic". He is "absolutely mad" -thus in the sense
of psychosis - in that he believes in psycho-analysts. There exists,
therefore, this strange being -strange, to judge from the point of view of
the clinic of pernepsy -the psychotic with neurotic symptoms.

If it were not for this fourth possibility, one could imagine that, in
analysis, things run smoothly indeed. Thus the training [la didactique]
would consist in the process by which the psycho-analystwould transfom
one who believes in him into a believer in the unconscious and hence-

The speciousness of transference
Would this psychotic with neurotic symptoms create such a scandal in
the clinic of pernepsy that each one would be led to minimise' the
implication of what Lacan indicates here? Whoever refused the proposed
identification should in any case say how he differentiates these two
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categories of neurotics - those who ask for an analysis and those who do
not. As far as Iknow, nothing decisive has ever been proposed as being
-,
capable of differentiating these two cases.
Let us conclude by showing that this perturbation in the clinic of
pernepsy, coming from a man does not abandon forty years of analytic
experience and who now has (as was the case, besides, but very
differently, at the very beginning of this journey) the means to turn to
account his disparity with Freud, is not a hapax but is coherent with a
certain numberof contemporarypositionswhich provideitwith asupport
which I consider to be capital.

'

.

Andfirstof all,what aboutthe"others", in particularthepsychoticswith
psychotic symptoms? Still in the same intervention at Deauville, Lacan
remarksthat they have "the wisdom [la sagesse] not to come and ask an
analyst to attend to them". In order to understand this phrase correctly.
it is advisable to know what the word "wisdom" means, coming here from
!he mouth of Lacan; something which he mocks no less than Erasmus
does in his Encomium Moriae. The "wisdom" in question then, would
mark a certain incompatibility between the discourse of the psychotic with
psychotic symptoms and the analytic discourse. This would have to
make us somewhat uneasy: if these two discourses are received as
incompatible ... it is because they are recognized as being of the same
kindl Now it so happens that this is exactly what Lacan indicates in June
1979, when he remarks that the unconscious explains too much: a
remark which takes up again, with regard to the unconscious, what has
already been said of the systematised delusion [d6ilre]. If analysis is, as
Lacan said in the same era, "a delusion which one expects will comprise
ascience". one understands that the psychoticwithpsychoticsymptoms
can have nothing to do with that. If the profit of an analysis is paid by a
transformation of the analysand into a believer in the unconscious
thenceforth bitten by Freud, it is clear that this psychotic reveals himself
to bewithoutinterest. He hasall that is necessary to him; he finds himself
as impeded as the psychoanalyst by the bite of Freud.

This pinpointingof analysis as a delusion at least presents the advantage
of satisfying a condition of the clinic that Erasmus helped us to formulate:
the condition which proposes that there is no non-madman. It is again
Erasmus who can help us to formulate that which differentiates the
psychotic from the proponent of the analytic discourse when he writes
that "the man who takes a pumpkin for a wife is treated as mad because
such an error is committed by few; but he whose wife has numerous
160
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lovers and who, full of pride, believes and declares that she surpasses the
fidelity of Penelope, will not be called mad by anyone, because this state
of mind is common to many".32 In other words, this difference is social,
which is linked to what we have already indicatedwith regard to Orestes'
furious madness: that is, that the incidence of each psychosis,beyond its
stake in the family, is properly social (this rejoins, moreover; Lacan's
initial steps).
In the latter times of his journey, Lacan recognized in all speech
[parole] the status of "imposed speech" [parole impos&] which it is
foundto haveinthepsychotic(l7-2.1976); hesituatedsexualrapport as
consisting in the event of "taking the moon for green cheese" [prendre
des vessles pour des ianternes lit: "to take bladders for lanterns"] (163-1976); he posed analysis as "a scientific delusion" (11-1-1977); he
went as far as putting the question of knowingwhether analysis were not
"an autism &deux" (19-4-1977); he declared, "You have no ideajust how
farthisdelusionaboutmegoes"(19-3-1980):theseindicationscan be no
more neglected than those which we have just Studied, and confirm the
. .
presentation that we are giving them here.
Let us say, to conclude, where this ultimate Lacanian position, in our
opinion, originates - a much more radical position than one may indeed
wish to see. It is not that we wish to draw the essential out of its
fathomless gulf. More trivially, it will be a question, due to the transference
having been able to be referred to thesupposed subject of knowing, of
that from which a transference is established; in otherwords, of that from
which, we can now say, a psychotic subject with neurotic or - sometimes
- psychotic symptoms addresses a psycho-analystin order to unburden
himself of them.
The transference was set down by Lacan as relation of the subject to
what he hasnamedasbeingthesupposedsubjectofknowing. Itisnot
very difficult to point out that here there is something rather specious;
suffice to say that it is only after having renounced intersubjectivity that
Lacan was thus able to situate the transference; as a result this relation
of the subject to the supposed subject of knowlng, cannot in any case
be thought of as an intersubjective relation.. How then may it be
conceived?
If itisaquestionofthesubject,inotherwordsthatwhich is represented
by a signifier for another signifier.'the subject can have no relation with
anything whatever if not through the bias of a signifier.. It is thus with a
161
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signifier that the subject addresses himself to the supposed subject of
knowing, a signifier which, in the Proposition doctobre 1967, Lacan
calls'kignifier of transference". This allows him to writea mathemeof the
transference which is nothing other than one of the avatars of the
canonical writing on the relation of the subject to the signifier. The latter
is presented thus:

present themselves asiwoformulationsof the same question. How does
the psycho-analyst operate with that madness? Let us note that the
treatment of this question which is, for us, the clinical question par
excellence, may only be envisaged inasmuch as the psycho-analystwill
have been able to be unhooked from a position in which he finds a refuge
but which is anyway not all that comfortable:the position of one believing
in the unconscious or of one bitten by Freud.

S'
-

+ s2

s

Translated by Carolyn Parker

The matheme of transference will be written:

s-

*sq

Notes
** Square brackets indicate translator's notes.

S(S'.

sz. ...*9)

One can see that there is a clear disparity between the S, signifier of
transference,and the ensemble of S'. S2,
...,S". signifies in the unconscious:
it occupies another place, it has another function. The ensemble of
unconscious signifiers have the value of the material from which the
neurotic symptom is fomented. Freud was led to formulate the hypothesis
of the unconscious in order to take these symptoms into account. But
what about this subjectivation held up [en souffrance] in the signifier of
transference? It is of another tenor; the writing itself of the matheme
already said this. By saying, some years later and precisely on the
occasion of the asslses sur la passe (Le. from the moment in which this
writing of a matheme of transference averred itself inoperabie, that only
the psychotic with neurotic symptoms comes to ask for an analysis),
Lacan bringsforwardafundamental supplement capable of helping us to
locate what is in question in the relation of the signifier of transference to
any signifier whatever, in this relation which, from. the very fact of
transference, does not cease to not establish itself as relation. We can
indeed consider, thanks to this Deauville intervention, as psychotic the
establishment of transference with this S which, outside of the effectuation
of analysis, does not cease (such is the incidence of the transference) to
not represent the subject for any signifier whatever.
In other words the "psychotic", in the formula "psychotic with neurotic
symptoms", may be localised at this very point of the establishment of
transference, of the addressing of the future analysand to the supposed
subject of knowing." This is to admit that transference and folie deux
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BERNHARD,T. L'imitateur (in German, Der Stimmenimitatof),
Gallimard. Paris, 1981.
Here is a glimpse of what may be the particular interest of the
"Societies of Friends of ...",those leechesof the literary world and, by
extension, that of the analytical societies.
This is to be found in all the good authors. Let us cite (taken from:
Legrand du Saulle, Le delire des pedcutions, Plon, Paris, 1871,
p.192) this typical dialogue:
"You are mistaken, those are incorrect sensations."
"Oh1 Iam not sick; Imust be very strong to be able to
resist all that. Most people would be driven mad by
it and would be in Sainte-Gemmes."
Let us also quote this statement by a patient of de Clbrarnbault's: "...
I abide by reasoning purposely In order to prove to myself that Iam
not mad"; de CIBrambault's emphasis seems to indicate that he read
this declaration as a negation. Now, in my opinion, such a reading is
reductionist. It is preferable to receive the saying as it formulates itself
literally: the reasoning that the patient abides by is not without (this "not
without" which the reading with the sense of the negation conjures
away) proving that she is not so mad, and in any case not mad in the
sense of mental automatism (cf. G. de CIBrambault, Oeuvres
psychiatriques, P.U.F.. Pans, 1942, p.498).
When,asanexception, thisis notthecasethereisaproblemandeven
a danger for the healing enterprise. Cf. Legrand-duSaulle, op.cit.,
p.172 or further, p.334: "... public opinion is aroused, the press is
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contrary" conclusion (cf. De la psychose paranoiaque dans ses
rappotts avec la personnalit.4, Seuil, Paris, 1975, p.295). Because of
the confusions which are entertained today, we must add that this
theoretical rupture took the bias of a both theoretical and personal
rupture with de Clbrambault. For the latter, indeed, "Mental automatism
is a primitive process" (cf. G. de Clkrambault, op.cit., p.566), to which
Lacan replies in his thesis that the said "automatism" is "all the more
seductivein thatonecan confuseat leisuretherein theutterlydifferent
meanings which its precise usages present, in neurology on the one
hand, and inpsychiatryon theother"(op.cit., p.287). This'tonfusion"
was exactly at the heart of de Clbrambault'sdoctrine. We ought not to
neglectthedecisive, that is to say, the definitive [quality]of this rupture
because, many years later, Lacan spoke of de Clerambault as having
been his "only master in psychiatry". One may estimate his audacity
by simply evoking here the Kraepeliniandoxaof the time: "Diagnosis",
Kraepelin had written, "today signifies for us the acknowledgementof
the morbid process, a specific kind at the base of the given clinical
picture" (quoted in L'evolution psvchiatrique, Privat, Toulouse, Oct.
Dec. 1986, p.882. In this same number one may read, pp.877 to 887.
by S. Folin and C. Masi: Note sur /'evolution de /'epist6mologie
psychiatrique, a text in which the notion of process is claimed to then
acquire the status of a founding paradigm of the new psychiatry).The
rupture effectuated by Lacan is to be confronted with the quasicontemporary position taken by H. Ey in the duplicated.textentitled:
The conception of €.Bleuler which accompanied his translation of
DementiapraecoxoderGruppederSchozophrenien. In this, Ey does
h.omage to Bleuler as having re-founded psychiatry precisely for
having distinguished the clinical picture of the properly speaking
morbid process, the only true touchstone of the discipline which had
been thus renewed to its very foundations.

inflamed, the magistrature hesitates, the madman benefits from troubled
consciences, and the doctor is wrong to be right".
DU SAULLE,L. Op.cit., p.50:"'Man is transformed by madness: the
citizen hasdisappeared, the father exists no longer,
only the alien6 survives".
6.

DU SAULLE,L. Op.cit., p.200:"L ...'ssuicide was merely the ultimate
confirmation of his madness."
KRAEPELIN,E. La psychose irreversible (not the author's title),
Navarin, Paris, 1987, p.122: "Any ailusion to the
complete incoherence and illogicality of the ideas
that he expressed affects the patient considerably
and may, at best (my emphasis), end by putting him
into a state of irritability and anger". Cf. also, Legrand
du Saulle, op. cit., p.122: "Onecould not give him any
indicationof the lack of foundationof his accusations
without the fear of immediatelyprovoking his anger".
DE SAULLE,L. Op.cit., p.372: this extract from the "most famous of
the persecuted". AI-Vine Ch., Berbiguier, of TerreNeuve du thym: Les Farfadets, ou Tous les demons
nesontpas de l'autremonde[Goblins, orAlldemons
are not of the other world) "I am counting on the
indulgence of honest people to believe that they will
see in this narrative only the pure truth of what Ihave
experienced, and that they will not give you the
pleasureofcriticisingtheworkofaman whodoesnot
write in order to appear learned...".
Cf. the two fundamental works of Jackie Pigeaud, (La Maladie de
L'&ne.BellesLettres, Paris, 1981,and Folieetcuresdelafolie. Belles
Leltres. Paris, 1987) as well as: G. Swain, Le sujet de la folie; Privat,
Toulouse, 1977; J. Postel and C.QuBtel, Nouvelle histoire de la
psychiatrie, Privat, Toulouse, 1983; Que sais-je by M. Collee and C.
Quetel on L'histoire des maladies mentales, P.U.F., Paris, 1987; the
articles of the journal of Frenesie: To these may be added P. Veyne's
preface/essay to the book of Seneca, De la tranquillife de /%me,
Rivages, Paris, 1988.

la

This rupture was of ;'the road to Damascus" genre: having set out, in
the project of his thesis, with the intention of demonstrating that
psychosis was ascribable to a process, Lacan ended up at a "completely
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Pinel, Esquirol, Freud, Lacan, i n
Toulouse, April 1988. pp.37-48.

l2

ERASMUS

l3

ERASMUS

€loge dela folie, Flammarion, Paris, 1964, p.19.
Op.cit., p.61.

l4

ERASMUS

Op.cit., p.14.

l5

u No. 25, E r b ,

Indication which I owe to the erudition of Andre Prbvost, L'utopie de
Thomas More, Mame, Paris, 1978. p.xxxvi.
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to ignore that if, in the psalms, to offend God is
considered madness (" God, thou knowest my
madness [folie], my faults lie revealed before thee",
Psalm LXVIII, 6),the redemption of this madness is
considered no less mad by Saint Paul when he
writes: "Since the world by wisdom knew not God in
the wisdom of God, it pleased God to save by the
madness of the message [translated in English as
"the foolishness of preaching"] those who believe"
(First EpistletotheCorinthians,L21). Inordertogive
a more recent reference, I simply mention Jean
BoltBro'sbook, NaissancedeDieu, Gallimard, Paris,
1986.

Op.cit., p.46: "But once again I hear the croaking
Stoic frogs..." Likewise, the madness of one of its
membersfrequently provokesa stoical reactionfrom
the family (cf. Legrand du Saulle, op.cit., p.207); so
doesateaching in the populationofthosewhofollow
it. Hencethe presenceof the said frogs on the cover
of the bookof 132bOnSmorSavec~acquesLacan,
J.
Allouch, 6rbs. Toulouse; 1988.

j6

ERASMUS
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RAUCHS, P. & GUI0NNET.C.
Berhard von Gudden (1824-1886),garde-fou du roi
et maitre de Kraepelin, in L'Bvolution psvchiatrique,
1987, T.52. Fasc.3, Privat. p.643-654.
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ERASMUS

Op.cit.,p.34. Also p.41: "Just as the horse's ignorance
of grammar could not make him unhappy, madness
does not make for the unhappiness of man at all
since it is consonant with his nature:'. Also, from
Moria's mouth: "...no man can live happy if he is not
initiated ,in my rites and honoured by my favour"
(P.80).
0p.cit.. p.15.

ERASMUS

Op.cit., p.18.

ALLOUCH,J

Vous dtes au courant, il y a un transfer?psychotique,
in=,
No. 21, Oct.1986, h & s ,Toulouse, 1986:
p.89-110. -

ERASMUS

Op.cit., p.49. We add that, for Erasmus, this kind
explicitly departs from the madness of religion [la
folk de la crolx] that one persists - from some of
Freud's unfortunateand partial indications in allying
with obsessional neurosis. When a theologian, as
Erasmus tells us (p.71), proposes that the Latin
declension of Jesus' name proves that Jesus is the
beginning, the middle and the end, as the first form
"Jesus" ends with the "s"of the beginning of summum,
the second form "Jesum" with the "m" of the beginning
of medium and the third form "Jesu" with the "u" of
ultlmum,-it is difficult not to see here a properly
delusional interpretation. Also it is somewhat superf~aal
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Tusculanes, op.cit., p.74.
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ERASMUS

Op.cit., p.46.
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ERASMUS

Op.cit., p.81. The formula.is taken from Horace:
"Think of the funeral pyre and, while you can still do
so, mix a little madness into your intentions; it is
sweet to de-reasonpurposely [a propos]". The way
for the universalisation that we effectuate here with
regard to this B propos is opened to us by Freud
havinggivento thequestfor"sweetness" the rankof
a prindplewhich is valid for all (the "pleasure prinaple"):
this propos, shall we say, does not only concern
"sweet madness" [la "douce folie"] but also furious
madness [la folie furieuse] (cf. what follows in our
analysis).

28

ERASMUS

Op.cit., p.46.

'' EPICTETUS

Le manuel dgpicrdre. Translated by M. Dacier.
Aubanel. Avignon, 1986. p.23. The stoic man is
"always on guard against himself, as against a man
who is continually setting traps for him and who is his
most dangerous enemy" (p.72).

SENECA

De la tranqui//ir6de /'Arne,op.cit. It was by allusion
to P. Veyne's essay that we spoke, above, of a
clearsightedness in whoever claims to not be psychoanalytically aware.
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A year later, he will qualify this as "d6lire de Freud" ["Freud's
delusion"].
This throws a not negligible light on that very difficult question of the
"return to Freud. In designating Freud, was Lacan not attempting to
.displacethe belief of which he is'the object? Did this process not work
too.well with a number of his students who, at his suggestion, found
themselves in effect bitten by Freud in believing in his unconscious?
DO we not have here the explanation of the fact that the most brilliant
among them (Laplanche,for example).turned away from him apparently
to be interested only in Freud?' In 1978, Lacan tookcognizance of this
matter, me impossibility of the transferenceof transference (he recognized
that there is'no transfeienceoftransference at the time of the seminar
on L'actepsychanalytique). Hecouldnot, after 1978,designate Freud
to a new generation of analysands as he had done to the preceding
ones, which will ratify his "Be Lacanian if you want to" of Caracas..
Lacan, 19-4-1977: "Why doesn't Freud introduce something which
could be called the him [le lui]?" Cf. J. Allouch, Une femme a d0 le
t a i r e , i n m , N o . 11/12, Er&s,Toulouse; Febnrary1984,p.81-100.
ERASMUS
Op.cit., p.47.
One mav read a more detailed study on this Doint in my article
Paraanoiiation?in Etudes Freudiennes.No. 30, Oct. 1987,p.65-80. [In
English, in Papers of the Freudian School of Melbourne, Austra/ian
Psvcho-ana/vt/cConoress. Edited by Oscar Zentner, Monash University
Press, Meldourne, i9881.

Thrime .I
'Hector Rupolo

If our advance has not been so rapid (it has been ten years since the
writing of Espacio-tiempoen Freud [Space-time in Freud] which took
a whole year to complete) it is because we have taken our time.
Inanycase,thefactthat,tenyearslater,weareabletoonceagaintake
up this theme as we have done in two other works3as well, from yet
. .
another perspective, reveals considerable perseverance.
At that moment, what we saw only as a hypothesis to be developed,
today, ten years later, constitutes an irreplaceable element to be worked:
the three of Lacan.
It is from this "three" that we can come to what may be called a new
petspedveon what has oaxlpied us throughoutour work This "dissertatjon"
. .
(as it was named) has then a purely prospective value.
But why should the fact of ordering time in three promote such a
different perspective?
Is it that the triad of the Real, the Symbolic and the Imaginary can give
us so many guarantees?
* Analyst. The Freudian School of Buenos Aims
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It is known that I don't like to make a grafia out of the mono
[untranslatableplay uponwords: "mono"also means "monkey", "grafia"
= "graph"]; if that were possible, one could search there for the
misunderstandingwhereby the R S Iwould function like an Other able to
guarantee something.

has bends where we leave marks of our passage which, afterwards, on
another journey, we take up and write once again. From there our
resources seem to be apparently abundant when, in reality, we have
merely taken our time (ten years from the first presentation. as I have
already mentioned).

Let us see, by using our orderingof time in the R.S.I., how we can make
one more demonstration of its value.

At the bend, then, where we had abandoned the question of parity in
relation to symmetry and reversibility, we find the basis for giving an
answer to these questions.

When it was a case of thinking of time under the ordering of the
Imaginary, it became manifest that, without having developed a proper
topology of the Imaginary and basing ourselves in an interrogationwith
regard to specular inversion:aquestion as naive as the following arose:
why does the plane mirror invert from right to left and not from above to
below?

If we study the type of inversion made by the plane mirror, we shall
surely understandsomething which our plane mind impedes in not going
further than that signifier "inversion".
If we. are taught that the lateral inversion of the plane mirror is one
inversion among many, we shall be,ableto see that when we claim that
it is unique, this is not without relation to that cult of the One by which it
is vested and which produces that confusion betweenthe father as ideal,
.
.. ..
andThe mother.

We find, then, that we are on the correct path no matter'how many
detours and turnings we may take because, in effect, other inversions are
possible. This is why the lateral inversionwould be without explanation
for whoever maintains it as unique.
For example, if we place a figure in front of and at a slight distance from
a concave cylindrical mirror, we see that the inversion of.lateralitydoes
not occur; that is to say, that this mirror maintains the image without the
so-called specular inversion.

The word reversibility does not present any difficuliy if we clarify that
it is only a conventionto namethe lateral inversionproducedby the plane
mirror and it may be used as a means of differentiatingit from other kinds
of inversion. Reversibility is something very different from an inversion
from right to left or vice versa. Only by formalisinga topologywhich would
explain that reversibility is an effect produced at the level of the image by
the odd or even parity of the inversions, can we attain some intelligibility
of phenomenawhich otherwise would have no e.xplanation like the one
quoted above, of the concave cylindrical mirror.

-

That is, not all mirrors produce a reversibility. But if we take a plane
mirror which.producesa reversibility, and we add a second plane mirror
which produces a second reversibility, the result is an even inversion,
thus returning to the point of departure with regard to its image.
It is upon operationsof this kind that we base ourselves in order to state '
a co-ordinatewhichcharaiterises time in the Imaginaryregister. Thecoordinate of reversibility gives account.of the Imaginary level which
temporarily implies a fact that is illustrated by remembrance.

Neuroticmemory-inwhicheverythingcanbeinvertedinthesensethat
everything here is reversed(by the necessary inversion of a plane mirror)
- could return to. the original image by means of a new inversion.
Is this not a good ordering, to conceive of this time in which everything
can be inverted? However, if there has been only. one inversion
(seeming, therefore, to.be a change), one has only to apply a second
inversion to return to the point of departure. That is to say that the
operation that might have been qualified as successful by the therapist
eager for good reSUltS, has not produced anything more than that which
a mirror may say to a woman:."You are the fairest of them all".

.At-this point, we are obliged to add another question to the. onepreviously formulated: does a mirror always invert laterality? And also,
does this inversion of laterality have any explanation?
We have advanced in the only way permittedus becausewe have been
blamed for having formulated, at different opportunities, this path as a
choice; whereas the path that we have followed is. on the contrary, not
freely chosen but adeterminationto which we are subjected. It is only in
some moments that we can clearly state: we have no ~ h o i c eThis
. ~ path

It seems to be a madness for anyonewho observesthe specular image
of a clock face producedby a plane mirror and compares this image with
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the sphere of the actual clock to decide finally that these are both the
same.

(chronologywhich does not suffice for all that it is available to every fine
gentleman with a watch in his pocket), that we cannot fail to see that the
signifier in its multiplicity (we should prefer to say its misunderstanding)
provokes an alteration in the succession?

Nevertheless, according to the topology that we are proposing, and
which does not depart at all from Lacan's formulation (for instance, his
qualificationof the difference betweenthe I - libido and the object - libido
simply as what is outside and what is inside, yet the same, one thing the
same as the other), the time that we read on the clock face is the same
even if we invertthe hands of the clock, because the time indicatedby the
clocks sphere and that indicated by the other sphere, is exactly the
same.6
That is why we are not only proposing reversibility as an imaginarycoordinate of time, but we are proposing an (odd or even) parity; because
although the past hasbeen traced, and different parts of the subject's
history have been reconstructed, and even though there have been
sufficient reminiscences, still no effect may have been produced in the
analysis -.the subject remains untouched.
Are we once again confirming the correctness of our path by ordering
time in the Imaginaryin this manner? Is it not the surprise of the newthat
we are stating here, when we re-encounter by our own circuitous path
(and not by anyone else's) the Lacaniantext in which the author does not
make of the purloined card, a card up the sleeve, since he shows that if
we order random dealing with a certain regularity, we can come to the
conclusion of the odd or even of the number two, that is, of asymmetry.
Now then, the card which has not been purloined but rather conjured
away in our analysis of Imaginary time by means of reversibility is the
slipping from the past to present, from present to past, or even in a
propaedeutical direction, for which we need a track, and that track is
undoubtedly the successive chain of signifiers.
It is thus that there emerges the necessity to order the kind of
succession we are dealing with in the signifying chain, since in this way
we will come into, the Symbolic for what this dimension implies of
succession.

It is to be statedhere that we are not speaking of the chain, because'this
would anticipate our conclusion for the time when the Real will make for
itself a rhriplace.
We shall explain ourselves: at the moment in which we want to resolve
the time in which we speak in an analysis, we see that it is inevitable to
separate two things which, being together, offer themselves to anyone's
misunderstanding, even for,one who, having the best intentions, has
decided to treat his patients for 45-50 minutes becausethis was dictated
by custom. I am referring to the necessity of separating the chain of the
watch from the chain'of the signifier, since if they are put in correspondence,
we would alter the duration of a session aswell as the time of an analysis,
thus confusing one chain with the other. And ifwe did so, we would have
no other course'than to pull the chain with the consequence of sending
what we have been able to formulate to a rather unpleasant place.
It is known that the one who of his own accord establishedthe time of
the session as being between 45 and 50 minutes,.is excused for not
having given any valid reason: since it so happens that he,.wasthe
founder of this practice baptised, by him, psychoanalysis. But the ones
who are not excused from using and abusing what Father Freud did not
resolve, are his successors.

Instead it is his successors, armed in the armchairs of comfort,.thatwe
see as responsible for not having formulated the questionswhich would
keep psychoanalysis alive after Freud.

We have said: "present in each component of the succession". Is it not
here that it becomes evident, in'this possible confusion with chronology.

Ifthe time of the Symbolic is successive (shown by every letter of the
texts written by.Freud on'the question of the father, where succession
takes substance, not from an inheritanceo i objects, or from the armchair
of Freud,'or from his couch, but through the signifiers whose succession
is anchored in Lacan and not in his favourite sons-daughters),then this
reveals that.only-whatis based on the Symbolic can produce a su.ccession;
and that he who continues a work, works with honesty when he makes a
continuation in the point in which the lack makes of transmission a
possibility- there, where something comes to light in the field of the same
work.
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Now then, this succession clearly marks what is at play, since each of
the elements in question occupies.that place by means of metaphor
which, as we know, is present in each component of the succession.
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However, this is only possible if we detach one chain from the other in
order to appreciate how, dealing in both cases with two successive
chains, there is nevertheless no similarity whatsoever between one and
the other.

real of the cut, thus realising the Symbolic. Therefore we are taking up
in this manner our thrime, in a symbolic realization of the, Imaginary:
R. S. I.

We shall posit, for example, that in which we have been detained for
years, where we have learned something of the unconscious: the
psycho-analytic session. Does the succession of minutes and hours
really matter to us? Or the succession of signifiers from the patient? Or
the correlation that we may make between one chain and the other? On
the contrary, we know that it is a question of the unconscious - thus a
chained time, yes, but not precisely chained to the hands of a clock.

Notes

'

This article supported my lecture about "Thrime" at the "Reuni6n
Lacanoamericano de PsicoanBlisis", Gramado, Brazil, 1988. All the
following notes were added in November 1988.

It is necessary to give consistency to the operation: "surgery", the
sameword that weuseinmedicine,servesintopology tospeakof thecut.

We refer to the article presented in the Reunidn sobre la Enseianza

Andwith thiswecan putthe final pointto thiswriting whichclaimstosay
something different from that which we have been developing up until
now: to appreciate time in all its extension, we need a triad -the R. S. I.
And three is only made by the Real, the real of time which is characterised
by what produces the act: surgery, cut,-topological modification -these
are some ways of describing it.
It is a fact that the time of the Real is a contradictory time,in itself,
because it is,a time in which time is exhausted: that is, it is time and it is
not, at the same time.
I once said that time tapers. To characterise time in the Real: this
would not, seem to be the best description if we do not add the fact that
this tapering continues until the point of exhaustion: the point in which
time is no longer time.

In the same way as we described Imaginary time as the one of
reversibility, and Symbolic time as successive, the cut seems to be most
appropriate for the time in the Real. If we wanted to give an example.,we
would not need to go far in search of it: when the two chains, seemingly
single, were separated into two - the one of the chronological su&ession
of time from the one of the succession of signifiers.
Finally,trying to avoid the possibility of misunderstandingin a hierarchy,
we have to recall that in orderto clarify the reversibility of Imaginary time,
it was necessary to pass through the Symbolic succession: that is, to
symbolise the Imaginary; and to give account of the Symbolic of the
succession. separated from mere chronology, we needed to explain the
174

The title of this article is originally in Spanish: "NTriempd', in which
we condensed "Tres" with "Tiempo" (Three-Time). Although this
neologism cannot be translated, we decided to maintain the original
procedure and condensed "Three" and "Time" = Thrime.

'

de Lacan y el Psicodnalisisen America Latina, Caracas, 1980, titled:
€l,fiempo en la sesidn analitica o el tiempo del discurso (Time in the
analytic session or the time of discourse ), and in second place the
article presented in the Reunion Lacanoamericana de Psicoanalisis,
Punta del Este, Uruguay, 1986, titied: La section analitica ((The
analyticsection), published in T M a p e r s of the Freudian School of
Melbourne, On Transference. Edited by Oscar Zentner, Monash
University Press, Melbourne, 19871.
This interrogation was not well received by our colleagues, perhaps
because its presentation was not sufficiently formalized, although this
was done in a space reserved for works without formalization.
If some things we (the analysts) say couldbe heard by ourselves some
time later, it is probable - but not certain -that we would laugh loudly
-,I
mean oneself and the others. This goes for choice, this goes for
elections to promote things which have the appearance of freedom
(the worst about it is that some analysts believe in those things...).
Even to describe an analyst as a politician.... Iwant to make clear that
this does.not mean a preference for dictatorship, for no voting, but it
only marks the illusion promoted by the politicians in those from whom
they need an OK to trade them off in a deal.
A commentary about the sphere problem. The article compares a
sphere (the image in the mirror) with another sphere (the clocks
sphere), but this cornparison does not exclude the consequences of a
comparison between different spheres, one's own and the other's.
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I made this affirmation during the Seminar I dictated in.1987:
Actualizaciones en &mica analitica, which was afterwards published
under the same title.

THE SIGMUND FREUD
JACQUES LACAN PRIZE
The Freudian School of Melbourne announces The Sigmund FreudJacques Lacan prize for an original short monograph which is
consideredto further the theoly and practice of psycho-analysis.
From 1991, the prize will be awarded on the occasion of the
Homage to Freud and the monograph will be published in Papers of
the Freudian School of Melbourne.

***
PUBLICATIONS
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Australian Psycho-Analytic Writings
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I

1979

Homage.to Freud

II

1980

On Perversion

111

1981

On Angst

IV

1982

The FreudianClinic

VNI

1983184

Clinical Psychoanalysisand
the Training of Analysts

VI1

1985

The Case Histories of
Freud - I

Vlll

1986

The Case Histories of
Freud - II

IX

1987

On Transference

X

1988

Australian Psychoanalytic
Congress

XI

1989

The Formations of the
Unconscious

Order from leading bookshops or
The Freudian School of Melbourne
P.O. Box 12, Hawhorn
Vicloria3122
Australia

THE SEMINAR
THE FOUNDATIONS OF PSYCHO-ANALYSIS
The Freudian School of Melbourne will offer a four year programme of
hebdomadal seminars commencing in the second semester of 1989.
following in this way, its tradition of seminars running since 1977.
Supervisionwill be available.
The Seminar, The Foundations of Psycho-analysis, will address both
psycho-analysisin intention:the study of psycho-analytictheory, case
presentation and clinical supervision; and psycho-analysis in extension:
ints of articulation with related fields.
E e Seminar is open to participation by psycho-anal sts. clinicians,
students and scholars with particular interest in the fieh.
PROGRAMME
Year I
Metaosvcholoov:
~.reoression: the Freudianunconscious,
--,the drive.
The unconscious Is slructured like a language.
The formations of the unconscious and the signifier.
The interpretation of dreams: metaphor and metonomy.
Year II
The subject and the Other. Real, Symbolic, Imaginary.
Sexuality. Castration. Desire. Identification. Angst.
Transference. Countertransferenceand the desire of the analyst.
Symptom, fantasm. repetition and the object of psychoanalysis.
Year 111
Psycho-analyticpsychopathology I.Structureof Neurosis.Repression.
Psycho-analyhcpsychopathology II. Structure of Perversion. Disavowal.
Psycho-analyticpsychopathology 111. Structure of Psychosis. Foreclosure.
Psychoanalytic psychopathologyIV. Structure of Psychosis. Foreclosure.
- - I -

~~

~~~~

~

vear
IV
.
.
.

The case histories of Freud and Lacan.
The technical writings of Freud and Lacan.
Lacaniantopology.
Desire and its interpretation. Construction.
The direction of the cure.
Preliminary interviews. The end of the analysis.
Formationof analysts. Analysis of supervision.
The ethics of psycho-analysis.
Time: Wednesdays, 8.30 pm to 10.30 pin.
At: The Clinical Sciences Building, Mont Park Psychiatric Hospital.
Supervlslon and Case Presentation: time to be arranged.
Enqulrles: Luis Riebl on (03)830 5445 or The Secretary,
The Freudian School of Melbourne,
P.O..Box 12, Hawthorn, Victoria 3122.

The Freudian School of Melbourne is a school of psycho-analysis
whose members study and work with the Freudian discovery.
The School is open to those who wish to examine and further with
us the theoretical and clinical direction given by Freud and Lacan.
The School Offers:
* The Seminar The Foundations of Psycho-Analysis.
* internal study groupdcartels.
' Weekly seminars on the works of S. Freud, M. Klein,
J. Lacan and other analysts.
*
A yearly Homage to Freud where analysts and members of
the School present their work.
* The Sigmund FreuWacques Lacan Prlze.
* Clinical supervisionin psycho-analysls.
* An open forum for discussion and interchange with analysts
from Australia and overseas.
* The organization, since 1987. of the Australian
PsychoanalytlcCongress.
* The organization of the Lacanoamerican Reunion of
Psychoanaiyslstogether with other Freudian and Lacanian
psycho-analyticinstitutions (Uruguay 1986, Brazil 1988,
Argentina 1989).
* The publication of Papers of the Freudian School of
Melbourne Australian Psycho-AnalyticWritings, since
1979.
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***

For 1990, The Freudian School of Melbourne, in conjunction with
the Department of PsychologicalMedicine, Prince Henry's Hospital.
invites you to participate in the following projects of work:
*
A regular seminar on J. Lacan's The Seminar. Book I.
Freud's Papers on Technique (1953/1954).
* A regular seminar on J. Lacan's The Seminar. Book II.
The Ego In Freud's Theory and In the Technique of
Psychoanalysls(1954/1955).
*
A three year course on Psychopathology and PsychoAnalysis In the Theory and Practice of Freud and Lacan.
..

.

Enquiries lo:
Tim Secretary
The FreudianSchool of Melbourne

P.O. Box 12. HawUlDrn
Victoria3122
A"Jtrali!
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